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Have you ever been in a furniture shop and wondered whether a
couch ﬁts in the space you have for it? Have you bought some
interior decoration item – and realized at home that it doesn't ﬁt the
atmosphere? Or have you been frustrated when trying to
understand the instructional pictures in an assembly manual for
some gadget?
Augmented reality (AR) is a visualization technology that can
help in the situations described above. It merges virtual
objects into the user's view, and enhances spatial perception skills.
Why isn't this technology widely utilized in everyday situations
then? Are there still some technical bottlenecks that need to be
solved before wide consumer-level use? Are there some business
ecosystem factors that hinder AR applications from entering the
consumer market? This work seeks answers to these questions.
We involve users in the development process and show that
ordinary, non-technically oriented users can provide useful insight
regarding emerging technologies such as AR. Different usercentred and participatory design methods are used to ﬁnd out the
factors hindering the widespread use of AR and user expectations
regarding AR enhanced interior design services.
This work also describes application development to support
wider use of AR and algorithm development to solve some critical
bottlenecks, such as not having a way to remove existing furniture
virtually. This thesis presents a solution for this kind of virtual
removing functionality, aka diminished reality, which is an enabler
for many AR applications.
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1. Introduction
People’s level of spatial perception skills varies, and viewers sometimes have
difficulty understanding the relations between spatial objects. Different visualization techniques have therefore been used to help people understand 3D structures
and relations (Figure 1). Traditional visualization methods are typically static and
show only one viewpoint.

Figure 1. A fossil with an illustration of its whole skeleton helps the viewer understand the dimensions of the animal better (visualization at the Museum of Natural
History, New York).
Augmented reality (AR) is a real-time technology that merges digital elements with
the environment in a way that the user perceives the elements as being part of the
real environment. As a 3D visualization method, AR allows the user to examine an
object from any viewpoint. (Azuma 1997)
The roots of AR technology date back to the 1960s when Sutherland (1965,
1968) first presented a head-mounted display concept, the ultimate display, and
later demonstrated the potentiality of virtual and augmented reality with a headmounted 3D display system.
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In visual augmented reality,
reality, graphical elements are added into the user’s view
(Figure
Figure 2).
). AR systems may stimulate other senses as well, mos
mostt commonly
through audio and
nd tactile output.
Augmented reality is an efficient visualization
visualization method in application areas
where the combination of real and virtual elements benefits the user, and where
there is a need to enhance the user’s spatial perception
percepti
(Siltanen 2012, Avery,
Sandor & Thomas 2009).
2009) AR can also be used to train spatial skills (Dünser et al.
2006) and to teach spatial relations (Dünser et al. 2006, Patrick, Marcus & Klinker
2009, Fedeli, Pier 2014).
2014)

Figure 2.. Augmented reality combines reality with digital content (3D graphics).
Although augmented reality has been extensively studied since the 1990s, the
technology’s full potential is not yet utilized (Carmigniani et al. 2011)
2011).. The general
focus of augmented reality research has been on
on enabling technologies and shortterm pilots and demonstrations (Dünser, Grasset et al. 2007, Feng Zhou, Duh et
al. 2008). User based experiments have been rare in AR development ((Swan
Swan and
Gabbard 2005)
2005). AR is seldom
seldom used in everyday applications by ordinary consumconsu
ers. In this thesis, the author considers different issues that have an influence on
AR becoming everyday technology especially in interior design application area.
The idea for th
this
is research emerged when the author gave a keynote talk “Augmented reality beyond the hype – what is it good for?” at the MUSCLE InternaIntern
tional Workshop on Computational Intelligence for Multimedia Understanding in
2011 (Siltanen 2011).
2011). Although there are many application areas whe
where
re AR would
be beneficial, it is not commonly used in practical consumer
consumer-level
level applications.
This work aims to find reasons for this. ‘Practical applications’ means here that we
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exclude games, for example. Consumer-level means that we are interested in
ordinary people and mass market applications as opposed to specialized professional use of AR by experts. In addition, our aim is to find ways to enhance augmented reality and develop methods and algorithms that support consumer-level
visualization applications.

1.1 Background and research environment
Besides the work described in this thesis, the author has studied several other
aspects of AR. This additional research supports the work described in this thesis
and forms a solid foundation upon which this work is built. The present thesis is,
however, independent of the additional, supporting work.
The supporting research consists of:
Tracking solutions
o (Siltanen, Hakkarainen & Honkamaa 2007)
o (Honkamaa et al. 2007)
Mobile interactions
o (Siltanen, Hyväkkä 2006)
o (Ailisto et al. 2007)
o (Siltanen, Woodward, Valli, Honkamaa and Rauber 2008)
AR solutions for building, construction and interior design
o (Siltanen 2013)
o (Pinto Seppä et al. 2007)
o (Kähkönen, Hyväkkä, Porkka, Siltanen and Woodward 2008)
o (Woodward et al. 2007b)
o (Woodward et al. 2007a)
o (Oksman, Kulju and Siltanen 2011)
AR research for maintenance and assembly tasks
o (Sääski, Salonen, Siltanen, Hakkarainen and Woodward 2007)
o (Salonen et al. 2007)
o (Sääski et al. 2008)
o (Azpiazu et al. 2011)
Mixed reality and hybrid media solutions
o (Siltanen and Aikala 2012)
o (Välkkynen et al. 2013)
Diminished reality and marker hiding methods
o (Korkalo, Aittala and Siltanen 2010)
o (Siltanen 2006)
o (Siltanen, Saraspää and Karvonen 2014)
Overview of the AR field
o (Siltanen 2012)
To date, the author and other researchers have presented a considerable number
of demos and pilots, and the technology has been developed in many aspects. In
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Chapter
hapter 2 we provide a thorough overview of the AR field and elucidate the conc
ceptual background of augmented reality. The chapter also clarifies the terminoloterminol
gy and technical framework of AR. Our application and algorithm development,
development
described later in Chapter
hapter 4, is built upon this framework. In addi
addition, the technical
work is also based on in-depth
in depth knowledge of the augmented reality field gained
during earlier AR research and development.
Although the technology itself is mature, certain human factors need to be
overcome before AR systems can become adopted for commonplace use (van
Krevelen and Poelman 2010).
2010). This became apparent during our previous research
as well. In this work, we consider the human–technology
technology interaction related factors
that need to be addressed in order for AR to make a breakthro
breakthrough at the consumconsu
er level. We both identify these
th se factors and develop technical solutions to them.
A hype cycle 1 provides a cross
cross-industry
industry perspective on the development and
trends of emerging technologies.
technologies Itt illustrates how and when technologies move
beyond the hype
hype,, offer practical benefits and become widely accepted (Gartner
2014).

Figure 3.. Augmented reality on the hype cycle according to Gartner.
Figure 3 shows how augmented reality technology has developed according to
Gartner2. AR is treated here as a single technology;
technology however, in practice there is
deviation in the maturity of different application areas of augmented reality. At
present, AR is in the stage termed the trough of disillusionment (LeHong, Fenn

1
2

http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/methodologies/hype-cycle.jsp
http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/methodologies/hype
cycle.jsp
http://www.gartner.com/
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and Leeb-du Toit 2014). In this work, we consider factors that would enable AR to
transfer to the plateau of productivity.
The author has been a member of VTT’s augmented reality team3, which has
created ALVAR4, A Library for Virtual and Augmented Reality (Appendix C). Most
of the work reported in this thesis is either built using ALVAR or contributes to
ALVAR.

1.2 Objectives and scope
The objective of this work is to advance AR towards commonplace consumer
applications and get it to the plateau of productivity stage on the hype cycle. It is
apparent that this only is possible if user-based experimentation is applied to
augmented reality development (Swan and Gabbard 2005).
The author’s earlier, comprehensive work in the AR field showed that getting
AR technology into everyday use in consumer-level applications is laborious (see
page 13 for references). It also revealed that besides technology development,
business factors and human factors affecting acceptance of the technology must
be considered. In other words, adoption of the technology must be considered
from a wide perspective. Thus, the aim is threefold: firstly to understand the human factors affecting acceptance of AR technology and involve users in the
design process, secondly to develop applications and technical solutions for
AR that support these factors and, thirdly, to discuss some of the economic factors affecting the wide use of the AR technology.
Considering all this, the research problem is formulated as How can user involvement be utilized in developing more effective AR experiences? The
research problem is further divided into the following research questions (RQs):
RQ1a: How to involve users in the design process to create more effective
AR experiences?
RQ2a: What are the user expectations regarding AR interior design?
RQ3a: Which technical solutions fulfil the user expectations and improve
the user experience of AR?
In addition to these three main research questions we discuss the following:
RQ4a: Which business ecosystem factors support the wide utilization of
the AR technology?

3
4

www.vtt.fi/multimedia (The actual name of the team and its composition has varied.)
www.vtt.fi/multimedia/alvar.html
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This research deals with ad-hoc
hoc methods in an unknown environment,
environment and
consumer
consumer-level
level applications.
applications. We are especially interested in visual augmented
reality.. Our focus application area is interior
erior design, thus we concentrate on
indoor augmentations.
augmentations In addition, w
we
e also study the AR in assembly,
assembly and
hybrid media application area from the AR advertising perspective. Besides inteint
rior design
design, we consider the wider ambient home design5 concept. Fu
Furthermore,
rthermore,
we are interested in human factors i.e. user expectations and user experience,
business prospects of AR services, and application and technology developdevelo
ment (Figure
Figure 4).

Figure 4. Venn
enn diagram of the focus of the work
The research focus is on the user viewpoint of AR applications
applications. Thus, while
w
we
acknowledge authoring as being an
n important and necessary part of the hybrid
media system (see Figure 22, page 53),
), further examination of authoring is omitted from this study
study.. Furthermore,, the focus is on software issues; hardware and
devices are thus outside the scope of this work. In addition, although this research
is concern
concerned solely with visual augmentations,
augmentations, we recognize that augmented
reality is not limited to visual input.

5

Ambient home design means the design of the aesthetic home environment; including
interior design, lighting design, floor and wall covering, textiles etc.
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1.3 Research process and contribution of research papers
The research contribution of this work falls in
into three categories (Figure 5)::
Identifying user expectations and other factors affect
affecting the viability and acceptance of AR technology (the blocks on the left)
Application
pplication development to improve the user experience of AR,
and (the middle block)
Technical
echnical development
development to improve specific features of AR applicaapplic
tions (the block on the right)
right).
Paperss I, II and III study the human factors – user experience and user expectaexpect
tions – affecting the adoption of AR technology in consumer
consumer-level
level AR interior ded
sign service
services. User
ser expectations are best revealed together with users, and these
paper present studies with user involvement. The studies provide general guideguid
lines for the construction of such services and a list of important features of interior
design.
Paper
Papers III and IV examine business ecosystem factors in interior design and in
hybrid media advertising,
advertis , respectively
respectively. In these papers several actors are involved
in the early design of the digital service. Some business ecosystem factors conco
cerning interior design services
services also are discussed in Papers I and II.

Figure 5.. Contribution of each research paper.
Paperss V and VI report application development;
development Paper V in augmented reality
assembly and Paper VI in interior design. Both applications
applications are developed with the
aim of improving the user experience (UX) of augmented reality.
Paper
Papers V, VI and VII contribute to the technical development of AR. They prepr
sent algorithms, methods and implementations of specific features of AR previouspreviou
ly identified as important in Paper
Papers I, II, III and IV, or during application developdevelo
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ment (Papers V and VI).
VI) On the other hand, the developed features are integrated
to the applications.
Paper
Papers VI and VII contribute to AR in the interior design application area,
area and
Paper V contributes to the use of AR for assembly instructions. Paper V not only
describes technical work but also illustrates the importance of taking user preferprefe
ences into account in system design. Furthermore, paper V studies multimodal
user interfaces,
nterfaces, and thus brings a new viewpoint to the work.
The storyline of the thesis starts with identifying important aspects and features
of AR technology, and then moves through application development to technical
development ((Figure
Figure 5).
Author’s research shows that involving users in co-design
co design helps to identify both
critical features of AR service and other important factors that affect user experiexper
ence. Thus user involvement affects adoption and popularity i.e. viability of the
service. This research also showss that understanding business ecosystem helps
in developing successful AR services. In addition, the author presents application
and algorithm development to support critical features of consumer
consumer-level
level AR appliappl
cations, with a focus on interior design. Specifically,
Specifically she develops diminished
reality technology for removing existing furniture virtually from the view.
Finally
Finally, Section 4.3 presents real
real-life
life examples of AR interior design carried out
ou
using the developed technology, thus confirming
confirm
the validity and quality of the
research.

Figure 6. Simplified software development cycle; the main contribution of this work
in the software development cycle is marked
marked with darker blue.
Software development is usually an iterative and incremental process. An illustraillustr
tion of the simplified software development cycle is presented in Figure 6.
6 As an
academic dissertation the focus in this wor
work
k is on the research question rather
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than product development, therefore some parts of the cycle are iterated and
some are covered superficially. Certain parts are considered from multiple application domain viewpoints and other parts concentrate on a single application domain. The users are involved at different stages of the process. This work concentrates on the “first half” of the software development cycle; the main contribution
falls in requirements specification, design and implementation phases (Figure
6). In the implementation phase the work contributes both on application development and algorithm development. The initial planning process is not explicitly
described although it is in the background of the work. It goes without saying that
user testing and evaluation are essential components for assessing how the developed system actually meets user needs. However, in order to focus on the
presented research questions, testing and evaluation are covered in this thesis in
a more informal manner and have to be left for further studies.
In commercial software development, the development often follows more
strictly some established software development process. Moreover, in real software development the cycle is iterated several times.

1.4 Dissertation structure
The introductory part of this work is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the conceptual background of augmented
reality and clarifies the terminology and technical framework of the AR field.
Chapter 3 focuses on the user aspects – user experience, expectations and requirements – of augmented reality. In the first section (Section 3.1), the author
reviews the conceptual background of user-centred and participatory methods.
Then an overview of the applied methods and their research aims is given (Section 3.2). Thereafter, the author presents five case studies (Sections 3.3–3.7). The
presented research identifies factors delaying the adoption of AR in commonplace
consumer-level applications, with a focus on interior design. The author also considers business ecosystem factors affecting the mass-market adoption of AR in
two application areas: interior design and hybrid media. (Papers I, II, III and IV)
Chapter 4 addresses the key issues of AR application development towards
commonplace technology and describe authors work on application and algorithm
development. It focuses on selected bottlenecks identified during the preceding
work (results from Chapter 3) and presents technical and algorithmic solutions for
resolving them. The first section (4.1) describes research work in the area of augmented reality assembly. Section 4.2 focuses on the AR interior design application
area. Section 4.2.2 describes algorithm development in diminished reality. The
chapter ends with real-life examples of AR interior design (Section 4.3). (Papers V,
VI and VII)
Chapter 5 concludes together the outcomes of all studies presented in Chapters 3 and 4 and answers all research questions.
In Chapter 6, the author concludes her research and examines how it contributes to the goal of bringing AR into consumer-level applications. In addition, Chap-
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ter 6 gives guidelines for AR application development and discusses the future of
the AR field.
Appendices A and B present the use case scenarios used in the studies presented in Chapter 3. The ALVAR library is presented in Appendix C. Original research papers I–VII are also included.
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2. Conceptual background of augmented
reality
Augmented reality means a system wh
where
ere virtual elements are blended into the
real world to enhance the user’s perception (Caudell and Mizell 1992)
1992). A mixed
reality (MR) system merges the real world and virtual worlds to produce a new
environment where physical and digital objects co-exist
co
and
nd interact (Milgram,
(Milgram
Takemura, Utsumi and Kishino 1994)
1994). Reality means here the physical environenviro
ment; in this context often the visible environment as seen directly or through a
video display. A
An augmented
ugmented reality system is identified by three characteristics:
characteris
it
combines the real and the virtual,
virtual, it is interactive in real time and it is registered in
3D (Azuma 1997, Azuma et al. 2001)
2001).
In addition to combining virtual and real elements,
element a digital system can alter the
environment in other ways as well. In mediated reality, a person’s perception of
reality is manipulated (Figure 7).. Besides adding virtual elements (i.e. augmented
reality),
), the system may remove something (i.e. diminished reality
reality)) or alter the
reality in some other way (i.e. modulated reality
reality)) (Mann 2002)
2002).

Figure 7.. Mann’s reality–virtuality–
reality
–mediality continuum (Mann 2002)
2002).. Reality (R)
( is
at the origin, ((V) is the virtuality continuum and (M)
( the mediality continuum.
continuum
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Virtual reality (VR) is
is an immersive environment simulated by a computer. The
simplest form of virtual reality is a 3D scene that the user can explore interactively
from a personal computer, usually with a keyboard or mouse. Sophisticated VR
systems consist of wrap-around
wrap around displ
display
ay screens, actual VR rooms, wearable comco
puters, haptic devices, joysticks, etc.
Augmented virtuality is a system where a virtual environment is augmented with
real world components; for
or instance by adding live video feeds to tthe
he virtual world,
world
such as SecondLife6.
Augmented reality applications mostly focus on visual augmented reality and, to
some extent
extent, on audio and tactile sensations in the form of haptic feedback.

Figure 8. Mediated
ated reality taxonomy (Siltanen 2012)
2012).
We summariz
summarize
e the taxonomy for mediated reality in Figure 8 (Siltanen 2012).
2012)
From left to right we have the reality
reality–virtuality
virtuality environment axis, the middle of
which ccontains
ontains all combinations of the real and virtual, the mixed environments.
environments
The mediality axis is enumerable; we can add, remove or change its contents.
Mediated reality consists of all types of mediality in mixed environments. The
subgroup of mediated reality,
reality, which includes interaction, 3D registration and realreal
time components, is mixed reality..

6

http://secondlife.com/
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A basic augmented reality system consists of a camera, a computational unit
and a display. The camera captures an image, and then the system augments
virtual object
objects
s on top of the image and displays the result.

Figure 9.. Example of a basic augmented reality system; the camera view is augau
mented on a tablet PC.
Figure 9 illustrates an example of a basic augmented
augment
reality
eality system on a tablet
PC; the environment,
environment, as seen by the camera,
camera, is augmented and displayed on
screen. AR systems can run on a PC, laptop, tablet PC, mobile phone or other
computational unit. Depending on the application, they can use a digital camera,
ca
a
web camera or the built-in
built in camera of the computational unit. They can use a headhead
mounted display, see-through
see through display, external display or the built
built-in
in display of the
computational unit. Alternatively, the system may project the augmentation onto
the
he real world or use a stereo display. The appropriate setup depends on the apa
plication and environment. At present, a tablet PC is an ideal device for consumer
applications as it has an integrated camera and relatively large display.
In many AR applications
applications the user moves virtual objects around or otherwise
manipulates them. This kind of interaction is difficult in live video mode, especially
with mobile devices. One solution is to pause i.e. “freeze” the image while the user
interacts with the system, and
and thereafter resume back to live video mode (Lee et
al. 2009
2009; Zöllner, Becker and Keil 2010)
2010). Long-time
time use of mobile AR device such
as tablet PC is tiresome,
tiresome, when the user needs to hold the device in the air. In the
paused
paused, still image mode,
mode, the user is a
able
ble to lay down the device and investigate
the aug
augmentation
mentation with time (Woodward,
Woodward, Kuula, Honkamaa, Hakkarainen and
Kemppi 2014). Some applications
applications may rely solely on snapshots i.e. augmented
still images (Keil,
Keil, Zöllner, Becker et al. 2011).
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It is debatable whether the still image augmentation is considered augmented
reality or not, because it has a fixed view point (or a set of fixed viewpoints when a
set of still images are used) and a fixed view direction. This is especially arguable
when still image mode is the only mode in the application. AR telescope or AR
web camera applications also have fixed viewpoint, and limited or fixed view direction. Some visualisation applications show fixed augmentation; the user interactions with the system are limited or non-existent. Some mobile guidance applications show information for navigation purposes, the location of e.g. a restaurant
can be approximate and only associated with the building; the 3D registration is
loose and has some restrictions and in many cases no interactivity is present. It is
rather a philosophical question how much restrictions there can be in a system to
be still considered mixed or augmented reality.
The author considers still image based augmentations as augmented reality, if
the virtual elements are augmented in real environment in 3D and the user interaction happens in real time, that is, the user is able to e.g. move elements in real
time and there is no off-line processing involved. In this case the application fulfils
the definition of augmented reality as defined in Figure 8.

2.1 Aligning virtual and real elements
The essential difference between AR and other basic image and video manipulation tools is that in augmented reality virtual objects are manipulated in 3D coordinates instead of 2D image coordinates, and that the manipulations happen in realtime. In order to be able to do this, the system needs to know where the user is
and what the user is looking at. Normally, the user explores the environment
through a display that portrays the camera image with augmentation. Thus, in
practice the system needs to calculate the pose of the camera. Pose means the
six degrees of freedom (6 DOF) position, i.e. the 3D location and 3D orientation of
an object, and tracking in the augmented reality context means calculating the
pose of a camera continuously in real time. Tracking is a core functionality of an
augmented reality system.
In computer graphics, the virtual scene is projected through a virtual camera
and this projection is then rendered on screen (see e.g. Shirley, Ashikhmin and
Marschner 2009: 142–155). The trick in augmented reality is to use a virtual camera identical to the system’s real camera. This way, the virtual objects in the scene
are projected in the same way as real objects, and the result is convincing (see
e.g. Siltanen 2012: 55). In order to be able to mimic the real camera, the system
needs to know the optical characteristics of the camera. The optical characteristics
are presented with camera parameters. The system needs to know the camera
parameters also to be able to track the camera accurately. The process of identifying these characteristics is called camera calibration. With a calibrated camera the
system is able to render virtual objects in the correct place. (See e.g. Szeliski
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2010: 320–334.) Camera calibration can be part of the AR system, and many AR
tools (e.g. ALVAR7) have calibration functionality.
Researchers in computer vision, robotics and photogrammetry have developed
a considerable number of different tracking methods. Since the camera is already
part of the system in most augmented reality setups, visual tracking methods are
of special interest in AR. Visual tracking methods use computer vision methods to
deduce the pose of the camera. Visual tracking is also called camera (-based)
tracking or optical tracking.
One approach to tracking is to add an effortlessly detectable predefined sign in
the environment. A sign or a picture that can easily be detected from a video image using image processing, pattern recognition or computer vision techniques, is
called a marker. In marker-based tracking the pose calculation relies on marker
detection. In general, it is impossible to deduce the correct scale solely based on
visual observations (see e.g. Hartley and Zisserman 2000: 157). However with a
marker of known size an AR system is able to calculate the correct scale.
Other approaches for visual tracking are feature-based and model-based
methods. In model-based tracking, the system contains a 3D model of the scene
or part of the scene (Bleser, Wuest and Stricker 2006, Makita 2014). It compares
visual observations with the model and finds the best match thus defining the
pose. In feature-based tracking, the system detects optical features in the images
and learns the environment based on observations of movements between frames
(see e.g. Klein and Murray 2007, Rosten, Porter and Drummond 2010, Dong,
Zhang, Jia and Bao 2014).
Even though the mainstream development in visual tracking research is towards model- and feature-based tracking, markers are still widely used in augmented and mixed reality (e.g. Celozzi, Paravati and Lamberti 2010, Jun, Yue and
Qing 2010, Santos, Stork, Buaes, Pereira and Jorge 2010). Feature tracking and
marker-based tracking are mutually non-exclusive; hybrid methods can combine
marker-based and feature-based tracking. Markers may encode information or at
least have an identity. This enables a system to attach certain objects or interactions to the markers.
Hybrid tracking means that the system combines two or more tracking methods; typically visual tracking and sensors in AR applications (see e.g. Naimark and
Foxlin 2002, Reitmayr and Drummond 2007, Honkamaa, Siltanen, Jäppinen,
Woodward and Korkalo 2007, Kurz and BenHimane 2011).
The basic idea of pose calculation is the same in all visual tracking methods.
The system detects known “things” from the image (marker corners, features,
edges, lines, model parts). It knows the real 3D physical relations between them
(e.g. size of the marker, relative position of the features, 3D model) or it deduces
the relations during tracking. See, for example, (Szeliski 2010: 321–326 and 363–

7

www.vtt.fi/multimedia/alvar.html, See also Appendix C.
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369, Hartley and Zisserman 2000: 153–166) for more details on pose calculation
and tracking methods.
Augmented reality software libraries provide a good base for starting AR application development (e.g. ARToolKit8 and ALVAR).
Adding a tracking module – which is pretty straightforward task – to a stillimage-based application, would transform it to a real-time visualization application.
This is also why the author does not feel urged to separate still-image applications
from other augmented reality applications, if the application otherwise fulfils the
definition of augmented reality.

2.2 Overview of augmented reality application areas
AR benefits all tasks where real-time 3D visualization of information on site helps
the human operator. It is well suited for on-site visualization both indoors and
outdoors, for visual guidance in assembly, maintenance and training. Augmented
reality enables interactive games and new forms of advertising. This subsection
provides an overview of different application areas of augmented reality, with
notions on special issues in the presented application areas.
Augmented reality on mobile devices, mobile augmented reality (MAR), has
great potential to alter the way people interact with the environment and with each
other (MIT 2007, Fenn 2010, Liao and Humphreys 2014, Ajanki et al. 2011).
AR is used for visualization of building projects on-site (Woodward et al. 2010)
and over the internet with an interactive pan-tilt-zoom camera (Woodward et al.
2007b). With a connection to the BIM (Building Information Model), the user can
interact with materials and browse through the timeline of a construction project,
as our research team at VTT has demonstrated (Kähkönen et al. 2008). See also
(Rankohi and Waugh 2013). AR helps also facility management of the build environment (Irizarry, Gheisari, Williams and Walker 2013).
In assembly, AR applications can show assembly instructions to the assembler
at each stage of work. The system can display the instructions on a head-mounted
display as, for example, in our assembly demonstration (Sääski et al. 2008) on a
mobile phone (Billinghurst, Hakkarainen and Woodward 2008) or on a PC display
(Salonen et al. 2009). Besides a keypad the user can interact with an assembly
system using voice commands and gestures as we have demonstrated (Paper V
and Salonen et al. 2007).
In maintenance, a mobile augmented reality system can provide workers with
relevant information from a database (Savioja, Järvinen, Karhela, Siltanen and
Woodward 2007). Augmented instructions have been proven to be helpful and
satisfying to maintenance workers (Abate, Narducci and Ricciardi 2013, Henderson and Feiner 2009). A mobile device is a good choice for displaying information
in many cases. However, in the case of more hands-on assembly maintenance

8

http://www.artoolworks.com/products/
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tasks, a head-mounted display is often a better choice (Henderson and Feiner
2011b, Henderson and Feiner 2011a).
Augmented reality is used to enrich print media. Several newspapers have published AR content that the user can see with a mobile AR application such as
Layar App9. In addition, several books have augmented digital content (Billinghurst, Kato and Poupyrev 2001, Evans 2008, Green 2010, Lehtinen, Mäkijärvi and
Inkeri 2010, Moffet 2010, Mash 2010).
Augmented reality is by nature ideally suited, for example, to gaming, learning
motivation (Cascales, Laguna, Perez-Lopez, Perona and Contero 2013, Di Serio,
Ibáñez and Kloos 2013) and advertising. In these fields, application development
often focuses on the user interface, user interactions, enjoyment, playfulness,
smoothness of use, etc. Technology is often used in a creative way in these applications, and user experience is typically a major priority. The New Media Consortium10 (NMC) sees the importance of AR in education as increasing (Johnson,
Smith, Levine and Haywood 2010).
AR provides means to link information to real-world objects and specific locations. AR content is used in AR browsers, aka world browsers (e.g. Layar 11,
Junaio12, and Wikitude13), and other location-based services for visualizing a variety of different data. These applications use AR to show nearby restaurants,
metro stations, shops, cafes, offers and museums. Location-based AR applications can provide additional information on buildings, history, bus timetables and
restaurant menus, and help with navigation. AR location-based applications let the
user define tags and points-of-interest and link them to Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare and other social media networks. Grubert, Langlotz and Grasset (2011)
identify user experience factors – user interface design, amount and quality of
data, system performance – as key factors affecting long-term use of these applications.
Augmented reality visualization is used to support other tasks in the area of robotics, for example for collision-free robot programming (Chong, Ong, Nee and
Youcef-Youmi 2009) and for improving robotic operator performance (Maida,
Bowen and Pace 2007, Stone, Bisantz, LLinas and Paquet 2008). It also benefits
many medical applications, such as laparoscopic surgery (Bichlmeier, Heining,
Rustaee and Navab 2007, Shekhar et al. 2010, Kang et al. 2014).
Interior design is another application area were AR is beneficial (Wang 2009,
Caruso, Re, Carulli and Bordegoni 2014). AR enables users to virtually test how a
piece of furniture fits in their own home (Figure 10). Positioning virtual objects is
easier on a still image or in a paused live video (Lee et al. 2009). Augmented
reality interior design applications may use still images. Nonetheless, the user

9

https://www.layar.com/products/app/
http://www.nmc.org/about
https://www.layar.com
12
http://www.junaio.com
13
http://www.wikitude.com
10
11
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interactions with virtual elements happen in real-time (e.g. positioning them), and
the augmentation is realized in 3D coordinates. (Paper VI) Another possibility is to
combine the still image approach with video; the user pauses the video to position
furniture in a still image, but thereafter the augmentation is carried out in live video14 similar to freeze technique described by Lee et al. (2009). Naturally, the application can use live video only (Honkamaa, Jäppinen and Woodward 2007).

Figure 10. Augmented reality interior design enables the users to test furniture at
own home.

2.3 Interactions between virtual and physical objects
Virtual objects interact with real objects; they may collide, occlude or overlap each
other. Occlusion means a situation where an object is in front of another object,
and hides it from the view. As the augmentation is rendered on the top of the
camera image, occlusion is a problem when one needs to augment a virtual object
(partly) behind a physical object.
In foreground masking the occluding object is masked and only visible parts of
the virtual object are augmented (Pilet, Lepetit and Fua 2007, Boun Vinh, Kakuta,
Kawakami, Oishi and Ikeuchi. 2010, Abate, Narducci and Ricciardi 2014). The
system can detect occluding moving objects based on motion and background
detection and segmentation methods (Boun Vinh et al. 2010, Chen, Granier, Lin,
and Peng 2010).

14

For example, Vivid Works’ LiveAR extension to VividAR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lp5plNOT20U (see also page 84).
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works

this

way:

Depth cameras can be used to detect occluding objects from the foreground
(Li, Li, Zhang, Li and Wang 2013, Corbett-Davies, Dünser, Green and Clark 2013)
(Figure 11). Few hardware solutions (e.g. Microsoft Kinect15) have integrated
depth and RGB cameras.
When the occluding objects are contextually unimportant, the application can
use diminished reality to overcome occlusion; the occluding objects are removed
virtually and the whole virtual object is augmented (Figure 11). A mask used for
diminished reality can be approximate as long as it totally covers the diminished
object (Avery, Piekarski and Thomas 2007), whereas a mask used to define a
foreground object needs to be accurate. We discuss diminished reality more in the
next section (Section 2.4).

Figure 11. Use of a depth camera to diminish a foreground object. Top (left to
right): original RGB image; false-colour depth image; thresholded mask and dilated mask. Bottom (left to right): diminished version of original image; augmented
image with mask used to mask out the foreground object; augmentation on the
diminished image (Siltanen 2012).
Simple transparency means that occluding or occluded objects are made transparent. This approach gives a hint of occlusion, but the order of objects may be
confusing (Livingston et al. 2003, Furmanski, Azuma and Daily 2002).
In X-ray vision the real environment and the augmentation are blended in a
manner that creates an illusion of seeing through or inside a real object. X-ray
vision is an effective and useful method for outdoor inspection and maintenance
tasks of underground infrastructure, such as voltage bands and gas pipes (Schall,
Mendez and Schmalstieg 2008, Schall et al. 2009, Kalkofen, Mendez and

15

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
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Schmalstieg 2007), as well as in laparoscopic surgery applications for visualizing
tomography images on patients (Shekhar et al. 2010).
Perception of the distance and depth order of objects is improved with tunnel
frustum cut-out and rendering of the edges of the occluding object (Bane and
Höllerer 2004, Avery, Sandor and Thomas 2009). However, users tend to underestimate the distance to the occluded object in X-ray vision even with depth cues
(Dey, Cunningham and Sandor 2010). Besides edges, other salient features such
as hue, luminosity and motion can be maintained to provide richer content for the
occluding object (Sandor, Cunningham, Dey and Mattila 2010a). Another possible
approach is to compress the occluding object such that it appears to ‘melt’ onto
the ground (or floor) (Sandor et al. 2010b).
Collision detection between a real and a virtual object is challenging because
the application does not know the boundaries of real objects. Therefore, AR applications seldom have any mechanism for collision prevention and users may, for
example, move virtual objects through real ones.
Systems that are able to detect and prevent collisions with moving physical objects typically use multi-camera systems (Yoon and Jung 2009), depth cameras
(Seo and Lee 2013) or a stationary setup (Murase, Ogi, Saito, Koyama and Biru
2008). It is also possible to use a model-based approach, which requires a-priori
knowledge, i.e. the model (Breen, Whitaker, Rose and Tuceryan 1996).
In some applications, such as games and other applications using gesture interface, collision detection reduces to 2D (Lee, Lee, Kim and Lee 2010, Paper V).
Another approach for collision prevention is to mark collision-free areas beforehand (Chong et al. 2009).
In order to perceive seamless integration of the virtual and real world, a system
should also consider real shadows on virtual objects. When foreground objects are
divided into actual objects and shadows, the application is able to recast shadows
of real foreground objects on virtual objects (Boun Vinh et al. 2010, Pilet, Lepetit
and Fua 2007).

2.4 Diminished reality
Augmented reality applications are often used for visualizing changes. Users may
wish to remove an existing object or replace it with a new one. If a virtual object is
augmented such that it even partially overlaps an existing object, the illusion of
augmented coexistence is lost, and the user experience is damaged (Figure 12).
This problem can be overcome by physically removing the real interfering object
before augmentation. However, the essential point of using AR is to enable visualizations without requiring physical action. Therefore, a digital solution is preferred.
One possibility is to use diminished reality, i.e. to virtually remove real objects from
view.
Interior design is an application area where diminishing capability is especially
valuable (Paper III, Pinto Seppä et al. 2007).
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Figure 12.. Example of diminished reality
reality. Left
eft to right: original image
image; augmentaaugment
tion over existing object;
object diminished image
image; augmentation over diminished image
(Siltanen 2012).
2012)
In image processing, image inpainting means
s restoring missing or damaged image
regions, or covering obtrusive parts of an image in such a way that the processed
regions resemble the rest of the image. Augmented reality researchers often use
the terms diminishing,
diminishing diminished reality
reality, object hiding and object removal for the
same function. The term texture generation is also used in the same context.
Image inpainting is often used for offline video editing and for image processing
in image manipulation tools where the speed of the method iis not critical.
ical. A numnu
ber of inpainting methods that are suitable for offline processing have been prepr
sented (Wang 2008, Li, Wang, Zhang and Wu 2010,, Sen
Sen-Ching,
Ching, Cheung and
Venkatesh 2006, Criminisi, Perez and Toyama 2004, Bornemann and März 2007,
Kokaram
karam 2002, Ting, Chen, Liu and Tang 2007, Bertalmio, Sapiro, Caselles and
Ballester 2000, Yamauchi, Haber and Seidel 2003, Allene and Paragios 2006).
2006)
Marker hiding is a special case of diminished reality. The simplest way of hiding
a marker is to augment a static image ov
over
er it. Another simple method is to interpointerp
late values from the area surrounding the marker to cover it. Interpolation methods
are very fast and simple, and require little memory and processing capacity. The
drawback is that they only preserve colours
colours, not textures. (See e.g. Telea 2004)
Interpolation can be combined with texture generation, and texture can be created
in world coordinates in order to achieve a better visual result (Siltanen 2006, SilSi
tanen 2012)
2012). The ALVAR library contains a real-time
real time impleme
implementation
ntation of such a
marker hiding method (Siltanen 2006)
2006).
Real
eal-time
time marker hiding method
methods may also adapt to illumination changes,
changes as
presented by Korkalo, Aittala and Siltanen (2010).
(2010). Also Kawai
Kawai, Yamasaki, Sato
and Yokoya (2012) have presented a marker hiding
hiding method that adapts to changchan
es in lighting. Their method casts detected shadows over the hidden marker area.
Another possible approach for real
real-time
time performance is to use a client–server
client
system with remote computing facilities to implement time-consumin
time consuming
g inpainting
for mobile and wearable solutions (Lee 2009).
Exemplar
Exemplar-based inpainting methods use samples from the source area to fill-in
fill
the diminished area (Criminisi, Perez and Toyama 2003).
2003) Researchers have apa
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plied exemplar-based inpainting methods for diminished reality (Kawai, Sato and
Yokoya 2014, Herling and Broll 2012).
AR applications contain 3D information on the environment. Thus, for example,
marker hiding can be carried out in marker plane coordinates (Korkalo et. al 2010,
Kawai et al. 2012, Siltanen 2006). Other planar objects can also be diminished
using 3D coordinates (Siltanen 2012).
For indoor scenes, Kawai, Sato and Yokoya (2014) propose rectifying planes in
keyframes and carrying out inpainting in the rectified planes, and then, in the subsequent frames, mapping the inpainting textures according to the current pose (i.e.
position and orientation).
Diminished reality applications may aim for situations where it is possible to
have information on background textures and use multiple cameras (Enomoto and
Saito 2007, Jarusirisawad, Hosokawa and Saito 2010). The background can also
be reconstructed from a collection of images (Zhuwen, Yuxi, Jiaming and LoongFah 2013).
In a typical augmented reality scenario the user utilizes the application in an unforeseen environment and the items in the environment are unknown. Therefore, a
conventional approach is to exploit user interaction to define the object (Zokai,
Esteve, Genc and Navab 2003). A straightforward and commonly used approach
is that the user indicates the object across several keyframes, and a 3D volume
defining the area of the object is calculated from these keyframes (Lepetit and
Berger 2001). The user may also indicate the object by drawing a loop around it
(Herling and Broll 2010). This is especially convenient with touchscreen devices.
After the user has indicated the diminished area in the image plane, the application must track the area or the object to be diminished in subsequent images.
Herling and Broll (2010) use an active contour algorithm (Kass, Witkin and Terzopoulos 1988) for this. Object tracking can rely on motion detection and tracking,
image segmentation, feature detection and tracking, or any other real-time object
tracking method (Siltanen 2012).
An augmented reality system with haptic feedback is a special case; the system
knows the visually disturbing object (the haptic device) beforehand, the pose of
the object is known, and users can even influence the appearance of the object to
be able detect it easily (Cosco, Garre, Bruno, Muzzupappa and Otaduy 2009,
Inami, Kawakami and Tachi 2003).
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3. Investigating requirements for AR services
In this chapter, we begin to address the major research question of the thesis: how
to advance AR towards commonplace consumer applications. We describe our
work on advancing AR towards wide use with participatory and user-centred design. Our work was twofold; we studied both user expectations and business ecosystems in order to identify factors that are critical for a widely adoptable AR service. We investigated two augmented reality application areas, home design and
hybrid media.
First we review the conceptual background. We then discuss our five distinct
studies; their methods, implementation and the outcomes of each study.

3.1 Conceptual background of user cognizance in design
The value of user involvement in the software development process is well known.
Involving users at the early stages of the process prevents costly changes later on
(Damodaran 1996, Norman 1998). User involvement also ensures that the software features meet the user’s needs, which in turn ensures greater acceptance
and better usability (Kujala 2003, Mao, Vredenburg, Smith and Carey 2005).
The importance of user involvement is independent of software development
models or methodologies. It is used, for example, in the waterfall, spiral and agile
(Näkki, Koskela and Pikkarainen 2011) software development approaches. Users
can contribute the software development process at different stages, from early
concept design to testing the actual software. (Butt and Wan Ahmad 2012, Bano
and Zowghi 2013)
The philosophy behind user-centred design (UCD) is to develop a system in a
direction that allows its users to interact with it in the way they want or need. Human-centred design (ISO 9241-210, 2010) is often used as a synonym for usercentred design. In UCD the needs, abilities and wishes of the end-users are taken
into account at each stage of the design process (Sharp, Rogers and Preece
2007). User involvement is especially useful in the early stages of development; it
speeds up the development process and promotes service success (Alam and
Perry 2002, Carbonell, Rodríguez-Escudero and Pujari 2009).
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In participatory design (PD), people to be affected by the system are actively
involved in system’s design process; current, potential or future end-users cooperate with designers, developers and researchers through the innovation process (Schuler and Namioka 1993). The aim of participatory design is to ensure
that the product is usable and meets end-users’ needs. Participants work together
at different stages of the development process from initial exploration and problem
definition to evaluation of proposed solutions.
The ideological difference between user-centred design and participatory design is that user-centred design can be understood as “designing for the user” and
participatory design as “designing with the user”. There is also overlap between
these approaches (Sanders and Stappers 2008) and, for example, Dix, Finlay,
Abowd and Beale (2003) state that design can only be effective if the users contribute to it.
User experience (UX) is defined as “a person's perceptions and responses that
result from the use or anticipated use of a product, system or service” (ISO FDIS
9241-210 2009). User experience is influenced by both the user and the context of
use. Usability is one of the things that affect user experience, not a synonym for it
(Hassenzahl and Tractinsky 2006). UX comprises all of the users' emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, physical and psychological responses, behaviour
and accomplishments that occur before, during and after use. The aim of usercentred design can be summed up in most cases as maximising UX.
3.1.1 User involvement in design process
Co-design is a participatory development process where professional designers
encourage and guide end-users to develop a product, service or organization in
co-operation with them. The co-design process aims to ensure that the final result
satisfies the end-user. Widely used and well established methods to involve endusers in the design process include focus groups, scenarios, early phase concept
design and sketching (Morgan 1997, Carrol 2003, Greenbaum and Kyng 1992,
Buxton 2007).
The focus group approach to co-design is a qualitative research method in
which a small group of people of similar background participate in an interactive
session led by a facilitator (Morgan 1997). During the session participants are
asked about their attitudes and opinions about a product, service or concept. Participants are free to express their ideas and talk with other group members. The
aim of a focus group is to find out people’s perceptions, beliefs and expectations
towards use of a product, service or concept.
Another commonly used method of user participation is the focused interview.
The focused interview is a semi-structured method in which certain features, such
as the interview focus, themes and some questions, are decided beforehand, but
interviewees are encouraged to raise other aspects and viewpoints as well. Semistructured interviews are often used when the objective is to explore the topic in
depth and to gain thorough understanding of the answers provided and the inter-
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viewee’s point of view, rather than making generalizations (Hirsjärvi and Hurme
2001, Fontana and Frey 2005). A focused interview can be either an individual
interview or a focus group interview.
Such qualitative research methods are generally applicable when the research
target is ‘fuzzy’ or unknown, and unexpected viewpoints may arise (Gephart
2004). Interviews and focus groups are effective approaches when dealing with
complex responses and conflicting information and, because the researcher is
able to ask clarifying questions, they enable in-depth understanding of the mindset
of the respondent.
Ideas can be tested with users, for example, by using scenarios at different
stages of the concept or product design process (Norman 1998, Maguire 2001).
Scenarios can be used, for example, in surveys, focus groups or focused interviews to concretize new technologies and to activate discussion.
Thinking and drawing are simultaneous cognitive processes (Gydenryd 1998).
Sketching is thus a highly effective means of accessing the thinking process (Buxton 2007, Suwa, Gero and Puercell 1998, Tohidi, Buxton, Baecker and Sellen
2006). Sketches in this context are simple, illustrative drawings, with no artistic
abilities required. Sketching is an acknowledged co-design method for obtaining
reflective user feedback through which participants create a visual explanation of
the system of interest (Buxton 2007, Tohidi et al. 2006).
Co-creation in its original sense is a product development method where consumers actively co-operate with firms in order to create value through new forms
of interaction (Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2000). The method has also been
adopted in service design. Co-creation focuses on user experience; the user is
able to personalize the way she or he uses the product or service (Jaworski and
Kohli 2006). This interactive customer relationship transforms the economics of
the organization and becomes part of its value chain. The terms co-design and cocreation are often used as synonyms. In our research, we use the term co-design
in the more general sense of involving users in the design process, and cocreation in the specific sense of co-creation sessions where users are involved in
creation as future customers.
User innovations tend to occur during the use of a product or service (Von Hippel 1986, Von Hippel 2005). According to von Hippel (1986, 2001) lead users play
a key role in user innovations as they are conscious and ahead of trends.
Information digitalization affects many areas of society. In marketing, it has
caused a paradigm change – a transition from products to services. According to
Vargo and Lusch, goods are seen as distribution mechanisms for service provision, and the value of goods is based on value-in-use (Vargo, Lusch 2004) or
value-in-context (Vargo, Lusch and Akaka 2010). Depending on the viewpoint, the
transition has been from a goods-dominant logic (GDL) to a service-dominant logic
(SDL) (Vargo and Lusch 2008) or Nordic school logic, aka service logic (SD)
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(Grönroos 1978, Gummesson 1991). The Nordic School 16 sees service as a perspective of value creation (Edvardsson, Gustafsson and Roos 2005), and both
customer and provider are considered necessary for value creation (Nenonen and
Storbacka 2010). Nordic school representatives also consider that marketing
strategies developed for services may also be applied to the marketing of goods,
as goods marketing has an increasing amount of service elements (Grönroos
2006). Although there are some differences in how researchers view marketing
strategies and how they formulate marketing logic, it is generally accepted that the
role of services in the economy is increasing.
Compared to a traditional product-based economy, service innovation requires
a greater degree of user participation, as well as new practices for realizing it
(Menor, Tatikonda and Sampson 2002, Alam and Perry 2002, Kowalkowski 2010).
Transition from products to services has been especially strong in the software
industry, where the SaaS (Software as a Service) paradigm is gaining ground. A
digital business ecosystem is an interactive self-organizing business community
acting in the environment that it creates through interaction within the community.
Vargo and Lusch (2014) define service ecosystem as a relatively self-contained,
self-adjusting system of resource-integrating actors that are connected by sharing
institutional logics and mutual value creation through service exchange.
3.1.2 Technology adoption and acceptance
The general adoption of a new technology is influenced by a number of key factors. Firstly, personal characteristics affect individual adoption. People belong in
different categories of the technology adoption lifecycle depending on how easily
they adopt new technology (Bohlen and Beal 1957). Furthermore, the characteristics of the technology and use situation influence the adoption. Key factors influencing adoption include relative advantage compared to other technologies, compatibility and relevance, complexity or simplicity, triableness (how easily the user
can test it) and observability (peers and social networks) (Rogers 2003, Compeau
and Higgins 1995).
Besides usability, the assumed benefit and attitude towards use affect how users come to accept and use a technology. Other factors affecting the adoption and
acceptance of an individual are: voluntariness of use, experience, output quality,
demonstrable results, perceived ease of use and social acceptance (Davis 1989,
Venkatesh and Davis 2000).
The rapid development of mobile technologies has changed user behaviour.
For example, mobile barcode activity has increased remarkably and is still increasing (Frost & Sullivan 2012). The use of mobile applications has reached ‘the majority’ in the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis 1989).

16

The Nordic school is a marketing school of thought that originally grew out of research into
services marketing in Scandinavia and Finland; see e.g. (Grönroos and Gummesson 1985).
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According to Kaasinen (2005) and Olsson, Lagerstam, Kärkkäinen and
Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila (2011) the most important factors affecting intention of
use and user acceptance of consumer-level digital services such as Internet, mobile and location-aware information services, are perceived value of the service,
perceived ease of use and trust. The main obstacle to consumer-level mobile
applications is often getting consumers to start using the service in the first place
(Kaasinen 2005).

3.2 Overview of applied research methods and aims
A variety of web applications offering consumers the possibility for virtual home
design are currently available. Typically, these applications allow the user to create a room space in 2D or 3D, or to choose from ready-made room models. Virtual
home design services enable the user to select building products and decoration
materials as well as household appliances and home electronics. Many applications provide virtual interior design with furniture and small decoration items, and
some have augmented reality functionalities enabling the user to upload their own
images and furnish them. AR functionalities are mainly limited to basic operations,
such as adding and moving virtual items. (Oksman, Siltanen, Väätänen, Kulju and
Kymäläinen 2011.)
Our aim was to determine how well these services meet consumers’ needs and
what kinds of expectations different user groups have, especially regarding AR
services. Moreover, we wanted to blueprint an ‘ideal future home design service’.
In order to do this, we used several user-centred methods: co-design sessions,
focus groups and focused interviews. Users were selected to represent three
different user groups: professional users, pro-users and ordinary users, to enable
the needs of different target user groups to be differentiated.
Interior design is very feminine activity, and thus it happened that all participants in studies 1 and 2, and most participants in study 5 were females, although
the recruitment was open for both genders. However, they represent the average
users as most of the interior design users are females.
The user groups consisted of “ordinary” people with a professional or personal
interest in interior design and without any technical knowledge of AR or 3D modelling and no background in engineering. The consumers represented ordinary
users i.e. average people in terms of technical knowledge and expertise in the
service (Magnusson 2009). Pro-users had considerably better knowledge and
understanding of the subject than ordinary users and therefore represented lead
users as defined by von Hippel (2005, 1986), whereas professional users were
seen as critical users of the service (Cassim and Dong 2003) due to their professional expertise on the subject.
Including both lead users and ordinary users in the development process is
constructive (Alam 2006). In fact, including any alternative user group is beneficial;
ordinary users, advanced users, critical users and even non-users can provide
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valuable contributions (Franke, von Hippel and Schreier 2006, Ainasoja et al.
2011, Heiskanen, Hyvönen, Repo and Saastamoinen 2007).
In addition to users, we involved service providers and other business actors
with the intention to understand the service ecosystem and service concept. (Papers III, I and II)
Besides AR home design, we studied AR as part of a future hybrid media concept. By hybrid media we mean a system that connects print media and digital
media. Our aim regarding the hybrid media field was to determine how augmented
reality and other hybrid media solutions change the print media value chain and
what kind of opportunities they offer for future print media. Especially we focused
on AR advertising. In order to investigate human, business and technical aspects
and to identify critical challenges, we interviewed 20 Finnish advertising and media
business actors using focused interviews. (Paper IV)
Table 1. Research methods used for each interior design user group (green rows),
and the hybrid media group (last, blue row).

Scenariobased
survey

Co-creation
sessions

Ordinary users =
consumers

X

X

Pro-users
(interior design
bloggers and
students)

X

Interior design
service

Focus
groups

Focused
interviews

X

Professional users
(professional interior designers)
Professional interest, ordinary
users
(interior design and
lifestyle magazine
editors)

X

X

X

X

Business actors

X

Hybrid media
Business actors

X
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Table 1 clarifies
es how we studied each interest group and the research methods
applied for to each group. All the methods support early concept design and user
understanding (Maguire 2001).
2001). Studies concerning the interior design application
area are marked green, and the study concerning hybrid media is marked blue
(last
last row). Bolded items form the main focus. The results of a previously conductconduc
ed scenario
scenario-based survey (see Paper III for details) were used in
n the planning of
the interior design research. The survey is included in Table 1, although
hough it falls
outside the focus area of this work.
This work focuses
es on factors that make applications feasible in practi
practice.
e. KymäKym
läinen (2014), the co-author
co author of Paper
Papers I and II,
II examined do
do-it-your-self
self design
processes with a fo
focus
cus on smart do
do-it-yourselff experiences and the human ecoloecol
gies and characteristics of participants in the co-design
co design phases of AR interior
design..

Figure 13.. Overview of the applied research methods and research aims.
aims
Figure 13 summaries the user-centric
user centric and participatory research methods and
their research aims regarding home and interior design. The results of the scenario-based
based survey were used in the planning of the further research; it is therefore
the
included in the table, although it is not part of this work. The research methods are
presented in temporal order from left to right.
The focus area varies across the research methods,
methods start
starting from the general
ambient home design concept and narrow
narrowing
ing towards AR interior design service.
The focus areas of research are presented with darker blue boxes, in top row. The
"speciality" of the focus area thus increases from left to right.
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The research aim was to first determine attitudes towards the techn
technology,
ology, then
the features and critical elements of the service and,
and finally
finally, the technical chalcha
lenges and bottlenecks and business aspects. Main research aims are presented
in pink boxes, in middle row.
In the different studies the theoretical user groups and
and mindset
mindsets vary from ordiord
nary users (presenting
presenting the "voice of masses")
masses" and lead users
users, to professional
users and the mindset of business actors. The expertise of the participants ini
creases from left to right. The user groups and mindsets are presented with
wit green
boxes, in bottom row. The number of participants is large in the scenario-based
scenario
survey and reduces in later studies. Thus
Thus, the number of participants increases
from right to left.
The colours used for each research theme are explained below the im
image.
age. The
axes
s (speciality, expertise of participants and number of participants) are only
indicative.
After sketching an overall ambient home design concept
concept,, we focused on one
potential business model; augmented reality interior design.
design The actors in
involve
volved in
the value chain of the studied augmented reality interior design service are prepr
sented in Figure 14. The consumer
onsumer can directly use the service, or a professional
interior designer or a company may provide interior
inte
design service to the consumconsu
er. The consumer can also consult an interior design enthusiast
enthusiast. A furniture
urniture retailretai
er utilizes a platform provided by a software company. Compan
ompanies providing
ing virtual
interior design could have their own service and provide access to it to selected
users.

Figure 14.. Value chain of potential users and service providers of the AR interior
design service
Interior design enthusiasts (i.e. bloggers) participated in the survey and in the
focus g
groups,
roups, consumers participated in the survey and in the co
co-creation
creation sesse
sions, interior designers participated in the co--creation
creation sessions and focused ini
terviews, and business actors, i.e. representatives of three companies, participatparticipa
ed in the focused interviews.
inter
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3.3 Study 1: Co-designing
Co designing the interior design service with
focus groups
This section is based on Papers
Paper I and II.. These studies aimed at understanding
the needs and requirements of interior design service providers and creating
creat
a
service concept that exploits
exploits augmented reality, 3D models and user
user-generated
generated
contentt.
This part of our study comprised two focus group sessions; one focusing on the
AR functionalities and service ecosystem (4 participants) and the other on the
service user interface (6 participants).
participants). We call these
the the AR focus group and the
UI focus group
group.. The focus group participants were selected from the respondents
of the preliminary survey (see page 39). They thus
th had some personal or profesprofe
sional interest in
n the subject
subject and were familiar with the background concept. The
similarity of the participants within the theoretical framework of the focus group
method was thus in this case the participants’ interest in interior design. Because
of their experience, the participants
participants were seen as critical users (Cassim and Dong
2003) of the future service. In this section, we consider the AR focus group sesse
sion, the implementation and results of which we describe next.
3.3.1 Implementation of Study 1
The primary aim of the focus grou
groups
ps was to sketch ‘Novel web
web-based
based service
concepts that exploit 3D and AR technologies, which can be used virtually for
creating interior and renovation designs’
designs’, with a focus on the service ecosystem.
ecosystem
Focus group participants – interior design bloggers, interior
interior design students,
and interior designers – would presumably use the sketched service to produce
interior design plans for their customers or readers. In that sense, the participants
were considered as service providers
providers.. On the other hand, their role in the sketch
was defined simply as designer at the beginning of the session.

Figure 15.. Course of the AR focus group session.
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The AR focus group session consisted of four parts: presentation of use scenarios, presentation of example AR applications, presenting the results of the preliminary survey and sketching the service ecosystem in pairs. Each part was followed
by a group discussion concerning that part (Figure 15).
The AR focus group had a researcher facilitating the session and four participants: three interior design bloggers, one of which was also an interior design
student, and an AR expert. Participants were 27–49-year-old females.
At the beginning of the session, the facilitator presented four use scenarios for
the imaginary future service (see Appendix A: AR use scenarios 1–4), and participants commented on how realistic they consider them.
Next, the facilitator presented three existing AR interior design applications using screen capture images for inspiration. These applications were previously
benchmarked (Oksman et al. 2011) and thereby the presentation included a short
description of features of each application and its benefits and similarities with the
hypothetical future home design concept. The task of the participants was to consider the most important features of the future service considering their field of
expertise and their work.
In the third part of the session the facilitator presented the results of the preliminary survey carried out previously (see page 39). This was followed by a short
discussion.
The first three parts of the session served as an introduction to the most important phase; the co-design session, in which participants sketched the service
eco-system for the future AR interior design service. During the co-design phase
all previous material was accessible.
For the co-design session, the participants were divided into pairs. It was mutually decided that the participant’s role in the sketching was as an ambiguous designer. In order to avoid blank paper syndrome, each pair positioned ‘designer’ in
the middle of a poster sized paper. Thereafter, the pairs were assigned to produce
around this a flow chart of the service ecosystem. They were to consider at least
the following items:
•
•
•

All necessary stakeholders and elements, i.e. products, services,
technologies, etc.
How all stakeholders and elements are connected to the ecosystem?
Which are the most important stakeholders and elements (using a
three-level scale)?

The participants had papers, pens, cardboards, and other sketching aids at hand.
In addition, we provided them other inspiring materials (Figure 16) such as colour
patterns, wall paper samples, images of furniture, etc., similar to the IDEO tech
box (Kelley and Littman 2001).
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Figure 16. Focus group session.
After the sketches were ready, each pair presented their sketch to the rest of the
group for discussion. During the discussion participants improved their sketches
based on the group feedback.
The IU focus group session differed only in the sketching task; their assignment
was to sketch user interfaces for the service. User interfaces were analysed by the
co-author and thus the results regarding user interfaces are omitted in this thesis.
3.3.2 Outcomes of Study 1
First of all, the participants provided valuable design information during the discussions regarding promising ways of utilizing AR technology in the service concept (Paper I).
Already in the first discussion, after familiarizing with the scenarios, the participants highlighted the importance of good usability. Later on, the interior design
bloggers emphasized the need for the design tool to be user-friendly and simple to
use. Good user experience is always important, in this case even more so; according to participants, it would be advantageous if using the service would feel
like “a leisure activity”.
The participants discussed the characteristics of the service while considering
how they would like to use it themselves, and listed important features. They postulated that the tool must have accurately and authentically sized and proportioned
furniture, rooms and apartments; otherwise it would be useless for them. It should
be able to present the style and colour of virtual elements fairly well. The interior
design enthusiasts stated that the tool should be able to create the ‘atmosphere’
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that the design is aiming
aim
to achieve
achieve. Participants commented on the visual apa
pearance, i.e. aesthetics, of the example AR interior design applications
applications,, stating
that the vvirtual
irtual elements should appear natural and realistic, and the lighting and
shadows authentic.
The starting point for interior
i
r design planning is usually existing furniture.
Therefore,
fore, the group members considered the ability to manipulate existing furnifurn
ture in the design to be more important tha
than buying new furniture through the
service. On the other hand,
hand they speculated that providing such service is probaprob
bly in the interest of nobody. It was therefore considered that if the tool is to focus
exclusively on selling furniture, then all major furniture providers should have all of
their products available through the system.
The participants considered it important that the service should allow the user
to save the work and continue it from any point in the design process. Sharing
designs through social media,
media as proposed in the presented scenarios, was conco
sidered a good supplementary
supplementary feature. The idea
dea of an interior design contest was
considered interesting only if there is some
something
thing to be gained from participation.

Figure 17.
17. A sketch created in the AR focus group session.
Figure 17 illustrates one of the sketches created during the AR focus group sesse
sion (see Paper II for more sketches). The figure shows the English transcription
of the original sketch in Finnish (shown iin
n the top left corner
corner). The pair creating
cr
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this sketch explained that the designer uses the service; therefore in the sketch
designer represents the service.
A collection of product providers, actors and other items emerged in the
sketches. All items were scored using the three-level scale used in the sketches.
The most important items were: new furniture providers, interior decoration providers, owner/buyer of apartment, existing furniture, wall papers & paint providers,
hardware stores and other interior designers or renovators.
However, there was inconsistency between the verbal explanations and
sketches; participants, for example, emphasized the importance of existing furniture in the discussion, yet this did not receive full points. Therefore, the order of
importance should be seen as indicative only.
All in all, the “Focus group user evaluations and co-design sessions provided
adequately new information for further design and development of interactive
interior design services that utilize AR technology” (Paper I).

3.4 Study 2: Co-creation sessions with consumers and
interior designers
This subsection is based on Paper III.
The co-creation sessions focused on a concept defined as a fictitious webbased augmented reality interior design service that the user can operate on a
laptop, PC or tablet, and which enables ordinary people to easily plan furnishing
and decoration in the home environment.
3.4.1 Implementation of Study 2
We organized six co-creation sessions; five consumers participated in individual
co-creation sessions, and the two interior designers participated in a joint session.
The sessions were carried out by same researcher and lasted 1–1.5 hours. The
participants of the co-creation sessions were 30–50-year-old females.
In computer science, AR, VR, diminished reality, augmented virtuality, etc., are
distinguished from each other (see page 22). To the layperson, however, the nuances of these definitions can be difficult to grasp. In the co-creation sessions,
therefore, we defined the term augmented reality simply as a system that combines real and virtual elements.
The co-creation sessions consisted of three parts:
Introduction with scenarios and a video: discussion of potential use
cases of the technology, and first impressions
Experimenting with an existing AR interior design service and reflection
on it
Discussion: personal opinions and preferences, and overall comments.
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As the consumers were unfamiliar with the augmented reality concept, the consumer sessions were started with an introduction to AR in which the researcher
briefly presented four scenarios (Scenarios 1–4 in Appendix A and Paper III) and a
short video illustrating the use of an AR interior design service. Immediately after
the introduction, first impressions and opinions were collected on how realistic the
participants considered the presented scenarios. No introduction was needed for
the interior designers, as they were already familiar with the concept of AR interior
design.
The sessions were continued by experimenting with the AR interior design service in practice. Participants were instructed in advance to bring a few digital photos of their home to the session. Any participant who did not bring their own photos was provided with random images by the researcher, or, if the session took
place in the participant’s home, images were taken during the session. We then
used a publicly available online interior design service to augment the images. The
application was used as a means of activating discussion, emphasizing that the
participant should not deliberate whether ideas are possible, but think creatively.
In order to allow participants to focus on generating ideas and on the general
concept rather than on the particular application and its user, the researcher operated the application throughout the session. The participants expressed their ideas
freely, with statements such as “I’d like to remove this piece of furniture” and “I’d
like to add here…” If a participant came up with an idea that was not achievable
with the application in question, the idea was discussed in detail. If the participant’s idea was doable, the idea was executed while discussing it further.
During the experimental part of the session, the following themes were discussed: desired functionalities, potential or actual problems, and the naturalness
of the real–virtual combination.
Each co-creation session ended with a discussion on the following themes:
Would you use this kind of system when buying a new house? Would you use
such a system to buy products from an online store? What are the most important
features of such a system (when buying a new home or renovating/carrying out
interior design)? Would you use this kind of system to share designs? What sorts
of products could be trialled virtually? Any other comments?
3.4.2 Outcomes of Study 2
One of the key findings of the co-creation sessions was that the professional users
and consumers had different needs and expectations regarding the AR interior
design service. Their opinions regarding the importance of different attributes of
the service therefore differed.
For professional interior designers that would use the service to produce interior design plans, accurate sizes and dimensions are highly important as the plan is
used “to show how the furniture fits in the physical space”. The professional designers emphasized the role of colours and materials in interior design planning
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and the importance of the AR service being able to represent furniture in realistic
lighting and realistic materials.
Consumers wanted to be able to search for items based on price, colour and
size. As regards accuracy and rendering quality, the consumers preferred realistic
augmentation over accuracy.
The consumers, as occasional users, considered ease of use important, and
thus favoured limited features over a complicated user interface. In the consumers’ view, the first-time use should be intuitive with no learning required. In contrast, the professional users wanted to be able to perform more demanding tasks,
and thus preferred a system with more features even at the cost of ease of use.
The professional users were also willing to invest time in learning to use the application and its numerous features in order to be able to use it to its full benefit.
The user groups, i.e. consumers and professionals, also shared a number of
similar opinions. They considered interactions with existing furniture to be highly
important; the service should enable existing furniture to be moved and removed
virtually, and virtual furniture to be place behind existing furniture.
For both user groups, the studied AR service facilitates interior design testing
and enables the user to carry out actions that would be otherwise impossible for
them in the real world (e.g. moving heavy furniture and testing a new couch at
home). These benefits are considered the prime reasons for using the AR service.
In Study 1, the users also described “day dreaming” as a reason to use the service.
Interior design plans are rarely produced for empty rooms. Moreover, people
normally have “old furniture with sentimental value” that they wish to retain. The
lack of features enabling interaction with existing furniture was considered one of
critical bottlenecks preventing real use of the AR service.
Another interesting discovery was that those consumers, who explored the service with images of their own home, were not only interested to explore more
interior design ideas, but also came up with more ideas, compared to those who
used images of a random room. This indicates that concretization of the concept
using the user’s own environment motivates the user, and also results in more
concrete use scenarios. This finding is in line with the general concepts of humancentred design (Maguire 2001) and user innovations (von Hippel 1986, 2005).

3.5 Study 3: Focused interviews on AR interior design
Focused interviews were used in two studies in order to gain understanding of the
business factors and business ecosystems influencing the acceptance of AR
technology. The first study focused on AR interior design and the second study on
the use of AR in hybrid media. The focused interview research method was chosen for its ability to elicit new viewpoints and due to the complexity of the service
ecosystems. This subsection is based on Paper III.
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3.5.1 Implementation of Study
Study 3
The focused interviews were designed to gain understanding of the business
factors influencing AR adoption as well as the mindset of professional users. A
parallel objective was to investigate the importance of different features of the
service from the business actors’
actors’ viewpoint.

Figure 18. Format of the focused interviews on AR interior design.
Interviews were carried out as individual focused interviews, with the exception of
two interior designers who were interviewed jointly.
jointly Three
hree compan
company represent
epresentatives and three interior designers w
were interviewed (two of the latter in a joint interview) in a total of five interviews. All interviewees were part of the interior design
service value chain (presented in Figure 14,, page 40),
), and thus familiar with the
augmented reality service concept. Therefore, no introduction was needed and the
interviews started directly with prepared themes. Figure 18 depicts the format of
the focused interviews on AR interior design.
The interviewees were either users of the service or service providers, or repre
resented both roles
roles,, as depicted in Figure 19. Here, the professional
rofessional iinterior
nterior ded
signerss use the service for producing interior design plans for their customers,
customers
while the software company providing a web
web-based
based AR interior design platform is
a service provider. The
T furniture
urniture retailer uses the service that the software compacomp
ny provides, but provides the service further to consumers. In this sense
sense, it is both
a service provider and a user of the service. The company providing virtual and
AR interior design has its own software solution, and thus can act as both a user
and a serv
service
ice provider.
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Figure 19.. Interviewed actors represent
representing both users and providers of AR interior
design service.
The themes of the interviews were (whe
(where applicable to interviewee’s business
role):
Desired features
features of the AR interior design service
Target users and potential users
Future of the service
Bottlenecks and technical challenges
User feedback
Integration to other services
Business prospects
Other themes we
were also discussed if they emerged.
emerged
3.5.2 Outcomes of Study 3
The service providers considered integration with other services
services, such as a web
store, social media, real estate marketing, etc., an interesting possibility. In addiadd
tion, the retailer,, in particular, also consider
considered
ed other functionalities that support
sup
marketing and enable different campaigns, blogs, design competitions, etc. apa
pealing.
The
he scenarios used in the consumer studies were not present
presented to the business actors, yet the business actors came up with very similar ideas spontaneousspontaneou
ly. The study thus validated the relevance of the consumer studies.
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All interviewees agreed that the service should contain a large selection of furfu
niture in order to allow creative solutions and not to limit interior design plans.

3.6 Study 4: Focused interviews on hybrid
hybrid media
This section is based on Paper IV
IV.. In this study, we used focused interviews to
examine the use of AR in hybrid media advertising.
3.6.1 Implementation of Study
tudy 4
Each
ach interview started with a brief introduction to augmented reality and existing
applica
applications.
tions. The predefined themes were then discussed. Any new ideas emerging during the interview were discussed
discussed, after which the discussion was returned
to the predefined themes. At the end, the participants were asked to share any
thoughts that came to mind (Figure
Figure 20).

Figure 20.. Format of the focused interviews on hybrid media.
Augmented reality advertisement means, in this context,
context a system where somes
thing in the printed matter triggers a virtual advertisement when using an AR viewvie
er application on a mobile device. In this case an AR tool is required for creating
the AR advertisement,
advertisement i.e. connecting AR content to the printed matter
matter,, etc. In
Paper IIV,, we described the components of the AR advertisement as presented in
Figure 21.
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Figure 21.. Components of AR advertisement.
We interviewed 20 advertising and media actors from 11 companies
ies based in
Finland. The companies
ompanies had different roles in the print media value chain,
chain from
brand owners to printing houses,
houses and the interviewees had varying expertise from
marketing to social media (Table 2
2).
Each interview started
started with a brief introduction to augmented reality and hybrid mem
dia applications. The following themes were then discussed with the interviewees:
Roadmap of print media and the role of AR in it: What is the role of
print media and print advertising today and how it will change in the
next five years? What opportunities and challenges will AR bring to
print media?
Target groups for AR applications:
applications What print products will AR apa
plications suit best? What target groups
groups will be reached?
The new hybrid media value chain: How will the print media value
chain change as AR applications become
be
an integral part of print ada
vertising? Who will take the leading role in AR production and who will
make business out of it?
We ended each interview with free discussion.
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Table 2. Participants of the focused interviews on hybrid media. Participants of
same company are in the same row in the ‘Expertise of participants’ and ‘Number
of participants’ columns.

Interviewed
companies
Company 1
Company 2
Company 3

Company’s
position in the
value chain
Brand owner
Brand owner
Advertising

Company 4

Advertising

Company 5

Media agency

Company 6

Publisher
Publisher
Publisher
Publisher

Company 7
Company 8
Company 9
Company 10

Company 11

Printing

Printing

Expertise of
participants

Number of
participants

Marketing
Product
Digital content
Digital content
Media planner
On-line
Social media
Production
Marketing
Sales and
Digital printing
Direct mail

3
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2

3.6.2 Outcomes of Study 4
Each participant viewed the role of the company they represented important in the
future hybrid media value chain – and stronger than the other interviewees considered it to be. Almost all participants thus seemed to overrate their own role.
Nonetheless, all participants shared a similar vision regarding the components of
the value chain.
In this study we interviewed only business actors, the consumers were not involved in this study. However, the interviewed business actors study their consumers constantly, and thus their opinions take into account consumers’ way of
thinking.
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An important outcome of the interviews was an expressed need for a comprecompr
hensive system to enable the use
e of augmented reality advertising
advertising. More specifispecif
cally, instead of separate applications
applications and one
one-time
time campaigns, the system should
be such that it can be used continuously for diverse purposes and with minimal
effort.
First
Firstly,, this means that authoring must be separated from end user applications
application
and that the AR component should be par
part of a wider hybrid media concept. In the
AR context
context, authoring means defining the functionalities and relationships of virtuvirt
al objects at the conceptual level: which object is augmented where, and what
kinds of interactions are activated and how, etc. Drawing
wing these elements together,
we can describe the components of the hybrid media concept
concept, of which AR adveradve
tisement is one potential application, as shown in Figure 22 (cf. components of AR
advertisement presented in
i Figure 21).

Figure 22.. Components of the hybrid media concept.
The hybrid
ybrid media framework is a whole system that defines how contents are
managed and edited, how digital information is linked to printed m
matter
atter and how
the application is distributed,
distributed etc. In this framework, the terminal device influences
the possible options; tablets and mobile phones have different graphics support,
for example. Otherwise,
Otherwise the system consists of four essential parts: print
printed
ed matter,
digital content, authoring tool,
tool and end user application. The target terminal device
affects choices concerning the digital content and the end user application.
In practice, it is convenient to use a vision
vision-based
based system to activate the digital
content; the mobile application detects the printed content with the camera, and
reacts to it. Besides augmentations, the hybrid media application may launch a
video, audio stream, or any other type of digital information.
In the case of an AR advertiseme
advertisement,
nt, the end user application is first used to
scan the printed matter for digital content and then to show the augmentations.
The printed matter (e.g. a printed advertisement) activates the AR component
when it is detected by a mobile device. The authoring tool is used to define which
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printed matter triggers which augmentation and the features of the augmentation
(e.g. animation paths and interactions).
The interviewees considered
consider
teenagers and active young people as early
adopters of this kind of technology,
technology, and thus a potential target group of the serse
vice. Ano
Another
ther potential target group is technology-oriented
technology oriented people interested in the
application area or field of activity that the system is used for.
Adoption of the hybrid media concept in print media may alter the value chain
and the roles of actors. Alternatively, there is room for a potential new actor
providing
ing the hybrid media framework (Figure 23).
23

Figure 23.. Value chain of a hybrid media
edia solution for printed matter.
At the high end of the value chain is the advertiser (e.g. brand owner)
owner), and at the
other end is the consumer. The distributor, e.g. retailer, is towards the lower end of
the value chain. The role of distributor may change
change when distribution transfers
from the physical retail shop to the digital market place. The
The role of the traditional
raditional
printing house is minor,
minor, being essentially limited to printing
ing what the customer
wants.
A pure
ure content creator,
creator such as an animation studio,
studio is in subcontractor role in
providing
ing content for hybrid media. Depending on the use case, user
user--created
content may bring a degree of added value to the service,
service, although it is not part of
the actual value chain.
The role of the other actors is interest
interesting;
ing; they might serve as the owners
owner of the
hybrid media framework. There is also space for a new actor to manage the
framework.
The importance of ease-of-use
ease use was raised in all discussions. The system should
be easy and intuitive to use from the start, bot
both
h for the user and the provider.
All interviewees considered that hybrid media will be an essential part of future
print media. A few reasons were given for this
this.. To begin with, print media is losing
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its share of advertising and readers to digital media. The print media sector therefore needs to linkage with digital media to survive. Another important aspect is that
linking print media with digital data transmission enables the collection of customer
information – which is valuable currency in advertising.
With traditional print media, access to customer information is extremely limited. For instance, the effect of advertising campaigns can only be observed at a
general level. With digital connection, however, the framework owner can collect
considerably more information. When the user reads a printed publication (e.g. a
magazine) with a mobile phone and launches additional information, the system
knows when, and possibly also where, the user is and which of the several advertisements of the campaign the user is viewing. With registered users it is also
possible to collect more background data. Moreover, the system enables direct
linking from printed advertisement to web store, thus lowering the purchasing
threshold. This naturally appeals to advertisers.

3.7 Study 5: Innovation workshop on AR real estate marketing
To complement our previous studies on ambient home design, we held an innovation workshop with three themes. The results concerning two of the themes, Augmented reality in real estate marketing and AR in interior design, were documented in the AdFeed17 project deliverable (Siltanen, Seisto, Mensonen and Wulff
2011) and are described here with permission of the respective project partners.
This subsection is based on that work.
The third workshop theme, presentation of a device for measuring true colours
and potential use cases for it, is outside the scope of this work and omitted from
the present analysis.
The augmented reality themes of the innovation workshop can be considered
as a focus group session.
The objective of this study was to find out how AR could be used in real estate
marketing and how consumers perceive the concept of using additional virtual
and/or augmented reality images of apartments in real estate marketing.
The study also aimed to validate previous results regarding important features
of an AR interior design service with a new group of users. In addition, we were
interested in any new aspects arising from the real estate marketing business
perspective.

17

Adfeed was part of the Next Media programme of DIGILE (former TIVIT).
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3.7.1 Implementation of Study 5
The main focus group of this study was journalists working in interior design or
lifestyle magazines – ordinary people with a professional interest in interior design
and homing18. A total of seven participants were included in this focus group sesse
sion.
The se
session
ssion started with an introduction to augmented reality
reality, including brief illustrations of AR use in real estate marketing and interior design (see Appendix
B). After the introduction,
introduction participants were invited to ask questions. They
The were
then divided into two groups for group discussions. Each group first discussed one
of the themes together with a researcher, and then switched places to discuss the
other theme with the other researcher ((Figure 24).
24
The introduction illustrated the buyer’s and seller’s viewpoints regarding the use
of AR in real estate marketing, in addition to the interior decorator’s perspective on
AR interior design.

Figure 24.. Focus group work flow in the innovation workshop
workshop.

In the group discussions, the participants had illustrations of use cases available
at hand
hand,, and the researcher leading the group presented activating questions to
the group
group.. The discussions were recorded for later analysis. The illustrations and
questions
ons were:
Real estate marketing:
Illustrations of VR/AR features,
features as shown in Figure 25.
Questions to start the discussion:

18

'Homing' is a trend that can be described as enjoying life at home, doing and making
things yourself. This popular life-style
life style trend includes activities as knitting, home decorating,
interior design and baking.
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Who benefits from using virtual and modified images?
What do people expect from this kind of service?
Who would edit the images? The seller? The real estate agent? Interior designer? Buyer? Furniture manufacturer? Furniture retailer?

Interior design:
Illustrated examples: moving a piano virtually, virtually converting a TV room into a dining room, virtually testing a new couch, and visualizing a 2D interior design plan (see Appendix B).
Questions to start the discussion:
What do people expect from this kind of service?
What functionalities?
What kind of user interface?
The group discussions were audio-recorded and transcribed to enable analysis of
the results for both themes from both groups.
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Figure 25. Example of VR/AR real estate marketing. From top: original kitchen, VR
kitchen renovation; original living room, AR living room.
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3.7.2 Outcomes of Study 5
All participants shared the opinion that AR and VR images bring added value to
real estate marketing.
In the concept illustrations, the nature of all images was clearly marked. The
user was always aware of whether an image was original, virtual, or manipulated
with AR technology (Figure 25). No comments were presented concerning ethical
issues or the acceptability of AR/VR modifications. Nobody expressed concern
about misleading the customer or any other concerns about AR/VR modification.
Participants considered that the service should have different vendors in the
portal: kitchen and bathroom fixtures, ceramic tile and furniture vendors, etc., and
viewed it as important that several vendors from each branch are represented.
In the participants’ view, the AR/VR interior design could either be a service
provided by real estate agency, or a web service provided by a furniture vendor.
Furthermore, although the service does not need to be free of charge for consumer, it could also be funded by advertising.
Important features would be the ability to: illustrate furniture placement from a
360° perspective; virtually remove existing furniture from images; and use own
existing furniture in AR interior design. Participants also wished to see an avatar in
the images to get better idea of scale.
Other key functionalities for such a software/service mentioned were the ability
to measure real dimensions and to order custom-made furniture to fit real dimensions. The system should also have “this [item] does not fit here” type warnings.
Participants also considered that AR interior design would allow people to
dream and make designs just for fun, rather like a “Habbo Hotel19 for adults”.
Other future features of AR interior design mentioned by the participants included: realistic lighting models to aid lighting design, virtual curtains, and suggestions for suitable furniture for a given space or the style.
In addition to interior design, the participants also envisaged a similar service
for garden and terrace design. Such a system could visualize sunlight at different
times of the day and year, as well as plants growing and blooming over time.
In summary, the focus group session served our purpose well; we determined
users’ attitudes towards the AR/VR interior design service concept, and identified
how users would like to use such a service.
In this study we concentrated on a web-based service and its functionalities,
and superficially discussed the possibility to use AR application on-site for real
estate marketing. However, an interior design application could be used for visualising different interior design plans on-site in real estate marketing as well.

19

Habbo Hotel virtual world: https://www.habbo.com/
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4. Developing AR applications towards real
use
A substantial finding of the previous chapter was that user experience is improved
if the user is able to interact with the system in a way that feels natural to them.
The user interface thus plays a significant role in user experience – but is by no
means the only noteworthy aspect. Other important factors affecting user satisfaction relate to the usefulness of the system: how well the user can accomplish
something with it, and how useful it is to the user.
In this chapter, we discuss our work on developing augmented reality applications towards wide consumer-level use. First we discuss user experience in augmented reality applications with a focus on assembly-type tasks, and then we
focus on our specific interest area, augmented reality interior design. Our work
especially takes into account user experience and usefulness as described above.

4.1 Improving UX in AR assembly tasks
AR has proven to be useful in assembly type areas i.e. in assembly, maintenance
and repair (Siltanen 2012, Henderson and Feiner 2011a, Henderson and Feiner
2009, Bimber and Raskar 2005). The development of augmented reality field
really took off after Caudell and Mizell (1992) demonstrated assembling aircraft
electronics with the help of AR.
This section, based on Paper V, describes our work on multimodal user interface for augmented assembly with the aim of improving user experience. Several
other research papers have also been presented by the author regarding the advancement of AR in assembly–type tasks (Sääski et al. 2007, Salonen et al. 2007,
Sääski et al. 2008, Azpiazu et al. 2011) and natural user interfaces (Honkamaa et
al. 2007, Ailisto et al. 2007, Siltanen et al. 2008).
We start the discussion on the use of AR in assembly tasks, and then turn the
focus towards multimodality and user experience.
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4.1.1 Augmented assembly benefits for manufacturing industry
The transition to service-dominant logic (see e.g. Vargo and Lusch 2008) has
transformed product manufacturing from the production of fixed products to a
growing number of product variants and customized products. Manufacturers often
provide a service where the customer can select certain product features and
production is realized on demand (Salvador, Chandrasekaran and Sohail 2014),
as was the case in our tractor manufacturer study (Sääski et al. 2007).
Customization of products increases the complexity of the assembly task, increases the variety of components (Hu et al. 2011) and causes long assembly
sequences, as also noted in our previous work (Sääski et al. 2007, Salonen et al.
2007). This means shorter life-cycles, smaller production lots, and accelerated
time-to-market, which in turn increase demands on production equipment and
production performance resulting in higher assembly costs (Hu et al. 2011,
Chryssolouris 2006).
The manufacturing industry needs innovative approaches and technologies to
meet the challenges of the current market economy (Hu et al. 2011, He and Lai
2012, Chryssolouris, Papakostas and Mavrikios 2008). Improvements in the assembly process can significantly reduce assembly costs and a product's time to
market (Leu et al. 2013).
Augmented reality can combine human intelligence and skills with the memory
capacity of a computer and thus make assembly more effective and less errorprone (Sääski et al. 2007, Novak-Marcincin, Barna, Janak and NovakovaMarcincinova 2013). This, in turn, lowers assembly costs thereby boosting the
competitiveness of manufacturing companies. The same holds true for other similar tasks, such as maintenance and repair, where a clear advantage can be
gained from supporting human skills and intelligence with the memory and processing capacity of a computer system.
The motivation to develop augmented reality systems to support assembly
tasks is clear. In Paper V, we studied user interactions with such a system and,
especially, how different modalities can be utilized in the user interface to increase
UX. This is examined in the following section.
4.1.2 Multimodal user interface
In Paper V, we simulated real assembly work using a portable 3D block puzzle.
The assembly task was to assemble the puzzle. We used a head-mounted display
(HMD) setup consisting of a camera and lightweight video display, both attached
to safety glasses worn by the assembler (Figure 26). (Sääski et al. 2007 and Paper V.)
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Figure 26.. Setup of the assembly demonstration.
In the assembly setup,
setup the user follows the augmented instructions on the display
to manually position the required parts in the right place and the right order. The
parts fit in only if assembled correctly and in the right order. The task was ded
signed to closely mimic a real manua
manuall assembly situation, using real objects and
an authentic AR device. No tools were needed
needed,, however.
however. This made the task quick
to perform and to repeat,
repeat, which suited our development and testing purposes and
allowed us to easily examine different user interface
interface modalities.

Figure 27. User’s view of the system.
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In assembly tasks non-photorealistic
non photorealistic rendering (NPR) is preferred; the instructions
are intended to grab the user’s attention. Thus,
Thus we used bright colours for the
augmentations
gmentations in our demonstration ((Figure 27).
).
Assembly is a hands-busy
hands busy eyes
eyes-busy task thus the use of a tactile input,
input such
as a keyboard
keyboard, is both unnatural and inefficient. We therefore investigated the use
of speech and gesture controls as more natural modes of system command and
control (Bolt 1980).. An
A adaptive
daptive user interface brings together the concepts of
universal usability (Vanderheiden 2002)
2002). However, adaptive multimodal user interinte
face research typically concerns the adapta
adaptation
tion of content rather (David Endler,
Barbosa and Filho 2011) than the adaptation of user interaction modalities as in
our work. The modalities studied in our multimodal demonstration are presented in
Figure
gure 28.

Figure
gure 28. Modalities used in the multimodal demonstration. Users preferred visual
and audio feedback.
The “gesture control” was actually a gesture controlled virtual menu user interface,
meaning
ing that the virtual menus were operated by selecting them by hand (see
Figure 29).
). The system used hand detection based colour histogram backback
projection (Swain and Ballard 1991)
1991).
Speech recognition was realized using the external automatic speech recognirecogn
tion (ASR) software
ware Sonic speech recognizer in its client-server
server mode (Pellom
2001, Pellom and Hacioglu 2003)
2003).. It was calibrated to identify simple commands
such as ‘next’, ‘previous’, ‘next phase’, ‘previous phase’, etc. The system architecarchite
ture allowed easily changing off the various ASR parameters and fine tuning of the
recognition process.
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Figure 29.. Virtual menus in action.
The system supported calibration of both speech recognition and hand recognition
for the current us
user.
er. The
he system architecture also allowed the addition
tion of more
modalities if needed.
We used a small test group to obtain indicative results for further development
of a real assembly task of a tractor accessory’s power unit (Sääski et al. 2007).
2007)
Five novic
novice
e users evaluated the system (two females,
females, three males). Two of them
had no previous experience of
o AR or HMDs, one had used a HMD before, and two
were familiar with similar systems.
User evaluations consisted of three tests: single modality with speech recognire
tion, single modality with gesture control and, adaptive multimodality with both
speech and gesture control. The order of the single modalities was random, but
the multimodal set up was always tested last
last.. A control group used printed illusillu
trated inst
instructions.
It should be noted that industrial assembly takes place typically in a factory,
factory i.e.,
closed environment. User attitudes towards speech and gesture user interfaces
would likely be quite different for applications that are used in public spaces in
i
view of other people.
4.1.3 Research outcomes concerning the multimodal user interface
Valuable
aluable feedback was obtained for developing an actual factory user interface.
The speech recognition and gesture recognition functions failed on occasion;
occasion
we kept track of all failures in order to analyse their influence on mode preferprefe
ences. The result was,
was as expected
expected, clear; in the multimodality test the users prepr
ferred the modality that performed better in the first two tests.
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The augmented instructions were explicit; no mistakes were made during the
assembly. With the augmented instructions the users were able to turn the puzzle
around and view it from any viewpoint they wished. In contrast, the paper instructions caused confusion as the illustrations were given from only one viewpoint and
the users were not always certain of the required piece or position.
The test users gave valuable insights concerning the system. First of all, feedback from the tested set up was stated to be insufficient, with users emphasizing
the importance of system feedback to the user experience. The users suggested a
number of feedback improvements. Assembly type instructions require eyecatching augmentations as the aim is to get the user to focus on the right thing.
The same holds true to some extent for menu items. In our test the position of the
virtual menu was not optimal, and some graphics and texts were too small and
thus unnoticeable.
The system repeatedly animated the assembly instruction for each piece until
the user moved to the next step. One user suggested the possibility of freezing the
animation to allow the user to compare the piece in hand with the piece shown in
the animation – a useful feature for a real assembly task.
A somewhat obvious finding is that the system should support the task it is
used for. While this may seem trivial in principle, it is not necessarily so obvious
how best to support the task in practice. In assembly-type task, this means for
example clear, eye-catching augmentations.
Another important result was that all users preferred multimodality over single
modality. User experience is improved if the user is able to interact with the system in the way that they want. Use of a multimodal user interface is one way to
support this. This is in line with the general aims of user-centred design (page 33).
The results were similar to other research results in the field. For example,
Irawati, Green, Billinghurst, Dünser and Ko (2006) studied multimodal user interface using speech and gestures using a specific handheld paddle, and also noted
the importance of feedback from the system to the user. Furthermore, their research shows that users prefer multimodality, and that multimodality can improve
the efficiency of user interaction. Multimodality has also been proven to enhance
learning, especially for students who learn through kinaesthetic, visual, and other
non-text-based methods (Billinghurst and Dünser 2012).
The head-mounted video display used in the study proved suitable for this purpose. The display was light-weight and the image quality was good. The display
was convenient to wear, being attached to normal safety glasses as would be
worn by an assembler in a real factory environment. The display was positioned to
the side of the assembler’s line of view, enabling the user to glimpse the instructions when needed, while allowing a direct view of the environment. In our practical experience, this type of HMD provides optimal support for assembly tasks
(Siltanen 2012: 142–143).
The devices used in the experiments are no longer on the market. However, a
number of new devices have since been released. The launch of see-through
eyewear designed for AR such as Microsoft HoloLens (see Figure 56, page 102)
on the market is likely to increase the number of consumer AR applications. More-
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over, better speech recognition systems are now available, also for mobile devices
(David et al. 2011)
2011).
One fundamental challenge emerged in all of our experiments with assembly
type instructions
instructions;; the system’s ability to verify after each step whether the task has
been accomplished correctly. Until recently
recently, it has always been the user’s responrespo
sibility to check that the right task has been carried out correctly and to
o then ini
struct the system to move forward. However, by combining the latest depthdepth
cameras and computer vision into the AR system, it is possibl
possible to verify accomacco
plished steps and notice any assembly errors automatically (Bui Minh et al. 2014,
Kahn, Bockhol
Bockholt,
t, Kuijper and Fellner 2013).
Another
nother key finding is that the user should be in control of the system; the user
should be aware of the state of the system (e.g. which task it is on) in order to feel
comfortable when using the application. Too much automation
automation may cause the user
to lose track of what is happening and why.

4.2 Developing augmented reality for interior d
design
Ordinary people – i.e. people with no engineering or technical background – often
have problems understanding the relations between 2D technical
technical drawings and 3D
reality (Mohler 2001),
2001) and even professionals can
c sometimes find this challenging
(Fiorentino
(Fiorentino, Radkowski, Uva and Monno 2012).. According to interior designers this
t
is
s also true for interior design plans and 3D spaces; customers have problems
understanding what the plan means with respect to an actual room (Paper III). Use
of 3D graphics and animations
ani
increase
increases a design’s
desi s intuitiveness and aids human
visual perception (Brath, Peters and Senior 2005, Spence 1990, Irani and Ware
2003).. Thus, augmented
ugmented reality can help people understand interior design plans
better ((Figure 30).

Figure 30. People can have difficulty understanding what interior design plans
plan
mean in reality. A concept
oncept image of AR interior design.
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Another important aspect raised by professional interior designers and interior
design semi-professionals in the present study is that the interior design process
often starts with existing furniture. In addition, the colours and the “feeling of the
space” are also important. (Papers III, I and II.) It therefore makes sense to combine new components with the existing environment, i.e. to use augmented reality.
Moreover, furniture retailers see an opportunity to increase sales through AR
interior design services (Paper III). Real estate marketing can also benefit from AR
interior design services (Siltanen et al. 2011) and interior designers and bloggers
see an opportunity to advertise their work through such services (Paper I, Paper
II).
Based on these findings, we have a clear motivation to develop augmented reality solutions for interior design.
4.2.1 AR development for interior design
Interior design has the following special characteristics compared to other AR
application areas: users prefer still images to video (Paper VI, Saraspää 2014),
the visual quality of the augmentation must be realistic (cf. assembly tasks where
NPR is preferred, see page 62), and real dimensions are essential (cf. AR games)
(Papers III, I and II).
Next, we will discuss the development of the AR interior design application described in Paper VI, on which this subsection is based.
In consumer applications the assumption is that the operator is an ‘ordinary user’, i.e. has no engineering background (Magnusson 2009), and thus the system
must be easy to start using and its further use should be self-evident. In order to
obtain an accurate scale and reasonable coordinates in a user-friendly way, we
used marker-based tracking, whereby the user simply places a printed marker on
the floor and then starts adding virtual furniture.
For marker detection we used ARToolkit with some modifications and additional
features that we created for this purpose. These features were later implemented
in ALVAR. One of these features that we created, and later improved, is marker
hiding (Siltanen 2006, 2012, Korkalo, Aittala and Siltanen 2010). The use of markers in the augmented image can be distracting to the viewer, especially in interior
design where visual appearance is paramount. However, their use is justified by
their simplicity of use and the fact that they enable the use of correct scales.
Marker hiding resolves this contradiction by removing the marker virtually from the
final image.
A hybrid method can use markers for initialization (i.e. to get the correct scale
and to align the coordinate system with the floor) and thereafter rely on featurebased or inertial tracking (Su, Kang and Tang 2008, Feng Zhou, Duh and Billinghurst 2008). In markerless tracking methods, the scale must be initialized one way
or other. This usually requires some amount of expertise, making it inapplicable for
consumer applications, but feasible for professional applications. As noted earlier,
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professional interior designers are willing to invest learning effort in return for superior functionalit
functionality (see page 47).

Figure 31.. Augmentation without
without adap
adaptation
tation (top) and with adaption under two
different illumination conditions (below).
As discussed in Chapter 3, lighting
ing and shadows create “the feeling of the space”,
space
and make the augmentation realistic. According to the professional users, these
are important features of interior design (see page 67, Papers I, II and III). We
implemented adjustable lighting with soft shadows (Gibson, Cook and Hubbold
2003) in our AR system. The user
user was able to adjust the characteristics and inteninte
sity of the ambient light as well as add and move virtual spotlights. This enabled
the virtual light to be matched
ed with the real light (Figure 31
31) – a feature greatly
valued by the users (see
(
e.g. pages 44, 47 and 59).
The philosophy behind the work was that the consumers can test furniture virvi
tually in their own living room.
roo Thus, the user was able to upload to the system any
digital images (i.e. all sizes and common formats) taken with an ordinary digital
camera – without needing
need
to resize or change the image format. In addition, furnifurn
ture was added dynamically as needed.
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Figure 32.. The user interface of AR interior design application.
The user interface was a ‘developer version’ with more options tha
than a real conco
sumer application would have (Figure
Figure 32).. However, the interface allowed the user
to select the
their preferred mode of interacting with the system
system, in accordance with
user-centred
centred design principles (see page 33).
). For instance, the user could move
objects with a mouse or with buttons in the interface.
interface We did not carry out
ou large
scale user test; however this
his flexibility was appreciated by the occasional test
users.. The user was also able to save interior design projects and continue the
work later – another feature highly appreciated by the users (see page 44).
).
One of the important outcomes of Paper VI was a list of important features and
challenges for future development. Building on the work described in Paper VI,
VI we
have further developed the AR technology to also support interior design in severseve
al other projects,, such as AR-Sisustus
Sisustus20, MMR21, ADFeed22 and CloudSW23. In

20

Tekes TI
TILA
LA programme project AR--sisustus
Tekes ICT-SHOK
SHOK project Mobile Mixed Reality (MMR
MMR)
Tivit Next media programme project AdFeed
23
Digile Cloud Software programme, Business case 3D reconstruction/Vivid Works
(CloudSW
CloudSW)
21
22
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these projects we have solved all of the challenges identified in
n Paper VI.
V The
current implementation uses the ALVAR library (Appendix
pendix C)
C), which has accurate
tracking and a range of integrated features
features.
4.2.2 Diminished reality
Earlier
arlier w
we identified some bottlenecks
ottlenecks against using virtual interior design applicaapplic
tions for serious purposes.
purposes Above all were the inability to handle overlapping with
existing furniture and the inability to remove existing furniture virtually
y (see page
47, Papers III, I and II). Solving these problems would presumably advance AR
towards wide use in interior design.
design. We have consequently developed the diminished reality solutions described in Paper VII to overcome these problems.
problems This
section is based on Paper VII.
Although our focus is
i still-image
image based interior design application, such applicaapplic
tion can easily be extended to a real
real-time
time AR application by adding a tracking
module as discussed earlier. In order to provide widely useful solution for a variety
of AR applications, the development for diminished reality functionality aims for
real-time
time methods.

Figure 33.. Augmentation appears flawed if virtual elements are augmented over
objects that should be foregrounded
foregrounded. If the foreground object is unimportant the
problem can be solved by using diminished reality (Siltanen 2012)
2012).
Figure 33 and Figure 34 illustrate practical situations where diminished reality
solves the overlapping problem and enhances the visual credibility of the augmenaugme
tation.
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Figure 34. Top: A virtual object augmented over a real object looks non-realistic if
the original object remains partially visible. Bottom: This disturbing overlap can be
diminished from the background using diminished reality.
Diminished reality is a special case of video inpainting. Diminishing is carried out
within an augmented reality application. The AR application tracks the movements
of the camera and has information regarding 3D coordinates of the scene. This 3D
information can be exploited in diminishing to improve the visual quality of inpainting. By definition, AR is a real-time technology and thus good performance speed
of the diminishing method is crucial. On the other hand, the diminished area is
often partly covered by augmentations, and the user’s attention is focused on
these virtual objects. Therefore, the quality requirements are more lax than with
image manipulation tools (e.g. Photoshop), but speed requirements are tighter. In
diminished reality, it is sufficient that the inpainting embeds in the environment and
looks natural at an adequate performance speed.
Diminished reality functionality consists of several tasks. The application must
identify the object to be diminished, decide which information to use for hiding the
object, etc. Each task has special challenges and problems that need to be
solved. In Paper VII we discussed these tasks, suggested solutions to the problems, and introduced enhancements to previous methods.
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Exemplar-based inpainting methods copy samples from outside the area to be
inpainted into the target area. In this way, the inside of the area resembles its
surroundings resulting in a natural appearance. We used our own exemplar-based
inpainting implementation. In addition, we presented a comprehensive modular
pipeline for implementing diminished reality for indoor AR applications such as
interior design. The modularized pipe-line is one of the important and unique contributions of Paper VII. Other substantial outcome is our methods of adapting the
inpainting texture the current illumination.
In this section, we describe the diminishing pipeline, discuss our main improvements and insights, and describe how our implementation improves the
diminished reality field.
We define the pipeline for diminished reality implementation as follows:
1.

Select the object to be diminished, i.e., define the area to be inpainted,
aka the inpainting area
2. Define the source area for texture generation
3. Determine the background 3D structures, i.e. planes constructing the
background (positions of walls and floor)
4. Divide masks across the background planes, i.e. floor and wall planes
in interior design
5. Rectify background planes and corresponding inpainting and source
masks
6. Normalize illumination of the texture in the source area
7. Create inpainting texture using an exemplar-based method in rectified
coordinates
8. Adapt the inpainting texture to real illumination conditions
9. Map the inpainted textures back to image coordinates
10. Render the inpainting texture on top of the original image
The source area can as well be defined after rectifying the background structures,
in rectified planes.
We have implemented two possibilities for defining the area to be inpainted.
The user can either select the area with the mouse or use a dynamic 3D volume,
the dimensions and position of which can be changed by the user so that it covers
the object to be diminished (Figure 35). The first approach is intended for still
image usage and the latter also for real-time usage. Both approaches have the
advantage that the selection task is easy to explain to the user and easy to perform. In addition, both approaches are robust and reliable, which makes them
suitable for consumer applications.
Researchers have also presented more sophisticated methods for extracting
objects, based on 3D reconstruction, feature detection and segmentation. These
methods, however, often require some understanding of the underlying methods,
and the selection may thus fail if the user is inexperienced. We chose to rely on
simple user interaction; nonetheless the inpainting algorithm is independent of the
way the inpainting area is defined. Kawai, Sato and Yokoya (2014) have present-
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ed a similar approach where the diminished area is divided into planes in 3D.
However, our approach differs in couple of aspects; we
e use user interaction to
define planes and therefore are able to diminish walls without any trackable feafe
tures, whereas Kawai et al. detect planes using feature tracking, which works only
with textured planes.

Figure 35. Two
wo ways of selecting the area to be inpainted were used: selecting
electing
with a mouse (above), and selecting
electing with a dynamic 3D volume (below). On the
left are the original images with the selection illustrated,
illu
and on the right the dimindimi
ishing results.
The
he inpainting result and speed can be optimized through appropriate selection of
the source area for texture generation
generation.. Our solution uses an exemplar-based
exemplar
method for inpainting. In the exemplar
exemplar-based method
method samples are matched with
the inpainting area. The bigger the source area, the more matches there are to
compare. Thus, the
he processing time increases exponentially as the source area
increases
increases.. On the other hand, the source area should have enough sui
suitable
table samsa
ples to enable good visual results. However, the source area should not contain
any interfering samples,
samples such as nearby objects that spoil the visual result (Figure
(
36).
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Figure 36. In the upper image samples
samples belonging to the window are accidentally
copied in the inpainting texture as the source area is not limited properly,, whereas
wher
in the lower image the source area is limited to the area close to the diminished
area, and no interfering
fering samples are copied. The small image presents the original
view before diminishing.
In our implementation the source area is limited to the area adjacent to the
inpainted area
area, an N pixels
pixel wide area around the inpainting area, for example. In
Paper VII we also discuss how to select the area with segmentation methods. The
user can also indicate the source area and select the most appropriate areas. The
inpainting algorithm is independent of the way the source area is defined.
The source area and inpainting
inpainting area are presented with masks
masks, where the area
itself is marked with ones, and the outside of the area with zeros. The inpainting
mask (diminishing mask) is marked MD and the source mask MS.
The inpainting texture is created block wise, and the blocks are processed on
the edge of the inpainting mask area. Part
art of the processed block is inside and
part of it outside the diminished area. The matching blocks ar
are
e searched from the
source area (Figure 37).
37

Figure
ure 37.. The best matching block for block Bd is searched from the source area.
area
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The method only uses blocks that provide enough information for texture generagener
tion.. In practice
practice, this is ensured when at least a given amount of pixels, p, are
located outside the mask (Figure 38
38).

Figure 38. The left block contains enough information for texture generation, the
right block does not. The centre pixel of the block is marked red (Paper VII).
).
The dissimilarity between the the blocks is defined as:
as

d (B D , B S )

(1 M D ) d (B D (i , j ) B S (i , j )),
i, j

where M D is the mask block corresponding to BD, and k is the number of zero
pixels in block MD, k > p. If k p, the block is omitted.
For RGB images,, all channels all equal and the scalar product is used
used, i.e.

d ( r, g , b) ( r, g , b)

2

r2

g 2 b2 .

For YUV images one can weight the intensity values,
values e.g. the following metric is
used

d ( y , u, v ) ay 2 bu 2 cv 2 ,
where a b, a c and a b c
The best matching block

B best

for block

BD

1.

is the one that minimizes the dissimdissi

ilarity to it

B best

arg min d B D

B ,

B

where B belongs to the source area of the source mask. The new pixel values for
block BD are

B D (i, j ),if M D (i, j ) 0
.
B best (i, j ),if M D (i, j ) 1

B new
D (i , j )
The mask is updated accordingly

M D (i, j ) 0,

i, j.

Our
ur method fifirst
rst fills in areas containing edges; in ensures that texture boundaries,
boundaries
such as tiles, are mostly repeated nicely.
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Figure 39. Example of problems with exemplar-based inpainting with a strong
contrast image where samples of intermediate darkness are rare. The small images show the original image (cf. Figure 47 where normalization is used).
A common problem in real indoor diminishing applications is that one side of the
diminished area is much darker than the other, and mid-darkness or transition
samples are rare. In this situation, the exemplar-based method copies either dark
or light samples, resulting in blocky, clumsy visualization (Figure 39). To overcome
this problem, we propose normalizing the global illumination of the source texture
before creating the initial inpainting texture (Figure 40).
The normalized pixel value S at point (x, y) is

S ' x, y

S x, y

M x, y

A,

where S(x,y) is the original pixel value, M(x,y) the median of the NxN block with
the centre at (x, y), and A is the average of all median values in the source area.
Each channel is processed independently. Local variations are preserved, as local
median values are used for normalization. Illumination normalization is carried out
in the YUV colour space. The normalized texture is adapted to the current illumination before rendering, as we will explain later.
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source area

inpainting area

Figure 40.. Initialization in the presence of lights and shadows: neutralizing the
source texture before inpainting
inpaintin yields a smoother texture.
text
The n
neutralized
eutralized texture
must be adapted to the illumination. Top:
op: original image and rectified wall texture.
texture
Middle:: source texture and inpainted texture without neutralization
neutralization. Bottom:: source
texture and inpaint
inpainted
ed texture with neutralization. (See Figure 46 for similar setting
with completed inpainting).
Another typical problem is perspective distrortion.
distrortion In the perspective view, texture
elements are bigger on one side and smaller on the other,
other while texture samples
of interm
intermediate
ediate size are rare or absent
absent, and parallel lines in the 3D coordinates are
not parallel in the image (Figure 41
41).
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Figure 41. In a perspective view,
view, texture elements are bigger
bigger on one side of the
diminished area and bigger on the other. Texture samples of intermediate size are
rare. Parallel lines are not parallel due to perspective transformation (e.g. lines
between floor tiles)
tiles).
Removing perspective before inpainting mitigates
tes the problem of missing texture
samples (Figure 42).. Thus,
Thus it is beneficial to create the inpainting texture in rectirect
fied coordinates. In interior design, textures are mainly created for planar walls
and floors, which are easy (and fast) to rectify.

Figure 42. Comparison
omparison of texture generation in image coordinates (left) and rectirect
fied coordinates (right).
(right
Using homogenous coordinates, the system can map world points X to image
plane x with the camera transformation matrix

x MX
(see
ee e.g. Hartley and Zisserman 2000
2000:7).. The camera transformation matrix M is
known as a result of the AR tracking module. The marker-based
marker based tracking system
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places world coordinates on top off the
he marker. This means that the origin, x and y
axes are on the floor plane, and the z axis is upwards. If the coordinate axes are
located differently, another transformation matrix is needed to transform the coordinate axes accordingly.
accordingly. Thereafter
Thereafter, the calculations
culations are the same.
The method maps
s the diminished area to the floor plane. The system then finds
an “optimal” rectangle around the diminished area;
area; the diminished floor area and
floor source area are inside the rectangle, with one edge running along the
t
wall
line (Figure
Figure 43).
). In practice,
practice it is a rectangle with one edge aligned with the wall. If
the object is in the middle of the room, the area that it covers becomes bigger and
the application must inpaint bigger
bigger areas in 3D coordinates.
The transformation matrix M transforms the rectangle’s corner points Pi to image points pi

pi

MPi .

A homography is a 2D projective mapping between homogenous coordinates. It is
a perspective projection from one plane to another and represents
represents, for example,
example
how a world plane is mapped to the image plane in a pinhole camera. Thus,
Thus with a
homography, the system can transform a world plane from image coordinates to
rectified texture coordinates (Figure
(Figure 43).
). A homography between two planes can
be calculated if at least four corresponding points are known from each plane. The
rectified
ectified texture has the same aspect ratio as the rectangle on the floor.

Figure 43. Rectifying the floor plane (Paper VII).
The homography Hf between the image coordinates and the rectified texture is
such that

ti

H f pi
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is calculated using the four corner points of the texture ti and the corresponding
image points pi, i = {1,2,3,4}. This homography is used to rectify the floor texture
(Figure 43).
A homography between wall and image planes is calculated in a similar manner. An “optimal” rectangle on the wall is first deduced and then the rectangle
corner points are mapped on the wall Pj to the image plane

pj

MPj .

Next, the homography between the rectified texture and the image using corresponding texture points tj and image points pj , i = {1,2,3,4} is solved using the
equation

tj

Hwp j .

This homography, Hw, is used to rectify the wall texture.
The rectified inpainting textures are mapped back to the image plane with inverse homographies

pi

H f 1ti and p j

H w1t j .

After initialization, the inpainting texture is not updated, but adapted to the current
illumination. Without adaption the illumination texture would be immediately apparent when the illumination changes (Figure 44).

Figure 44. Frames without (top) and with (bottom) adaption to current illumination;
the small image shows a frame before diminishing. The inpainting texture was
created from a lighter frame.
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For the adaptation control points are selected from outside of the diminished area
in 3D coordinates. The number of ccontrol
ontrol points depends on the resolution used
for the illumination texture; they are selected from same low
low-resolution
resolution grid, but
from immediately outside the inpainting area. Their positions are mapped to 2D
texture coordinates for each frame (Figure 45)). The changes in illumination beb
tween frames are examined at these control points.
For each frame the method creates an illumination adaptation texture
texture.. In order
to optimize the processing time, the illumination adaptation texture is presented at
lower resolution than the inpainting texture.
As the source texture is normalized before initialization,
initialization adaptation must be also done in the initialization phase of the inpainting texture. In the initialization a
higher reso
resolution
lution is used for the illumination adaption texture.

Figure 45. Control
ontrol points around the area to be diminished are selected in 3D (a).
For each frame
frame, their positions are mapped to texture coordinates (b). The illumiillum
nation
ion changes are calculated at these control points and blended over the
inpainting
ing area
area.
The effect of control points should be inversely proportional to the distance. This
happens when the values of the points inside the inpainting area are
are, for example,
example
calculated using inverse distance weighted interpolation aka Shepard’s method
(Shepard 1968). To enable faster calculation
calculation,, we
w modified the Shepart’s method.
The value at point x,
x I(x), is the inverse weighted average of N control points’
values I(ci)

1

I (x)
j

1

x cj

x ci

i

I (c i ).

The norm used defines the attenuation speed of the influence of each control
point. Our implementation uses a Euclidean norm to the fourth power

x

( x, y )

4
2

( x2

y 2 )2.

This gives natural attenuation of light sources in indoor scenes ((Figure 46).
).
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Figure 46. Example of adaptation to illumination change: original image on the left,
and inpainted image (with adaptation to lighting) on the right.
The number of control points affecting each point inside the inpainting area is
limited. In order to have influence from all directions, yet a low number of control
points, we select the nearest control points in 1–8 compass directions. Directions
where there is no source texture are omitted. The approach has been adjusted to
create natural looking smooth transitions from one colour to another, while keeping the processing time low.
The illumination adaptation texture is created with low resolution and then the
rest of the pixels are interpolated using bilinear interpolation.
Instead of using true values for control points, we use the difference compared
to the initialization moment. Thus, the created illumination adaptation texture represents the illumination change and the adaptation is accomplished by adding the
illumination adaptation texture to the inpainting texture:
texture for the frame = the inpainting texture + the illumination adaptation texture.
The adaptation texture has some artefacts due to the way it is generated and due
to interpolation. However, mixing the high frequency inpainting texture with the low
frequency adaptation texture fades the artefacts and the result looks natural. This
adaptation to current illumination is new in diminished reality.
In real time implementation, only steps 1, 8, 9 and 10 are repeated after initialization. The illumination adaptation texture in step 8 is calculated at much lower
resolution than the original texture. In step 8, the (inverse) homographies are
calculated. Our diminished reality implementation performs in real time, which
makes it suitable for augmented reality usage. The non-optimised code, which e.g.
contained unnecessary image copying, run typically 13–15 fps. An optimised code
would allow use of diminished reality in applications requiring 25–30 fps.
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4.2.3 Res
Research
earch outcomes concerning AR in interior design and diminished
reality
he AR interior design solution was developed for ordinary users
users, taking the user
The
requirements into account and paying close attention to the user experience.
experience The
AR field ha
has
s advanced considerably since the original publication
cation of Paper VI, both
in technology and devices. As our user studies (presented
presented in Chapter 3)
3 show,
however, the user-related
related issues discussed in
n Paper VI
V are still
till relevant.
According to the users,
users realistic,
ealistic, adaptive lighting and shadows are important
and improve user experience (page
(pages 44 and 47).
47 A flexible user interface design
that allo
allows the user to choose how to interact with the system is also worth noting
regarding UX.
The diminishing methods presented in Paper VII solve one of the bottlenecks
identified for serious use of AR interior design solutions: the ability to remove
existing furniture virtually (see
(
Chapter 3).

Figure 47.. Our solution can handle large illumination variations during initialization
texture.
ure. Images from left to right: Original image,
image, inpainting without
of inpainting text
texture normalization, inpainting with texture normalization.
Our pipeline for diminished reality contains a unique solution for adapting inpaintinpain
ing texture to changes in illumination; first by normalizing the source texture before
initializing
tializing the inpainting texture (Figure
(Figure 47),
), and then adapting the texture in real
time to the current illumination (see Figure 44,, p. 80 and Figure 46, p. 82).
82 This
noticeably improves the visual quality of diminishing in typical indoor situations.
We also proposed utilizing the 3D information available in AR applications,
applications and
perform
performing inpainting in rectified coordin
coordinates.. The visual result of inpainting is
clearly improved by this approach ((Figure 48 and Figure 42,, page 78).
We modularized the diminished reality pipeline,
pipeline thus mak
making it easy to change
methods and algorithms for different tasks. This ability to combine different methmet
ods supports diminished reality research and advances the field as a whole.
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Figure 48. Examples of a perspective view with inpainting executed in rectified
coordinates. A shadow of the real object remains, although the object is removed.
Yet the texture looks natural.
Our diminished reality solution works in real time, making it ideal for AR applications.
Our diminishing solution is based on methods that require no technical skill or
understanding of the underlying methods. Thus the implementation is suitable for
the ordinary consumer.

4.3 Real life examples using AR in interior design
In this chapter we present three real life examples and users’ comments regarding
the use of a real AR interior design solution.
4.3.1 VividAR
VividWorks24 is a software company that offers online 3D design-to-purchase
SaaS platform solutions for furniture manufacturers and retail chains. We cooperated with VividWorks on the AR-Sisustus and CloudSW projects, for example
(see page 69 for details).
As augmented reality is a natural extension to 3D design software, VividWorks
also offers an AR platform called VividAR™ 25, the marker-based version of which
uses the ALVAR library for marker detection and marker hiding (Figure 49).
Our diminished reality functionality has been integrated into the developer version of VividAR. We observed three real use cases using the diminished reality
enhanced VividAR, and we will next discuss our observations from these trials.

24
25

www.vividworks.com
http://youtu.be/YxY146gzziQ
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Figure 49. The interior
nterior design service of the ASKO furniture retail chain runs
run on
the VividAR platform.
platform The
he room is real with virtual furniture and pla
plants
nts augmented
onto
to the image (Image
Image courtesy of VividWorks)
VividWorks).
4.3.2 R
Real use-case
cases
s with VividAR enhanced with diminished reality
As a follow
follow-up to the research described earlier in this
t his work
work, we conducted a
small-scale
scale real-use
use experiment with an interior design application
application. The
Th unpublished study serves as a validation of the work done and as a guideline for
future development. Three users tested the developer version of VividAR for carrying out interior design
gn.. The users were 23–42-year
year-old
old females
females.. The first user was
preparing to move house,
house and so the application was tested in a real situation in
her new apartment. The second user had recently moved and had experience of
kitchen ren
renovation planning and interior design using online home design services.
The third user had no recent interior design experience.
experience The u
users
sers tested both a
tablet (iPad
iPad) application and a web application (Figu
Figure 50).

Figure
re 50. Users testing
test
the tablet application (left) and the web application (right).
(right)
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In the first use case, the apartment was expected to have been empty and the
interior design task thus a straightforward augmentation. However, a number of
tools and equipment had been left in the living room, thus making the diminishing
feature both necessary and valuable (Figure 51).

Figure 51. The first user’s living room: a real situation where the diminishing feature proved valuable. Above: augmentation without diminishing. Below: augmentation with diminished reality.
The second user also spontaneously commented as follows regarding the usefulness of the diminished reality capability: “the apartment was literally full of removal
boxes and other stuff right after the move – just when you wanted to be getting on
with planning the decorating and getting in new furniture”.
Another highly appreciated feature was virtual mode, which enables the user to
observe virtual furniture from any viewpoint. The users shared the opinion that the
AR application helps the user to perceive dimensions. Particularly with respect to
furniture size it helps in determining whether furniture fits a desired space. The
users also expressed the wish to be able to obtain floor plans from the application.
The users experienced some difficulty noticing when a piece of furniture had
been moved so far away that it was actually outside the room. They proposed that
virtual furniture should stop at the wall, and if brought near a wall, should snap
against it. They also proposed that the application should automatically position on
the wall any objects that are normally mounted on a wall, such as picture frames
and wall cupboards. The application should also allow the user to move such
objects along the wall to the desired position.
When planning to buy new furniture or considering a new interior design, consumers typically spend considerable time experimenting with online home design
tools and browsing furniture retailers’ websites. An AR interior design tool that
connects these resources was considered a significant step forward, and it was
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thought that the tool should also contain a comprehensive collection of virtual
furniture products, e.g. from a specific retail brand. The test users thought that “a
good tool would engage the user, they would then spend more time on the service, and would probably end up buying products”, and that people could also use
the AR interior design service “to give instructions to a removal company”.
The desired features were similar to those recorded from previous in cocreation sessions and focus groups presented in Chapter 3. Other comments were
more related to implementation of the application rather than its technical features
(e.g. order of the menu items).
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5. Results – Answers to the research
questions
We have earlier presented outcomes of each study and development case. Now
we summarize all these together and see how the presented research answers to
the research questions set in Section 1.2 (page 15).

5.1 RQ1: How to involve users in the design process to create
more effective AR experiences?
Our hypothesis was that user-centred and participatory methods are able to reveal
user expectations of emerging technologies such as augmented reality. This
proved to be valid; we were able to identify the users’ expectations. In the following, we review the research methods used and analyse their validity.
We chose to use a combination of user-centred methods with different target
user groups to support our overall research goal. The different user groups presented many similar ideas and complemented the general view.
In augmented reality field, the development has been technology-driven and
only recently there has been more user-centric approaches (Swan and Gabbard
2005; Dünser, Grasset et al. 2007). The users have been for example involved in
testing visual perception issues and task performance as well as in developing
interaction techniques and user collaboration (Swan, Gabbard 2005; Shen, Ong
and Nee 2010). Users have been involved in lesser amount in design phase of
augmented reality solutions, and although co-design is established method in
other fields, it has been rarely used in designing of augmented reality solutions 26.
Our work was emphasized on user involvement in the design and implementation
phases of the development cycle (see page 18), which makes our work particular.

26

In February 2015 Google Scholar listed ca. 96 000 articles with the keyword “augmented
reality”, ca. 61 400 articles with “co-design”, and only 877 with “augmented reality” AND “codesign”. This means that roughly 0,9% of all augmented reality research utilised co-design,
and 1,4% of co-design research concerned augmented reality.
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We conducted several studies at different stages of developing interior design
solution and with different user groups. The users were involved in sketching the
not-yet-existing service (Section 3.3), in determining required features of a future
service (Sections 3.4 and 3.7), in testing, evaluating and further ideating during the
development phase (Sections 3.4 and 3.5), and evaluating and testing of the implemented service (Sections 4.3.2 and 4.1.2). In addition, users were involved in
testing multimodal user interface for assembly type tasks (Section 4.1). The combination of several user-studies with different groups at different stages of development process makes the extent of our research unique in AR field, and novel in
interior design field.
We were able to verify that the users are able to produce useful ideas regardless of their knowledge of the underlying technology and regardless of
the phase of the design process they participated.
Parallel studies supported each other, and for example business actors who
have been part of an AR interior design value chain presented similar ideas as we
used in scenarios, thus validating them.
On the other hand, there was also variation between the user groups, which
had different needs and opinions regarding functionalities and preferred ways of
using the service. Particularly, professional users and consumers had different
expectations regarding the interior design service. Also in other studies, different
users groups tend to have different expectations and preferences for the use of
AR (see e.g. Ventä-Olkkonen, Posti, Koskenranta and Häkkilä 2012, Mosiello,
Kiselev and Loutf 2013). Thus, a one-size-fits-all approach to application/service
design might fail. User involvement in the design phase helps to take into account
the expectations of the specific target group.
Our research verifies that user-centred and participatory methods are well
suited to discovering user expectations regarding AR services. In addition,
involving several different user groups in the early stages of concept design
proved to be valuable for two reasons: it gave a good general view of the
subject, and revealed differences between user groups. The latter is especially important if the target users belong to several user groups. Involving different
actors and user groups in sketching digital services enables to figure out a feasible
ecosystem. A viable ecosystem is essential for service providers and to the existence of AR service in the first place. In the literature, co-design has been seen as
useful to the service design process as well as to both users and service providers
(Steen, Manschot and Koning 2011). Our outcomes in both application areas
(interior design and hybrid media) are in line with these results.
As explained above, the users can be involved in various ways to the design
process to create more effective AR experiences.
With user-centred and participatory methods, we were able to reveal a great
number of user expectations, fulfilling of which is essential for good user experience. Next, we will discuss these expectations regarding interior design.
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5.2 RQ2: What are the user expectations regarding AR interior
design?
First of all, our studies confirmed that there is a need for easy-to-use tools for
consumers as well as for professionals and pro-users working in the area of interior design (Paper III).
Our investigation of AR service requirements began with a vague concept of an
ambient home design service. Firstly, we sketched the potential users, service
providers and functionalities of such a service (Figure 52). During this sketching
process, the participants raised a number of issues related to business factors and
other relevant topics that are worth consideration when developing the service.

Figure 52. A mindmap of potential users, service providers and functionalities of
an ambient home design service.
Thereafter, we focused on a narrower concept of AR interior design service and its
characteristics, including business attributes. Next, we discuss those results and
answer RQ2.
According to our studies, user expectations regarding AR are generally similar
to those for any other technology; there must be a need to use the technology
(see e.g. page 47), and the technology should be easy to use (see e.g. pages 43
and 54). ‘Need’ here means that the technology solves a problem or makes tasks
easier. In the case of interior design, AR enables the user to test different furniture
and interior designs effortlessly, without any physical work. Ease-of-use and need
go hand in hand; people are prepared to invest effort if the expected benefit from
using the technology is high (see e.g. page 47). This observation is in line with the
technology acceptance model (see page 36). People also perceive use as easier
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when the benefit is higher (Davis 1989). Therefore, during the service development process it is important to focus on the aim of use, keeping in mind what the
user is supposed to achieve by using the application or service.

Figure 53. A mindmap of AR interior design service features. Must-be features are
marked with red flags and other important features are marked with orange flags.
In the interior design context, the aim of use for ordinary people is testing interior
design elements in a real home environment as an occasional pastime activity.
Ease-of-use is paramount and, especially, first-time use should be effortless. For
professional users, the aim of use is to produce an interior design plan and the
technical requirements are higher. Professionals can use the service only if certain
existing bottlenecks are solved, such as the ability to remove existing furniture
virtually.
After determining user expectations, researchers often end up with (too) many
options. The number of desired features may be vast, expectations may be contradictory, and different user groups may have contrasting opinions (see Figure 52
and Figure 53). In this situation one must select the best or most important
features for further development. As we discovered, a viable business model is
essential for a successful AR service. Thus, one selection criterion is to choose a
viable business model as a basis for further development. Another way to limit
the work is to focus on the most prospective target users and user groups.
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Even then, the number of requirements that the users propose during cocreation might be large, in which case one needs to reduce the number of features to be implemented. One possible means of limiting features is to categorize
the features according to physical function and user-satisfaction. Kano (2001) and
Kano, Seraku, Takahashi and Tsuji (1984) propose following categorization: Attractive quality elements, which can give user satisfaction if functional although the
user can tolerate a lack of these elements; One-dimensional quality elements,
which can give user satisfaction if functional, and cause dissatisfaction if dysfunctional; Must-be quality elements, whose function is always required and which
cause dissatisfaction if dysfunctional.
Must-be quality elements are bottlenecks of the service, without them, the service is not feasible. One-dimensional quality elements have a great impact on user
experience and are thus important; hence, the technical solution must be reliable.
Attractive quality elements can improve user experience, but are not vital to the
service – they are not the first features to develop and implement.
Figure 53 shows user expectations regarding features of the service: mustbe features (red flags), important features (orange flags) and nice-to-have features; and user experience related viewpoints: easy-to-use, engaging, fun-touse.
In this work, we focused our application and algorithm development on selected
one-dimensional quality elements and must-be quality elements (see Table 3).
These elements fall in two categories: important features (e.g. ease-of-use, multimodality) common to several fields of AR and critical, application independent
bottlenecks of AR interior design service (e.g. diminished reality). Application
independent means that those elements serve the whole application area.

5.3 RQ3: Which technical solutions fulfil the user
expectations and improve the user experience of AR?
For the user, a good user experience consists of easy and pleasant use of the
application and satisfying results. For the service provider, good UX means that
the service is easy to deploy and supports the business network’s activities
(Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, Oksman and Vainio 2007). In other words, the digital
service needs to be valuable to the user, in addition to being useful, usable and
desirable (see e.g. Morville 2004). Next, we consider how these observations are
reflected in our studies regarding AR interior design service.
Earlier, we identified user expectations for AR interior design (see e.g. Figure
53). Fulfilling these expectations is what is primarily needed to improve the UX.
Solving critical challenges and bottlenecks makes the service valuable and
usable for the user. Enabling other desired features makes the service desirable
and pleasant to work with. In other words, one must consider the special characteristics of the task during the development process. Other expectations
that the users highlighted were related to ease-of-use and satisfaction – i.e. factors affecting to the UX.
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A few important issues emerge here
here.. Firstly, as AR is an area where photorealphotorea
istic rendering is appreciated,
appreciated, realistic lighting and shadows are therefore essential. Dimensional accuracy is also crucial when deciding whether a piece of furnifurn
ture fits in an existing space. Second
Secondly,, interior design is seldom used for empty
spaces
spaces. Typically, the space is occupie
occupied
d with existing furniture and occlusions and
collisions occur between real and virtual objects. Solving these issues improves
improve
the user experience considerably in interior design and similar AR applications.
Table 3
3.. Bottlenecks in AR in interior design. The solutions to bottlenecks marked
green are presented in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 4,, we focused
focus
on developing solutions to essential bottleneck issues
(see Table 3). Business factors – number available models and brands – are in
the hands of the owner of a commercial application. It is also the hand of the apa
plication owner to implement adequate search functionalities, and to create realisr
tic 3D models. Thus, these issues are acknowledges as important, but they are
not studied fur
further.
ther. Instead, this work focused on application independent features
of AR; realistic lighting, removing real piece of furniture (diminished reality) and
ease of use. This development work improves the UX and makes AR deployable
deplo
in consumer
sumer applications.
Chapter
hapter 4 began with a discussion of augmented reality assisted assembly,
and the benefits of a multimodal user interface. We then continued with the development of an AR application for interior design, and finally focused on diminished
reality. Next, we will examine how the research described in this chapter contribcontri
uted to the research questions, and how the described research has advanced AR
towards real use.
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UX was shown to play a significant role in the adoption of AR technology. The
study also succeeded in identifying the key factors affecting its adoption, and to
find factors that affect the user experience.
The purpose of using augmented reality is to aid the user in a meaningful way.
In assembly applications the system is used to guide the assembly pipeline. In
interior design AR is used to visualize interior design plans. Users find it important
that they know what is happening and feel that they are in control of the system
(page 66). In assembly this means, among other things, that the user is aware of
the current task and knows when the task is completed and when a new tasks
starts. One key issue for this is adequate feedback from the system and verification of completed tasks (page 65). The feedback should reach the user. It is
important that fonts, colours, animations, etc., catch the user’s attention and
help the user to focus on essential things (page 65). In other words the assembly system should guide the user’s attention in a helpful way. The system
could also utilize audio feedback and other modalities. Verification of completed
tasks could also be built-in, as discussed in Section 4.1.3.
Individuals have different preferences regarding how they wish to interact with
the system. Our research shows that a possibility to interact with the system in
a preferred way improves the user experience (e.g. page 65 and 69). In paper
V, we run user tests on multimodal user interface for augmented assembly and
noted that multimodality is one way to improve the user experience of this
kind of applications.
For interior design our observations on benefits on interaction alternatives in
user interface are more heuristic (Paper VI). These findings are in line with usercentred design principles; which indicates that the result is generalizable for different types of AR applications. As for the interior design, we also noted that different
users have different expectations for a system; the consumers prefer an easy-touse and simple system, the professional user desire more features and interaction
options (Paper III, page 47). These kinds of expectations could be fulfilled by giving the user a possibility to select the way of interaction with the system (e.g. different user interface options).
The system should support the purpose it is used for. Users often have high
expectations and the number of desired features can be high (see Section 5.2). It
is therefore important to identify “must-be features” and solve bottlenecks that
would prevent or hinder the use of the solution. In AR interior design, diminished
reality solves a serious bottleneck against using the solution for producing real
interior designs. For AR assembly this means, for example, that the setup, the
devices and the environment should be such that the assembler is able to work
normally and in one way or other more efficiently than without the system. For
interior design, the learning phase should be relative for the use purpose: consumers are not willing to use time for learning to use the application, whereas
professionals are ready to invest time on learning if the benefit is high enough
(e.g. to be able to do valuable tasks). These findings can be summed up as: The
cost of using the technology should be lower than the benefits.
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In interior design, we chose to use robust methods of diminished reality in
order to minimize the risk of anomalies, such as the tracking failing. For example,
for selecting the object to be diminished and detecting the wall position our implementation uses simple interaction, which allows the user to be in control of
the system.
We studied solutions that enable the users to choose how they interact with the
system. A multimodal interface allows the user to select their preferred mode of
interaction with the assembly system. The flexible user interface presented for
interior design allowed the user to select the most convenient way of interacting
with the AR system (see pages 69 and 83). We showed earlier that the number
of supported features should support the needs of different user groups. User
interface should support individual choice of how to interact with the system, and user group and use purpose dependent factors should be supported by the design and the user interface. By user group and use purpose dependent factors, we mean that the setup should be suitable for the purpose and
task in question and the supported features should support the purpose of the
application. What works for an assembler in a factory is not necessary suitable for
an interior designer decorating a customer’s home.
To support the task that the application is used for, all bottlenecks preventing
such use should be removed. In interior design, we identified a lack of diminishing
capability as a crucial bottleneck preventing real use of AR in interior design. To
overcome this, we developed a diminished reality solution. Another serious
concern in AR is performance speed; low performance speed prevents use of
technology in real-time applications. All of our implementations (assembly, interior
design, diminished reality) work in real time.
The rendering approach depends on the application area. Non photorealistic rendering best supports assembly-type applications, whereas photorealistic
rendering supports the aims of AR interior design. In assembly tasks, clearly distinguishable augmentation is need to steer the user’s attention to the desired objects or functions. In interior design, the goal is to create a realistic scene by embedding virtual objects with photorealistic rendering.
Illumination plays a key role in supporting the purpose of an AR interior design
application. We therefore developed virtual light sources that the user can position freely, and the characteristics of which the user can adapt to real environment.
Our implementation also allowed the user to adapt the ambient illumination of
the virtual scene according to the real environment. This approach improves the
visual quality and the user experience in AR interior design (see pages 44,
47, 59 and 83).
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Figure 54. An example of using diminished reality in an AR application for construction visualization. On the left, the buildings to be demolished disturb the AR
visualization of the new construction plans. On the right, the visualization result is
clearly improved through diminished reality.
Illumination also needs to be taken into account in diminishing. We therefore developed a diminished reality solution that adapts to illumination conditions
(see e.g. Figure 44, Figure 46 and Figure 47). Implementing this solution in AR
interior design applications will have a great impact on the possible use cases for
AR in interior design. The diminishing ability is also a useful feature for other
application areas, such as building and construction visualization as well (Figure
54).
In this work we focused on selected features and a natural continuation would
be to implement rest of the identified features in the future. While adequate functionalities are essential for the user, a viable business model is needed for the
service existence in the first place. Next, we discuss what our studies revealed
about business factors supporting wide utilization of AR.

5.4 RQ4: Which business factors support the wide utilization
of AR technology?
We studied business aspects in two different application areas of augmented
reality: interior design (Papers I, II and III) and hybrid media (Paper IV). Although
these application areas are different, we found many similarities at the concept
level. Commercial actors viewed a viable business model as the most important
attribute of the service. It is consequently beneficial to involve business actors in
the design process.
In AR advertising in print media, we focussed on the value chain of the hybrid
media concept and service ecosystem. In interior design, we focused on the service concept and its features.
From the user’s point of view AR is not an end in itself, but a means of doing
something. User satisfaction comes from completing the desired task. Often AR is
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a part of a larger system, a technology that supports visualization. Here, serious
use of AR differs from games and other just
just-for
for-fun applications
ations where AR might
only be used for wow-effect.
wow effect. While AR can be used effectively in advertising to
engage the user’s attention, it is best applied as a part of larger digital system in a
hybrid media context (see page 53 and Paper IV).

Figure 55.. Sketch of the AR interior design service ecosystem.
A number of similarities regarding business factors arose in interior design and
hybrid media. For both application areas AR alone is
is not sufficient; the service
ecosystem requires additional elements
elements. As for AR advertising, AR is seen as a
part of a larger hybrid media concept (see page 53). In the case of interior design,
in addition to technical
technic features, several user expectations are related to business
factors (see Figure 53,
53 page 91).
). Thus
Thus, in addition to AR related issues
issues, one must
consider the whole service network. For example, fulfilling
fulfi
the “number of brands”
and “complementary objects” features requires developing the service ecosysecosy
tem to support them.
AR should be seen as a feature of a system and be considered a part of a larglar
er system with many other features. This is common for
for many consumer-level
consumer
applications. For example, AR world browsers (see page 27
27)) have social media
connection, they provide extra information such as timetables, menus, maps etc.
and AR is only a part of the mobile service. IIn
n our earlier work with 2D barcodes,
AR visualisation was also merely one possible application that the barcode
launches
launches,, i.e. as a part of a larger service system (Siltanen and Hyväkkä 2006).
Perhaps one should stop talking about AR applications and simpl
simply
y talk about
applications (interior design application, hybrid media application, world browser
application, etc.) as AR is often not the descriptive attribute. These applications
may then have AR features, and AR may even play an important role in the appliapp
cation. Bernardos and Casar (2011) analysed business models of more than 400
mobile AR applications and noted that in many cases AR feature is added to existexis
ing application only to enhance user experience.
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Figure 55 shows a sketch of the AR interior service ecosystem and the essential elements affecting it. The actors are the user, the service provider and a 3 rd
party (there can be several 3rd party actors and different users). For the user, the
user experience is most important, and for the service provider a viable business
ecosystem is essential.
A 3rd party actor can bring added value to the service ecosystem both for
the service provider and for the user. In fact, 3rd party actors can be a necessity for
a viable business ecosystem in some cases. We have listed some potential 3 rd
party actors for interior design in Figure 52 (page 90). These actors, such as a
hardware shop, can enhance the interior design service.
One outcome of our studies regarding both interior design and hybrid media
was that lack of standards hinders building such business ecosystems. For example, Lechner (2013) and Kim and Yoon (2014) also acknowledge the need for
standards to enable further growth of the mobile AR field. Thus, standards are
important from business ecosystem viewpoint.
A workable tactical solution is needed both for viable business and for a satisfying user experience. Other aspects affecting the user experience include, for
example, social and personal acceptance, and the usefulness and functionalities
of the system. The required functionalities and functionalities that bring added
value depend on the purpose of use and the user. Social media connection may
connect 3rd party actors to the ecosystem, but may also be essential part of the
service and bring added value to both the user and service provider. For instance,
interior designers may provide their services within the system.
The importance of the user experience to the success of digital services is
widely acknowledged (see e.g. Karapanos, Zimmerman, Forlizzi, and Martens
2009). Augmented reality technology is for the most part in a mature enough state
to support workable technical solutions. Thus, the challenge is to ensure good
user experience and fulfil user expectations, and to develop technical features that promote these goals. Accordingly, in order to solve the research problem and enhance AR towards mass market use at the consumer level, we need to
consider the user experience.
In this work we discussed mainly features of the system and business ecosystem factors. However, there are a number of business factors (such as pricing,
availability, etc.) affecting the adoption of the technology that should be studied
and to be taken into account in development of AR services.
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6. Conclusions and discussion
After extensively investigating several aspects of augmented reality and examining
the key factors affecting the use of AR in consumer-level applications, it became
clear that a successful technology has to be connected to the world around it. The
users’ needs, the use environment, and the business ecosystem all play a role in
this success, and must be therefore each considered in all stages of the development.
Next, we will conclude the main outcomes of our research and discuss the research problem how can user involvement be utilized in developing more effective
AR experiences?

6.1 How can user involvement be utilized in developing more
effective AR experiences?
Based on our observations, we propose the following approach for bringing augmented reality technology into widely used consumer-level applications:
Identify the need for the technology (see pages 47 and 90).
Select a potential business model (see pages 91 and 96)
Identify user requirements with participatory & user-centred approaches (see page 89)
Consider the special characteristics of the task (see pages 65, 91 and
92)
Select a feasible subset of features and a business model, not all user
wishes are to be fulfilled (see page 92)
Develop a technical solution (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3)
Evaluate and test the solution (see pages 45 and 64)
Involving all actors in the development of a digital service in accordance with cocreation methods is valuable (see Section 5.1). The (co-)development is an iterative process, and co-design is beneficial at all stages of the development
process from sketching the not-yet-existing service, to evaluation of the existing
service (see Sections 3.3.2, 3.4.2 and 3.7.2).
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Our guidelines for AR development are similar to general software and service
development processes (see e.g. Benyon 2010, Maglio, Kieliszewski and Spohrer
2010). AR is by nature an impressive visualization method, and over the years
many AR demonstrations have been based on a wow-effect. However, our contribution shows that this is not enough for common users; the solution should be
helpful in a meaningful way to the user. While co-design is an established research method in other areas, it has been less applied to designing AR solutions.
Our research proves that co-design and other user-centred methods serve the
development of AR solutions as well.
Furthermore, our research shows that with adequate user-centred and participatory methods, one can determine the mindset and needs of the users and determine a service ecosystem that supports those needs through AR solutions
(Papers I, II, III, and IV). This user-centred approach enabled us to identify bottlenecks in the adoption of AR technology and to focus on technical and algorithmic
solutions to solve the most essential ones, thus bringing augmented reality closer
towards commonplace use (Paper V, Paper VII).
We note that the best technical solution is always use case specific; while assembly instructions require non-photorealistic rendering, interior design visualization needs photorealistic rendering; some applications call for real-time video
visualization, other times users prefer still images (cf. Paper V vs. Paper VI)
Therefore, there is no unique “best (AR) technology” that can be applied across
the board; instead, the special characteristics of each task should always be considered, along with the user experience and the use environment as a whole.
Another important aspect is that users are individuals with individual preferences. For example, different users prefer different interaction modalities (Paper
V). In addition, different user groups have different needs and require different
functionalities from the application (Paper III).
In order to bring AR into widely adopted consumer-level applications, the user’s
needs, expectations and fears must be taken into account in the design process.
The application has to be useful, and the user experience pleasing (Papers I, II, III,
IV and V). In order to succeed in this, the technology must be developed (Paper
VII) to support the crucial aspects of its use. In this way, the chasms in the technology adoption life cycle can be bridged.
A technology will be widely adopted only if users can clearly see the benefits of
using it. However, even the most user-valued system will grind to a halt without
someone to maintain it. In most cases this means that there must be some benefit
to the service provider, i.e. a viable business ecosystem that supports the system’s existence (Paper III, Paper IV). Note that the currency of value is not always
money, the benefits could be immaterial.
In our studies, the users sketched a non-existing service, evaluated an existing
service, and ideated new ways of using such services. These studies verified
users’ ability give valuable feedback at all stages of the design process. (Papers I,
II and III.)
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6.2 Enhancing augmented reality in interior design
Interior design is a prominent application area for augmented reality. An effective
AR application makes planning interior designs easier and faster. Ideally it can
make it feel as a leisure activity. AR also helps ordinary people to understand
interior designs and room dimensions better. (Papers III, I, II and, e.g., page 60.)
Authentic visualization of furniture and interior decoration has the potential to
change interior decoration and the furniture retail business, where web sales
share of markets is lower than in many other business areas. This could change
radically if customers had the possibility to test furniture in their own home easily
and reliably – an AR interior design application may enable this. AR interior design
also has the potential to transform real estate marketing in a similar way (Siltanen
et al. 2011).
Usually, new furniture is purchased for rooms that are already occupied with old
furniture. Augmenting virtual elements in such a setting leads to virtual elements
overlapping with the real ones to be replaced. This spoils the illusion of realism
(see e.g. Figure 34, page 71). Our studies show that a lack of solutions to this
common problem is preventing the use of AR in interior design (Papers III, I and
II).
In paper VII, we propose a solution to overcome this problem: a workable diminished reality solution to remove existing furniture virtually. The implementation
works in real time and produces realistic results for indoor scenes. It is also designed to be robust and suitable for ordinary users (Section 4.2.2). The presented
solution enhances AR interior design applications substantially and brings
AR technology towards wider utilization.
This work focused on early phases of application development: requirements
specification and design. In addition, technical work i.e. application and algorithm
development constitutes a significant part of the work. The evaluation and user
tests at the end of the development cycle gained less attention, and the conducted
tests were informal and included few users. In the future, one should carefully test
and evaluate the results before the next development cycle. (The software development cycle is presented earlier in Figure 6, page 18).
Hassenzahl (2005; 2008) divides the factors affecting user experience in two
types of attributes: pragmatic and hedonic. Pragmatic attributes enable doing
something e.g. “making a phone call” and “finding a book in an online-bookstore”,
whereas hedonic attributes enable being something e.g. “being competent”, “being
related to others” and “being special”.
Pragmatic components are often what Kano (2001; Kano et al. 1984) called
One-dimensional quality elements and must-be quality elements (see page 92).
These are things that are necessary for the solution in the first place and things
that destroy user experience if dysfunctional. In other words, pragmatic attributes
facilitate the potential fulfilment of hedonic quality which leads to good user experience (Hassenzahl 2008).
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Our work emphasized the design and early development phase of the digital
solution.
lution. The development focused on pragmatic attributes; for example, without
diminished functionality professional interior designers could not use the applicaapplic
tion at all.
Our studies adduce that besides functionality and being able to perform tasks
aesthetics and attractiveness (see e.g. page 44)
44) are important for users as well.
Emotional aspects such as aesthetic and attractiveness have a great influence on
the success of products and services and to perceived user experience. People
also find attractive things easier to use. (Norman 2002.)
2002 These findings should be
considered carefully in the future development.

6.3 Future directions in augmented reality
The AR field is in a state of change
change. Its enabling technologies (e.g. tracking)
cking) have
reached sufficient maturity
matur to enable AR to be applied in real life situations – majority of people is fast becoming aware of AR and its possibilities.

Figure 56. Microsoft HoloLens device
device.. (Image used with permission from MiM
crosoft.)
In addition, hardware technology and devices are also evolving rapidly
rapidly.. New lightligh
weight displa
display
y devices supporting AR
AR, such as the Microsoft
osoft HoloLens27 seethrough wearable display (Figure
Figure 56) and Innovega’s iOptik28 cybernetic contact
lenses (Figure 57), have the potential to change the way people explore and interinte
act with the
their environment.
environme

27
28

http://www.
http://www.microsoft.com/microsoft
microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/
hololens/
http://innovega
http://innovega-inc.com/index.php
inc.com/index.php
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Figure 57. AR contact lenses by Innovega. (Left image: Timothy Hogan.) Images
courtesy of Innovega.
Brain–computer interfaces (BCI) allow users to interact and control digital systems
by thought (He et al. 2013). For augmented reality, the brain–computer interface
creates a totally new user interaction paradigm (Lenhardt and Ritter 2010).
Another technology trend that has impact on the AR field is the development of
depth cameras. The price of depth cameras is dropping while their accuracy and
reliability is improving. They are also getting smaller. Depth cameras offer an easy
solution to a number of critical AR issues, such as modelling a room and its existing furniture. As depth cameras become integrated in common devices, such as
tablet PCs, it can be expected that consumer-level AR applications will penetrate
the market on a large scale. This may happen in the near future. In 2013, Apple 29
acquired PrimeSense30, known for its depth camera technology used in Microsoft’s
Kinect31 motion sensor. Already today, with an add-on depth sensor, such as
Structure Sensor32 by Occipital, an ordinary tablet (e.g. iPad) can be transformed
into a 3D scanner and modelling tool (Figure 58).

29

https://www.apple.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PrimeSense
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/default.aspx and
http://www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect
32
http://structure.io/
30
31
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Figure 58. StructureSensor attached to an iPad. (Image source: StructureSensor.)
The vast collection of data on the Internet, aka big data, enables new approaches
for combining virtual elements with reality (Huang, Hui and Peylo 2014). For example, the ready availability of 3D models makes it possible to resurrect objects
from photos (Kholgade, Simon, Efros and Sheikh 2014)33 (Figure 59). On the other
hand, the Internet of things (IoT) – the concept of all possible objects and their
information connected to the Internet (Li, Xu and Zhao 2014, Atzori, Iera and Morabito 2010) – creates a huge application area for location-aware AR visualizations
(see e.g. Jara et al. 2014, Keil, Zoellner, Engelke, Wientapper and Schmitt 2013).

Figure 59. A 3D model is positioned and adjusted over an object in a photograph.
Thereafter the object can be moved and rotated freely, as if it were 3D graphics.
Images from (Kholgade et al. 2014).

33

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMeBvrG9Uyo
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The importance of understanding the user is becoming ever more important as
devices become increasingly attached – or even integrated – to the human body.
The success of future AR services depends on how well developers can take into
account human aspects and their influence on technology acceptance and user
experience.
Mobile devices are becoming more and more personal and private. Close collaboration with users is therefore essential in order to design devices and services
that the users will accept. Security and privacy issues also play a big role (Roesner, Kohno and Molnar 2014, Roesner, Kohno, Denning, Calo and Newell 2014).
In future, service-dominant logic is likely to have a significant role in the development of AR solutions; here, the customer and the expected service experience
should be the focal point of the service development process (Helkkula, Kelleher
and Pihlström 2012).
AR by its interactive nature enables playfulness and the gamification of serious
services and supports formal and informal learning. The possibilities of AR are
vast. In order to make beneficial AR solutions researchers must be able to reveal
user needs – both existing and emerging ones – and develop technologies to fulfil
those needs. We have demonstrated that this can be achieved by developing
augmented reality solutions through user involvement.

6.4 Closure
Throughout this work we have referred to the ALVAR library and this doctoral
thesis has been produced for Aalto University. These names have a double meaning; Alvar Aalto34, the famous Finnish architect and designer (1898–1976), was a
forerunner of modern functional design whose design approach was very close to
the user-centred approach used in technology development. According to Aalto, in
a successful design the user and purpose of use meet aesthetics. This is a valid
guideline also for technology development. In Aalto’s words (1928):
“Beauty is the harmony of purpose and form.”

34

http://www.alvaraalto.fi/aalto_arkkitehti_muotoilija.htm
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Appendix A: AR use scenarios
Scenario 1: A young couple is looking for a starter home

A couple in their mid-twenties is looking for a starter home from a popular city
area. They wish to find a nice two or three bedroom apartment. They both have
their own studio apartments with their own furniture. The challenge is to fit in all
the dearest goods and furniture in the new apartment. Some of the old furniture
has to be sold or put into storage, but at least the couple would like to keep a new
sofa and the kitchen table. When choosing the right apartment, the couple has
many discussions how they are going to fit in the furniture and what kind of new
furniture they need to buy.

A1

’3D interior design’ is new kind of portal, which presents modifiable virtual models
of the apartments up for sale. The customers interested in buying the apartments
can use 3D modelling to add virtual furniture in the apartments on sale. The user
can try out new furniture from a ready selection or feed in the size of existing furniture. Users can also choose the colours and styles of the furniture from a number
of different options. In this way, the young couple is able to make choices regarding furnishing of the new apartment and at the same time they got inspired to try
out some new armchairs offered by the service.
The couple has already chosen two apartment options, which they are seriously
considering. They have made 3D interior design plans for both of the apartments.
They are able to save, view and edit their plans whenever they like. When the
moment of the choice comes, they want also to hear their friends and parents
opinions of the virtually furnished apartments. They place the virtual interior design
plans in their Facebook pages. Their friends can comment their plans and one
friend who is working in a home furnishing products shop makes some changes
for the other plan. She adds a flexible wardrobe system in customizable functions
in the small corridor of the apartment.

The friend’s proposal looks so good in the virtual plan that they want to study it
even closer. They sign in for the service and download an AR application, which
make it possible to see through the phone camera how the furniture looks in the
real environment. They go to other apartment, target the phone camera in the
corridor and decide the place and the size of the virtual wardrobe system. It fits
perfectly in the corridor.
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When the problem of the narrow corridor is solved, the couple decides to buy that
apartment and orders the wardrobe system with a couple of other furniture found
during the 3D design planning.

Scenario 2: A couple moving back to Finland is making
interior design for their new home
A building company, a home furnishing store and some interior design houses are
organizing a campaign to promote sales of new luxury apartments, because most
of the brand new apartments are not yet sold. During the campaign discounts are
offered from a wide range of interior design and furnishing products and materials.
A couple living abroad notices the campaign immediately. They have been living
abroad already over twenty years and are now considering to moving back to
Finland. They want to make moving and starting their living in their new home as
easy as possible. They have made some interior design plans with the service and
sent them by e-mail to their friends and relatives in Finland.
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They have also sent their interior plans for the interior design houses which are
participating in the campaign to ask some advice.
After some contacting the couple finds a common tone with one interior design
company who also takes the responsibility of furniture assembly and transport.

Scenario 3: A family is making interior design for their new
house with 3D television
A family has already bought a house which is going to be built on a new neighbourhood. With the virtual design program they consider different wallpapers for
children’s room as well as new furniture and home theatre.
The home theatre is going to be placed in the downstairs of the house and they
need new elegant yet effective loudspeakers as well as some large acoustic
boards for the wall. Some hifi-stores and home furnishing stores have offered their
products for the service.

Scenario 4: Home decoration contest for bloggers
’3D interior design’ service is organizing a contest regarding new homes. Five
popular decoration bloggers are designing the interior of a similar three bedroom
apartment in a new terraced house with the application. The bloggers have a wide
range of different home furnishing products available for the virtual design to make
styles they like. Several home furnishing products stores offer downloadable models for the service. During one week users can follow the proceeding of the five
different plans, comment the solutions and share the links for their friends. The
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most enthusiastic users can make their own versions of the decoration plans and
share them with their friends.

After a very tight and controversial contest the winner is announced: simple Scandinavian functionality beats romantic vintage country style. The winning blogger/interior designer gets money and a lot of publicity. The winner’s interior designs are actually so popular that a couple of apartment buyers end up making
their home furnishing according to the visions of the contest winner.

Finally the styles of the contest are saved in ’3D interior design’ –service. Many
users are especially interested in 50’s style of home furnishing products and they
are able to see other related products in the service.
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Scenario 5: AR renovating scenario
A family with two children is looking for a bigger apartment. They are looking for a
new home that is not too expensive, and they are willing to do some decoration.
They find an apartment with nice floor plan. However, not pleased with all the
materials and colours.
A real estate agent co-operates with interior decoration companies and furniture shops, and offers a web marketing campaign with virtual renovation and interior design functionalities. Sellers are aware that the colours are unfashionable
and that the potential new owners probably want to repaint walls and change
some of the surface materials. Therefore, the sellers have selected this particular
real estate agent, as they know that it is easier to sell the apartment if the potential
buyers are able to test their decoration plans.
The family considering buying this apartment test their ideas. The mother paints
the walls virtually and makes interior design plans to see if they can furnish it
soundly. The father makes several measurements and tests different floor materials to get and gets a cost estimated for the renovation. The teenage daughter is
thrilled as she is finally getting own room and is allowed to choose the colours,
and some new piece of furniture, which she has been testing with interior design
application.
They can see that after relatively small redecoration, the apartment will be of
their style, and the cost estimate for the required work is reasonable. So they have
the courage of buying the apartment.
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Appendix B:: Illustrations used in
innovation workshop
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Appendix C: ALVAR – A Library for
Virtual and Augmented Reality

C1

Business from technology

Research Scope
AR

ALVAR – A Library
for Virtual and
Augmented Reality
• ALVAR Library includes a high-level application programming
interface (API) and several tools to create augmented reality
applications with just a few lines of code. Low-level interfaces
also make it possible to develop your own solutions using
alternative approaches or completely new algorithms.
• ALVAR Studio offers high-level tools for creating AR applications
for desktop and mobile platforms with just a few mouse clicks.
• ALVAR Industrial Solutions are specific applications for industrial
users, such as Architectural, Interior Design, and Publishing
companies.

MAIN FEATURES
Marker based tracking
• Accurate marker pose estimation
• Two types of square matrix markers
• New marker types easy to add
• Recovering from occlusions
• Multiple markers for pose detection
Markerless tracking
• Feature-based (tracking features from environment)
• Template-based (matching against predefined images or
objects)
Rendering
• Materials, reflections, transparency
• Matching image quality to video, motion blur
• Lighting from real environment, soft shadows
Other features
• Hiding markers from view
• Tools for camera calibration
• Several methods for tracking optical flow
• Distorting/undistorting points, projecting points
• Kalman framework and several other filters
Platforms
• Windows, Linux, mobile phones
www.vtt.fi

HTI

VW

Industry Solutions
Publishing

Games

Interiors

Buildings

Production

ALVAR Studio
Project

Compose

Publish

Application

ALVAR Library
Basic

ALVAR is a suite of products and libraries for creating
virtual and augmented reality applications. ALVAR has been
developed by the VTT Technical Research Center of Finland.

VR

Pro

Render

Mobile

ALVAR Business Solutions
SOLUTIONS FOR PUBLISHING COMPANIES
Adds augmented information to printed publications
(technical and educational books, cartoons, product
catalogues etc.)
• Based on markers or real features in the printed material
• Augmented objects can support various interactions and
narratives
• Allows photorealistic renderings, soft shadows, marker
erasing etc.
• Supports both desktop and mobile use

SOLUTIONS FOR INTERIOR DESIGN
Provides augmented reality tools for furniture manufacturers,
interior designers and home decoration purposes.
•
•
•
•
•

Marker-based furniture positioning
Supports multiple room images and multiple markers
Live webcam, still image or mobile phone view
Highly realistic designs with lighting, shadows and textures
VividAR – Alvar-based web service for consumers by
VividWorks

SOLUTIONS FOR BUILDING AND
CONSTRUCTION
Seamless integration between architectural and BIM
(building information model) systems:
•
•
•
•

Compare project plans (4D BIM) with situation on-site
Provide real-time mobile feedback from site to BIM-system
Client-server system: Scalable even to mobile phones
Construction site web cameras can be attached for public
4D demonstrations

OTHER SOLUTIONS AND PROJECTS:
•
•
•
•
•

Entertainment and games
Manufacturing, Assembly
Mobile plant maintenance
Mixed Reality video conferencing
Multitouch surfaces, CAVE interaction

Physical model authors
•
•
•
•

Structural
Mechanical
Architectural
Electrical

Process model authors
•
•
•
•

Schedule
Classification
Logistics
Safety

Information users
•
•
•
•
•
•

View
Review
Comments
Approvals
Status
Feedback

Contact
Charles Woodward
Research Professor
Tel +358 20 722 5629
charles.woodward@vtt.fi
Harri Nurmi
Customer Manager
Tel +358 20 722 6199
harri.nurmi@vtt.fi

VTT Augmented Reality Team

Application images by courtesy of Futurecode Oy, Aller Media Oy, VividWorks Oy,
Pöyry plc. and Tekla plc.

www.vtt.fi/multimedia
alvar.info@vtt.fi
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Co-designing Novel Interior Design Service That Utilises
Augmented Reality – a Case Study
Tiina Kymäläinen¹ and Sanni Siltanen¹
¹VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland, Tampere, Finland
tiina.kymalainen@vtt.fi

ABSTRACT. In this paper we describe a co-design process and
implementation requirements of an interactive interior design service system.
To gain design information for the system we studied two focus groups that
were composed of designers, bloggers and serious amateurs in the field of
interior design – the estimated critical users of the forthcoming service system.
The framework for the co-design study was twofold. The design aim was to
study users’ innovation capability in the early phase of a complex process by
utilising co-sketching as a means of obtaining a user model of the interactive
system. The technological aim was to create interior design concepts that
exploited augmented reality (AR), 3D models and user-generated content
within the system framework. This paper reports the design process and results
of the co-design sessions; furthermore, it presents requirements for the system,
use cases utilising AR technology, plus consideration and evaluation of the AR
functionalities.
Keywords: Interior design, human-centred design (HCD), front-end of
innovation, focus group, sketching, co-design, augmented reality, virtual reality

1

Introduction

The case study was part of research that aimed at studying the use of new
technologies and applications – social media services, augmented reality (AR)
features and location awareness – in the field of advertising, and find new revenue
models for media. This paper presents a case study which aimed at understanding the
needs and requirements of the design service providers. Research was carried out by
co-designing interactive user-centred interior design system concepts that utilised AR
features. Co-design focus group sessions were arranged with interior designers and
design bloggers – the anticipated critical users of the interior design system.
The participants of the study had taken part in a preliminary online survey, and
were therefore all familiar with the background of the system concept. Participants
received further information relating to the concept in the focus group sessions, first
viewing scenarios that described possible ways of comprising interior 3D and AR
services. Participants were then presented with some information from the
preliminary online survey, including the key elements and materials thought by most
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respondents to be critical for the service. This was followed by a short presentation by
the facilitators of the AR technology and existing AR applications.
In the co-design phase, the focus group participants co-sketched the system
concepts. Sketching proved to be a practical method in this context, as the participants
were able to produce dissectible results. Participants provided valuable design
information during the discussions – in the form of use cases – concerning the
promising ways of utilising AR technology in the service concept.

2

Chosen Key Technology: Augmented Reality

Augmented reality is defined as an interactive real-time system that combines real and
virtual elements in 3D [1]. Virtual reality (VR) consists only of virtual elements.
Diminished reality is a system where objects are removed from real environment, and
mediated reality refers to a system where real environment is altered virtually [2].
Mixed reality (MR) is a concept that covers all possible combinations of real and
virtual elements, from reality to total virtuality [3]. From the user’s point of view the
functionalities of a system are more important than the technology categorisation.
“The basis in all the discussions was an AR system in which real images are
augmented with virtual objects. However, in sessions the discussion was open to all
forms of combination and alteration of real and virtual elements, including all the
above-mentioned technologies –we used the term AR for simplicity, though.”

Fig. 1. With a mobile AR application the user can see virtual designs in real environment.

Augmented reality provides a practical visualisation method for purposes where there
is a need to enhance the user’s perception. Interior design, in particular, is an
application field where the combination of real and virtual benefits the user [4]. Webbased AR applications – in not requiring installation or downloading – are consumer
friendly and can be integrated with social media and web stores. Also, recent mobile
devices are equipped with reasonable-sized displays and have network connection for
accessing the Internet. Based on these facts, we selected a web-based AR interior
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design service as a starting point for the co-design discussions, and presumed that
users could augment digital images and operate the system by using a PC or mobile
device.

3

User-driven Innovation

3.1

Methods

The co-design process falls under the methodological frame of participatory design,
which generally aims at democratising design so that the people to be affected by the
systems should also be able to participate in and influence the design process [5].
Participants may be involved in the process by means such as focus groups, scenarios
and early phase concept design [6–8]; methods which were adapted to this study.
Focus group interview is an interview method in which a small group, with similar
background, discusses the topics disseminated by the facilitator [6] – in this study, the
similarity was the participants’ interest in interior design. Because of their experience,
the participants were seen as critical users [9] of the future service.
The co-design process was pragmatically conducted by utilising sketching as a codesign method, to provide means for users to produce design outcomes of a complex
design service system [10]. The sketching method appeared to be a flexible way of
prioritising design issues, and considered suitable for these particular focus group
participants. The hypothesis was that sketches would offer support in obtaining a user
model of the overall system [11].
3.2

Set-Up of the Co-design Session

The project group had identified a definition statement of the service concept for the
focus groups: ‘Novel web-based service concepts that exploited 3D and AR
technologies, which may be used virtually when creating interior and renovation
designs’. The statement described the system and its core requirements in brief, and
was meant to provide focus for the participants’ concept ideas. Because the focus
group participants were seen as service providers, the emphasis of the co-design
session was on the service ecosystem of the concept.
At first, participants were encouraged to identify their role in the service system. It
was decided mutually in the sessions that each participant would define her role as an
ambiguous designer. Participants were then divided into pairs, and each pair
encouraged to produce a sketch of the ecosystem in the form of a flowchart. The
descriptions were expected to include: 1) all necessary stakeholders and elements of
the system (products, services, technologies); 2) how all stakeholders and elements
were connected to the ecosystem, and finally 3) which were the most important
stakeholders and elements (using a tree-level scale).
The participants were encouraged to think about the application through discussed
scenarios, and to exploit the information from the online survey and demonstrated
applications. In the sketching phase, participants were provided with sketching tools:
paper, pens, cardboards etc. Other materials, such as used e.g. in IDEO’s tech box
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[12]: colour schemes, pieces of wallpaper, images of furniture etc. were available for
inspiration and reference purposes.
Following the sketching phase the focus group participants shared their ideas with
others. After presentations, participants improved each other’s ideas by paying
attention to the application definition statement, scenarios, and, most importantly,
personal interest.
3.3

Participants

The preliminary online survey data was collected from ordinary consumers (250
respondents) and serious interior design amateurs (36 respondents). The following
two focus groups were composed of volunteers from the latter respondents, who were
mostly interior designers or serious interior design amateurs: students and bloggers in
the field of interior design. The two groups consisting of 3–4 participants, with 1–2
project participants in each group, and one evaluator leading the two-hour co-design
session. The first focus group session was arranged in May 2011 at VTT Technical
Research Centre of Finland, Espoo, and the second at Alma Mediapartners’ facilities
at Tampere, Finland. The interviewees were 27–49 years of age, all females.

4

Results

Participants provided detailed information on the qualities of the service during the
introduction, while sketching the ecosystems and, finally, when considering the AR
features for the service. The following presents the results of the discussions, the
ecosystem sketches and the participants’ AR use cases with detailed considerations.
4.1

Comments Relating to Scenarios

Pre-made scenarios were first presented, discussed and evaluated in the focus group
sessions. The preference of serious interior designers for using very simple design
tools in the presented cases was emphasised by the participants, who stressed that
usability would be the crucial factor for their interest in using the system. Participants
assumed that the real, accurate sizes of the apartment, rooms and furniture were the
most critical individual features of the service system. Besides size, the most
important qualities for the products, furniture and representative 3D models were
stated to be style and colour. It was considered reasonable, however, for colour to be
merely suggestive – e.g. fair, mid-dark or dark – to give an impression of the overall
design. Participants thought that placing old, existing furniture in the design was even
more important than buying new furniture through the service.
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Fig. 2. Example of a Scenario: Interior design contest for design bloggers.

It was stated very clearly that a design process often begins by placing existing
furniture – an ancestral cupboard or piano, for example – in place, with this piece or
artefact defining the overall design plan. However, participants speculated that there
might not be any party interested in providing such a service. If the service were to
concentrate exclusively on selling new furniture, this would mean all major furniture
providers having all their products available in the service system.
Concerning the sharing of design ideas through social media, participants remarked
that if they were providing services themselves they would prefer to share their ideas
with other interior designers, design enthusiastic people or customers. Designers
suspected that general users of the service would also prefer at least semi-professional
feedback on their design plans. The participants who were design amateurs were
pleased by the idea of the scenario – presenting a home decoration contest (see Fig. 2)
– perceiving that the special knowledge and expertise of interior designers and design
amateurs could be fully utilised through the contest. Sharing design plans with a
wider audience, or with friends and family, were seen as irrelevant.
4.2

Comments Relating to Example AR Applications

Participants subsequently saw three example applications that were benchmarked by
the research group. The applications provided 3D and AR functionalities for creating
interior designs. Participants were given an oral description of the benefits that were
the criteria for selecting these specific applications.
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Fig. 3. An interior application that utilised AR technology by VividWorks Ltd.

Participants provided detailed evaluation of the presented applications. The most
important statements related to the visual appearances: the aesthetics. Participants
emphasised that the 3D environments and models needed to be attractive and realistic.
The realism brought to interior scenes by the showing of lights and shadows and
textures in detail, for example, would make them more convincing. It was also seen as
advantageous to induce the user/designer to feel that decorating rooms and creating
plans was “leisure activity” – that it was fun to spend time in this way and to explore
the service. The design competitions for interior designers in the example applications
seemed to lack purpose: there were too many of them with no reward. In addition, the
most important priority was stated to be the overall costs of the products and services.
The existing services, however, only showed prices for single articles.
4.3

Sketches of the Service Ecosystem

After the introduction phase, participants created system concepts in pairs and
presented them to each other. Figure 4 presents an example of a concept made by one
of the pairs. The pair explained that the ambiguous designer and the service tool were
identical (as it is the designer who uses the tool). The first task was to feed the
background information and facts into the system, e.g. the floor plans. The sketch
contained a two-way arrow – at this point the information either exists or has to be
created. The main service providers in the cooperation were interior decorating stores
(for wallpapers, floor and wall materials) and furnishing companies. The existing
furniture was equally important – “the past life, which does not vanish when a new
home comes along”. Service providers were the second priority: the individual
designers who offer their services, or could be accessed through the service. A third
priority was logistics; those who put all the pieces together and provide complete light
decoration services, for example. This was followed by accessories, e.g. lighting
providers and art suppliers. The sketch also described the chronology of events.
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Fig. 4. Example of a sketched service ecosystem.

Table 1 presents the results of the service ecosystem sketches, and the conclusions of
the co-sketching session. Participants were encouraged to determine the importance of
the factors using a tree-level scale. For the most important factors, participants used
numbering, a different colour, or a stronger line, and confirmed and explained the
importance of the services after sketching the content. As the table shows, participants
thought that the new furniture and interior decoration providers were key factors in
the service. The participants perceived themselves in the co-design situation as
designers, but while creating concepts all mentioned the importance of the customer
relationship. Also, all mentioned the other designers – competitors or designers with
different expertise. The participants highlighted some new providers to be included in
the service: kitchen-, window- and carpet providers, antique shops, flea markets, art
suppliers, gardening-, lighting- and 3D-model designers of existing furniture. From
this viewpoint the service was seen as a cluster for smaller providers.
With a service dealing with novel ideas, participants emphasised that the price of
furniture, material and accessories would constitute the essential feature of the
concept. It was therefore considered important that the total cost of the new furniture
and design alterations should be clearly visible. One group remarked that the
customer could apply for a loan from a credit provider if it were possible to refer to an
estimate provided by the service.
Because the information was qualitative there was some overlapping with the
service providers presented in the table. Some participants, for example, mentioned
hardware stores, but described them later as interior decoration providers, and placed
both of them in their ecosystem sketches. There were also some conflicts relating to
participants’ statements of preference during the conversations, and how they were
implemented in the ecosystem sketches. For example, all participants emphasised the
importance of old, existing furniture in the service, but this nonetheless failed to
receive the full amount of points in the analysis.
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Table 1. Results of the service ecosystem sketches. If all pairs (groups 1–4) thought a service
was most important, the service received 12 points. If only one mentioned it, and did not value
it highly, the service received only one point.

¹ Contractors = e.g. HPAC-planning, electricity, masons

4.4

Ideas for Augmented Reality in Interior Design System

After sketching the service ecosystem concepts, the focus group participants thought
more thoroughly about the AR features of the interior design service. Three topics
were highlighted above others in the discussions: realistic lighting, number and
variety of furniture models available (including 3D reconstruction of existing
furniture), and search functionalities.
Based on their experience, participants emphasised how the lighting conditions
affected the overall feeling and atmosphere of a space – and how difficult it was to
explain for the customers. By using the AR technology, they saw an opportunity to
visualise lighting effects: e.g. an ideal system would show the space in realistic
lighting in the evening, morning, winter or summer, or according to the position of the
windows. This would show the virtual apartment in a more realistic light: “All dark
corners during winter days, and harsh light during spring”. Besides the ambient
lighting, participants pointed out that it would also be useful to be able to model and
visualise the lighting effects of different light sources e.g. to demonstrate the accurate
size of selected spotlights.
Designers explained further that they constantly experienced situations in which
they had no tools to communicate with the customers e.g. about the colours of the
walls. One designer described such a situation: “The effect of black walls are
unimaginable for most customers, as white walls are still so common, but the
8
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atmosphere could really be altered by simply changing one wall to black.” This
situation could be demonstrated quickly with on-site AR or VR technology.
The participants created use cases that could employ the AR technology,
presenting a case in which a person was interested in a particular apartment. With this
type of use the person could take pictures of the physical apartment and furnish it later
virtually, at home, using the AR service.
The participants raised the issue of the visual quality of the design, which is highly
important in interior design planning processes. The participants stressed the
importance of the rendering quality of virtual objects: the application should be able
to produce realistic materials and lighting effects on virtual objects. Participants stated
that they would not engage AR features in the service unless the quality correlated
sufficiently with the real environment.
Another important issue was that the availability of virtual models should not
restrict the inspiration of a design. If the designer has e.g. an antique furniture model
in mind, it should be possible to add it to the interior design plan or at least to
represent it using an almost equivalent model. The same need applies to existing
furniture; the user should be able to add virtual counterparts of the furniture easily
into the design. This means that the 3D-object library should be large, and should
contain generic objects whose colour, size and materials could easily be changed.
Alternatively, designers should easily be able to create their own models e.g. based on
images of an item of furniture. The service should also contain smaller objects, such
as curtains, plants and flowers, paintings, posters and photo frames. Participants
hoped for a sophisticated database search that enables search by colour, style and size.
Typical situations were described as e.g. “I need a chair of this size…” or “I want a
reddish couch…”.

5

Reflection: Technological Feasibility Concerning AR

Concerning the remarks on the AR functionalities, it was said that virtual lights and
shadows affect not only the visual quality perceived by the user, but also the realism
of the augmentation. In other words, virtual objects seem to hang in the air if they are
not attached to the floor with virtual shadows. Virtual lighting, similar to real lighting,
embeds the virtual furniture as part of the environment. It is also possible to adjust
virtual lights easily, according to real light sources, with user interaction in interior
design application [13].
Photorealistic rendering, i.e. the production of photo-like 3D graphics, is
computationally demanding, similarly in applications where live video feed is
augmented. However, still images are well suited to interior design applications [13],
and computation time is therefore not an issue. It is possible to measure the real
lighting conditions of the environment, adapt the virtual object to it, and produce
adaptive photorealistic AR [14].
The participants expressed a need for a large object library that supports creativity,
together with sophisticated search functionalities. The challenge of a model library
lies in economics: how to create a business model that supports the creation and
sharing of 3D models. We may assume that if an interior design service has a
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sufficient number of users, the creation of a large number of 3D models would be
viable.

6

Conclusion

Since the focus group participants’ expertise was high, they were able to create
several new, aesthetic ideas for the interior design system concepts. AR technology
was mostly speculated upon by offering examples of existing AR features, yet the
participants were able to provide valuable feedback: AR use cases, and the fact that
the evaluations of the feasibilities were based on the experience of interior designers.
The sketching approach for empowering a co-design process proved to be a
flexible and productive method of involving users in the innovation conception phase,
and for perceiving a user model of an interactive design system. Table 1 – the results
of the service ecosystem sketches – presents certain evidence that it is also
conceivable to analyse users’ models. Moreover, because of the ecosystem
descriptions, the highlighted issues were discussed more thoroughly in the focus
groups. In exploiting sketching as a means of involving users in the interaction design
processes, the key finding was that during the co-design session the sketches
remained in the custody of the participants: even if the conversation and new
information led opinions and ideas along different courses, participants expressed
their judgements by referring to their sketches.
After studying the most important requirements of the critical users for the AR
technology, it can be said that most ideas could easily be implemented in an interior
design service system. When it comes to participants’ needs for modelling existing
furniture, however, it may take some time before practical solutions are available;
current solutions for 3D reconstruction (i.e. construction of a three-dimensional model
of an object from several two-dimensional views) require too much involvement and
knowledge from the user. Research is nevertheless moving towards rapid 3D
reconstruction on mobile devices [14]. In future interior design services, the user is
expected to scan the interior environment effortlessly with a mobile device, and even
obtain modelling of an existing item of furniture.
Focus group user evaluations and co-design sessions provided adequately new
information for further design and development of interactive interior design services
that utilise AR technology. The focus group participants, whom we anticipated to be
the critical users of the service, in turn described the users of the service as: interior
designers, interior architects, various decorators, model creators, lighting consultants,
electrical consultants, small or large furniture companies (or individuals), decorationand renovation providers.
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Fig 5. Focus group participants creating novel interior design service concepts.
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ABSTRACT. In this paper we describe a design process and implementation requirements of an
interactive interior design service system. To gain design requirements for the system we studied two
focus groups that were composed of designers, bloggers and serious amateurs in the field of interior
design – the estimated critical users of the forthcoming service. The framework for the co-design study
was twofold. The design aim was to study users’ innovation capability in the early phase of a complex
process by utilizing co-sketching as a means of obtaining user model of the interactive system. The
technological aim was to create interior design concepts that exploited augmented reality (AR), 3D
models and user-preferred content within the system framework. This paper reports the design process
and results of the co-design sessions; furthermore, it presents requirements for the system and several
interface descriptions and use cases utilizing AR technology, plus consideration and evaluation of the
AR functionalities.
Keywords: Design, interior design, computer-aided design, human-centred design (HCD), focus group,
sketching, interfaces, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR)

1

Introduction

The study presented in this article was part of research that aimed at studying the use of new technologies
and applications – social media services, augmented reality (AR) features and location awareness – in the
field of advertising, and find new revenue models for media. This paper presents series of case studies,
which aimed at understanding the needs and requirements of the interior design service providers. Research
was carried out by co-designing interactive user-centred interior design systems and interface concepts that
utilized AR features. Co-design focus group sessions were arranged with interior designers and design
bloggers – the anticipated critical users of the interior design system.
Before the co-design studies, the participants had taken part in a preliminary online survey, and were
therefore familiar with the background of the system concept. Participants received further information
relating to the concept in the focus group sessions, first viewing scenarios that described possible ways of
comprising interior 3D and AR services. Participants were then presented with some information from the
preliminary online survey, followed by presentation of the AR technology and existing AR applications.
The participants evaluated the applications and considered the most useful features for the future service.
In the co-design phase, the focus group participants co-sketched the system concepts. Sketching proved
to be a practical method in this context, as the participants were able to produce innovative, original and
dissectible results. Participants provided also valuable design information during the discussions – mostly
in the form of use cases – concerning the promising ways of utilizing AR technology in the service
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concept. Central outcome of this research was to provide a framework for co-sketching user concepts with
critical users. This framework may be utilized when designing complex systems, e.g. new interfaces and
services.

2

User-driven Innovation and Used Methods

The process of this study falls under the methodological frame of participatory design, which generally
aims at democratizing design, for example so that the people who will be affected by the systems should
also be able to participate in and influence the design process [1]. When user research is carried out in the
front-end of development processes, user’s role may broaden up from mere research subject that comments
ideas to an active co-designer [2]. Participants may be involved in the process by means such as focus
groups, scenarios and early phase concept design [3–5]; methods which were all adapted to this study.
Focus group interview is an interview method in which a small group, with similar background, discusses
the topics disseminated by the facilitator [3] – in this study, the similarity was the participants’ interest in
interior design. Because of their experience, the participants were seen as critical users [6] of the future
service.
The co-design process was pragmatically conducted by utilizing sketching as a co-design method, to
provide means for users to create design outcomes of a complex design service system [7]. The sketching
method appeared to be a flexible way of prioritizing design issues, and considered suitable for these
particular focus group participants. The hypothesis was that sketches would offer support in obtaining a
user model of the overall system [8]. In previous studies sketching had verified to be an efficient, flexible
way to quickly generate, develop and communicate design ideas [7].

3

Participants

A preliminary online survey, which preceded this study, data was collected from ordinary consumers (250
respondents) and interior design professionals and amateurs (36 respondents). The following two focus
groups introduced in this study were composed of volunteers from the latter respondents, who were mostly
interior designers or serious interior design amateurs: students and bloggers in the field of interior design.
The two groups consisted 3–4 participants, with 1–2 project participants in each group, and one evaluator
leading the two-hour co-design session. One of the participants (P1) was an AR expert participating to the
research project. The first focus group session was arranged in May 2011 at VTT Technical Research
Centre of Finland, Espoo, and the second at Alma Mediapartners’ facilities at Tampere, Finland. The
interviewees were 27–49 years of age, all females.

Fig. 1. Focus group participants creating novel interior design service concepts.
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Table 1: Participants of the first focus group in Espoo

Participant*

Age

Interior design experience

R1

42

R2

34

R3
P1

33
39

Interior design blogger,
interior design student
Interior design blogger,
degree in interior textiles
Interior design blogger
AR expert

Familiar with 3D
design programs
No
Yes
No
Yes

Table 2: Participants of the first focus group in Tampere

Participant*

Age

Interior design experience

R4
R5

27
35

R6

49

R7
P2
P3

42
36
40

Interior design blogger
Interior design student,
self-employed interior
designer (renovator)
Interior design teacher
(redecoration &
renovation)
Interior design student
Brokerage service provider
Brokerage service provider

Familiar with 3D
design programs
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

*Participants: R=Raters composed of interior design experts, P=Project participants

4

Chosen Key Technology: Augmented Reality

Augmented reality is defined as an interactive real-time system that combines real and virtual elements in
3D [9]. Virtual reality (VR) consists only of virtual elements. Diminished reality is a system where objects
are removed from real environment, and mediated reality refers to a system where real environment is
altered virtually [10]. Augmented virtuality refers to a system were real element are inserted to virtual
environment. Mixed reality (MR) is a concept that covers all possible combinations of real and virtual
elements, from reality to total virtuality [11]. From the user’s point of view the functionalities of a system
are more important than the technology categorization. The basis in all the discussions was an AR system
in which real images are augmented with virtual objects. However, in the co-design sessions the discussion
was open to all forms of combination and alteration of real and virtual elements, including all the abovementioned technologies.

Fig. 2. With a mobile AR application the user can see virtual designs in real environment.
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As the common level of understanding of these technologies is limited, not to mention the classification or
demarcation between these branches of technology, we used only the term augmented reality for
simplicity. The participants were encouraged to think about the functionalities of the system, and not the
underlying technology for achieving it. For example, it was more important that they described a need for a
possibility to change the colour of the wall, than to be able to describe such functionality to belong to
mediated reality.
Augmented reality provides a practical visualization method for purposes where there is a need to enhance
the user’s perception. Interior design, in particular, is an application field where the combination of real
and virtual benefits the user [12]. Web-based AR applications – in not requiring installation or
downloading – are consumer friendly and can be integrated with social media and web stores. Also, recent
mobile devices are equipped with reasonable-sized displays and have network connection for accessing the
Internet. Besides, mobile operators provide affordable priced mobile subscriptions for data transmission.
Based on these facts, we selected a web-based AR interior design service as a starting point for the codesign discussions, and presumed that users could augment digital images and operate the system by using
a PC or a mobile device.

5

Pursuing User-driven Innovation Through Sketching

Before defining an effective framework for the study, we sought examples in which users had contributed
to the development processes by using the means of sketches. As our more specific aim relates in how to
design more complex systems, i.e. interaction- and service design concepts, the interest was also on how
the multifaceted information should be delivered for users. The task for defining a framework for a study
relates to the question of finding an optimal design process.

5.1

Studies Relating to Sketching

In many articles and literature references it is clearly pointed out that sketching provides means to access
the thinking process [7, 12-15]. For example Gedenryd [14] claims that thinking and drawing are not at all
separate cognitive processes – but thinking is simultaneous with the act of drawing. He explains further,
that while thinking, designers transform the abstract principles requiring logical analysis into narrative or
visual representations of the situation of use. Such representations are memorable, subjective and rich with
details.
Bill Buxton has presented how creative and visual means may be exploited in user research in his seminal
work “Sketching user experiences” [7]. He advocates the role of design in user research processes and
claims that in those processes currently design is limited only to styling and usability. The act of sketching
is more like problem setting and problem solving, as we already learned from the previous argument from
Gedenryd. The most constructive part of Buxton’s effort was that he provided characteristics of sketches.
Sketches are e.g.: quick to make; they are timely, inexpensive; they have clear vocabulary and distinct
gesture (they are open and free); they have minimal detail, and they suggest and explore rather than
confirm, and the ambiguity of sketches provide new relations to arise. Buxton explains further that sketches
are only by-products of the sketching activity. This leaves open the question how much it is possible to
analyze users’ sketches and whether or not there should be supplementary material alongside the sketches.
He emphasizes yet that sketches are not prototypes; i.e. they might be used as complementary means for
the front-end design processes, as one might interpret from his argument. Buxton concludes that it is worth
the effort to engage users to the design processes, rather than trust merely in a group of designers, because
“there are more than one futures”.
In a throughout study of a touch-sensitive house climate control system Tohidi et al. [15] present an
illuminating example how users’ sketches are engaged in a usability study of an interactive device. The
study employed 48 participants, which formed four separate user groups. In the initial phase of the study,
participants gained a lot of information about the system. From the sketched material it was possible to
analyze that the less participants reflected to the original design, the less successful they had previously
evaluated it. But the most significant fining was that the multiple design condition sketches, provided by
only one of the four groups, were much more rich in detail and there was more variation in them. The
research group came to the conclusion that users’ sketches provided more reflective feedback, and that
sketching, as a method, was efficient, effective and satisfying way to conclude the study. This study
acknowledges that it is worth to provide users with multifaceted, yet carefully selected, information.
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In the study of Dorst et al. [16] provides empirical data on design processes from a set of protocol studies.
Nine experienced industrial designers took part of the study by providing sketched material for further
evaluation. The task was to create a concept for a ‘litter disposal system’ in a new Netherlands train. All
the necessary information was prepared in advance in the design brief, which contained “natural amounts
of vagueness and inconsistency”. The designers were asked to provide sketches of the task and they were
interviewed afterwards. Designs were then evaluated on the overall quality and on a variety of aspects. The
scoring categories were: creativity, aesthetics, technical aspects, ergonomics and business aspects (in
random order). In the last run-through, the reviewers were asked to give a total judgment of the concepts.
This study showed how it was possible to analyze sketched concepts and apply quantitative methods for
interpreting sketches. However, this method might not apply conclusively in any other design studies. In
addition, this method required that experienced designers produce sketched concepts.
These studies provided evidence that sketching was a well-adapted method in the field of user research and
sketching method might be applied for both interface design as well as service design. However, these
studies do not consider sketching to be used as method for designing more complex or new domains; e.g.
complex interaction applications and design services.

5.2

Defining the Structure For the Framework

George Pólya provides means to pursue the process in his widely quoted seminal work “How to solve a
problem” [17]. According to him, at first, we must understand the problem. What was significant in his
strategies for out study was that he also suggested that a diagram or picture might assist in understanding
the initial problem. Then came the part of devising a plan, and he continued that this phase was also
possible to exemplify by drawing the proposal. Then pursue went on by executing the plan, and after the
process it was necessary that the plan is reviewed and extended.
Turkka Keinonen has illustrated four main concept design phases [18] that may be exploited in the codesign of more complex systems:
x
x
x
x

Collation of information
Interpretation of the information
Description of the activity
Description of the concept

These guidelines are meant for user-centred design processes that are conducted by a designer or a
facilitator. In our study the facilitators of the co-design sessions are responsible of collation of information
and partly interpretation of the information. It is left for the participants to find the description of the
activities and finally delivering the concept.
For the overall process we may yet find most accurate process description by Ben Shneiderman [19].
According to Shneiderman, there are three levels of creativity: everyday, evolutionary and revolutionary.
The creativity relating to the framework we are pursuing, is mainly concerned with evolutionary creativity.
Shneiderman has proposed a process description under a title “Mega-creativity”, which, according to him,
means that more people are enabled to be more creative more of the time. He presents following set of
tasks for Mega-creativity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Searching and browsing digital libraries (the Web) and other resources
Visualizing data and the whole process to understand and discover relationships
Consulting with peers and mentors for intellectual and emotional support
Thinking by free association to make new combinations of ideas
Exploring Solutions – scenarios and simulation models
Composing artifacts and performances step by step
Reviewing and replaying session histories to support reflection
Disseminating results to gain recognition and add to the searchable resources.

For our study it was important that the participating users had only the most significant information about
the content they were expected to illustrate. It was facilitators’ responsibility to search for the meaningful
information and make logical representations of the information. Consequently, facilitators were
responsible of the first two tasks that Scneiderman presented in his framework. The third task was
important, as in our case, this was the part in which the co-design participants could review, discuss and
validate the information and confirm that they understand the design task appropriately. Sketching the
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concepts included the tasks 4-6. It was also important that other participants reviewed the sketches, which
could be be refined and discussed upon. Disseminating the results is the final task for the research group.

5.3

Concluding Framework for Co-sketching User Concepts For New Interfaces
and Services

Based on the literary findings we propose following framework for co-sketching user concepts for more
complex and new domains, including system-, interaction- and service design. Steps of the framework are:
Research group:
x
x
x

Collation of information about a specific context
Specifying information meaningfully
Providing description of the concept, presenting the information

Participants:
x
x
x
x

Sketching the conceptual models (system/interface/service)
Co-design: Collation of the information and brief interpretation
Sketching with more specific objective (a specific part of system/interface/service)
Co-design: Defining the criteria and interpretation of the user-driven information

Research group:
x
x

Interpretation of the user-driven information
x Analysis of the sketched material
x Other relevant descriptions (use cases)
New description of the concept

The framework is intended to cover the front-end of an innovation process. For a successful co-design
process, the roles of each participant should be clarified implicitly. These set of tasks define the roles of the
facilitators and the users. The designer’s role is most influential in the first and last design phases, which
requires knowledge and thinking of a designer [20] when s/he facilitates the co-design sessions and
interprets the results. The framework that we propose here differs from previous proposals in that it does
not require laborious user involvement before the focus group session than e.g. the use of probes [21] does,
and it does not have time-limited co-design phases such as e.g. the dialogue-labs method proposed by
Lucero et al. [22] embraces. At the end of this article we refine the framework more carefully according to
the findings of our case study.

6

Set-Up For the Introduction

After collating the information about the interior design service system and specifying that information, our
research group came up with a well-defined description of the concept. The definition statement of the
service concept for the focus groups was:
‘Novel web-based service concepts that exploited 3D and AR technologies, which may be used virtually
when creating interior and renovation designs.’
The statement described the system and its core requirements in brief, and was meant to provide focus for
the participants’ concept ideas. In addition with the concept definition participants were familiarized with
the service in the introduction phase by presenting pre-made scenarios, benchmarked applications and
some results of the preliminary online survey, which was collected from ordinary consumers.

6.1

Presented Scenarios

A widely adopted method exploited in our study was written and illustrated future scenarios. The presented
scenarios were short, written descriptions of possible futures comprising interior 3D and AR design
services and the use of technology with interior designers and their customers (see Fig. 3-5). Scenarios
were used as a source of inspiration for focus group participants, because they introduced personas of
hypothetical users with presumed needs, and encouraged to think about the service concept. As all
participants had taken part to the online survey, they were familiar with the scenarios and the service
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concept. Three selected scenarios were: scenario 1.) Young couple is looking for first home; scenario 2.)
Couple is moving back from abroad (and are making interior design for new home); and scenario 3.)
Interior design contest for design bloggers.
Scenario 1. Young Couple is Looking For the First Home
A couple in their mid twenties is looking for a new home from a popular area. They wish to find a nice twothree-bedroom apartment. They both have their own smaller apartments with furniture. The challenge is to
fit in all their dearest belongings to the new apartment. When choosing the appropriate apartment, the
couple has many discussions to make how they are going to fit in the furniture and what kind of new
furniture they need to buy.

Fig. 3. Young couple is looking for first home.

Scenario 2. Couple is Moving Back From Abroad
A construction company, a home furnishing store and some interior design stores are organizing a
campaign to promote sales of new luxury apartments. During the campaign, discounts are offered from a
wide range of interior design and furnishing products and materials. A Finnish couple living abroad
notices the campaign. They have been living abroad over twenty years and are now considering to moving
back. They want to things as easy as possible. The wife has made some interior design plans with the help
od an interior designer and they have contacted various service providers with the help of the service.

Fig. 4. Couple is moving back from abroad, and they are making interior design for new home.

Scenario 3. Interior Design Contest for Design Bloggers
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’3D and AR interior design’ service is organizing a contest concerning new homes. Five popular
decoration bloggers/interior designers are designing the interior of similar three-bedroom apartments in a
new terraced house with the help of the service. The bloggers have a wide range of different home
furnishing products available for the virtual design to make any styles they like. Several home furnishing
products companies offer downloadable models of their products. Customers can follow the construct of
five different plans, comment the solutions and share the links for their friends. The most enthusiastic
customers can make their own versions of the decoration plans and share them with their friends.
After a very tight and controversial contest the winner is announced: simple Scandinavian functionality
beats romantic vintage country style. The winning designer is rewarded. The winner’s interior designs are
actually so popular that a couple of apartment buyers end up making their home furnishing according to
the visions of the winner.
Then the styles of the contest are saved in ’3D and AR interior design’ –service. Many users are
especially interested in winning home furnishing products and while browsing the furniture, users are able
to see other related products in the service.

Fig. 5. Interior design contest for design bloggers.

6.2

Presenting Example Applications and Results of the Survey

After evaluating scenarios, participants were introduced with three existing example applications that
provided interior design services. Most of the participants had at least some experience of using virtual
designing or furnishing programs before. They have used or tried several different programs for planning
for themselves and for the customers.
The research group had benchmarked these selected applications for the focus group. The participants
saw only layout images of existing 3D- and AR applications and they were given a short description of the
benefits and similarities to the hypothetical future service concept. Participants were encouraged consider
primarily the most essential features of the applications by keeping in mind the future design service
concept. Furthermore, participants were encouraged to consider predominantly about the most essential
features of the forthcoming application that would be useful for their field of expertise.
After presenting scenarios, focus group participants were familiarized with results of the survey. The
participants paid particular attention to a table, which presented the results of most high valued products of
the service (see Table 3.). It was seen important that participants had the impotant products selected by the
customers available while creating they ecosystem discriptions. The table presented most important
products to be: wallpapers, paints, plaques; floor materials; furniture; immovable furniture; storage places
and interior textiles.
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Table 3. Table presents most important interior design products determined by 250 respondents of the
preliminary online survey.

7

Set-Up of the Co-design Session

The co-design phase included two phases and two sketching tasks: the conceptual models of the
ecosystems of the service and sketching with more specific objective: the interface proposals of the service.
Because the focus group participants were seen as service providers, the emphasis of the co-design session
was on the service ecosystem of the concept.
At first, participants were encouraged to identify their role in the service system. It was decided
mutually in the sessions that each participant would define her role as an ambiguous designer. Participants
were then divided into pairs, and each pair was encouraged to produce a sketch of the ecosystem in the
form of a flowchart. The descriptions were expected to include:
x
x
x

All necessary stakeholders and elements (products, services, technologies);
How all stakeholders and elements were connected to the ecosystem, and
Which were the most important stakeholders and elements (using a tree-level scale).

The participants were encouraged to think about the application through discussed scenarios, and to
exploit the information from the online survey and demonstrated applications. In the sketching phase,
participants were provided with sketching tools: paper, pens, cardboards etc. Other materials, such as used
e.g. in IDEO’s tech box [23]: color schemes, pieces of wallpaper, images of furniture etc. were available
for inspiration and reference purposes.
Following the sketching phase the focus group participants shared their ideas with others. After
presentations, participants improved each other’s ideas by paying attention to the application definition
statement, scenarios, and, most importantly, personal interest.

8

Results

Participants provided detailed information on the qualities of the service during the introduction, while
sketching the ecosystems and, finally, when considering the AR features for the service. The following
presents the results of the discussions, the ecosystem sketches, interface descriptions and the participants’
AR use cases with detailed considerations.
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8.1

Comments Relating to Scenarios

Pre-made scenarios were first presented, discussed and evaluated in the focus group sessions. The
preference of interior designers for using very simple design tools in the presented cases was emphasized
by the participants, who stressed that usability would be the crucial factor for their interest in using the
system. Participants assumed that the real, accurate sizes of the apartment, rooms and furniture were the
most critical individual features of the service system. Besides size, the most important qualities for the
products, furniture and representative 3D models were stated to be style and color. It was considered
reasonable, however, for color to be merely suggestive – e.g. fair, mid-dark or dark – to give an impression
of the overall design. Furthermore, participants thought that placing old, existing furniture in the design
was even more important than buying new furniture through the service.
It was stated very clearly that a design process often begins by placing existing furniture – an ancestral
cupboard or piano, for example – in place, with this piece or artifact defining the overall design plan.
However, participants speculated that there might not be any party interested in providing such a service. If
the service were to concentrate exclusively on selling new furniture, this would mean all major furniture
providers having all their products available in the service system.
Concerning the sharing of design ideas through social media, participants remarked that if they were
providing services themselves they would prefer to share their ideas with other interior designers, design
enthusiastic people or customers. Designers suspected that general users of the service would also prefer at
least semi-professional feedback on their design plans. Sharing design plans with a wider audience, or with
friends and family, were seen irrelevant. The participants who were design amateurs were pleased by the
idea of the scenario – presenting a home decoration contest (see Fig. 5) – perceiving that the special
knowledge and expertise of interior designers and design amateurs could be fully utilized through the
contest.

8.2

Comments Relating to Results of the Survey and Example AR Applications

Participants subsequently evaluated some results of the survey they had all responded to. They paid
especially attention to a table, which presented the results of most high valued products of the service. The
groups agreed on most of the products to be important for an interior design service, but they remarked that
the product categories of the service would depend much on the nature of the task. For example a renovator
requests different categories than an interior designer. The participants wished this table to be seen later,
during the co-sketching of the service ecosystem.

Fig. 6. An interior application that utilized AR technology by VividWorks Ltd1.

1

http://www.vividworks.fi/vividplatform
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Fig.7. Another example of an interior design application.

Then Participants saw three example applications that were benchmarked by the research group. The
applications provided 3D and AR functionalities for creating interior designs. Participants were given an
oral description of the benefits that were the criteria for selecting these specific applications.
Participants evaluated presented applications in detail. The most important comments related to the
visual appearances: the aesthetics. Participants emphasized that the 3D environments and models needed to
be attractive and realistic. The realism brought to interior scenes by the showing of lights and shadows and
textures in detail, for example, would make them more convincing. It was also seen as advantageous to
induce the user/designer to feel that decorating rooms and creating plans was “leisure activity” – that it was
fun to spend time in this way and to explore the service.
As much as the participants valued the idea of interior design contests, the design competitions in these
particular example applications seemed to lack the purpose: there were too many of them with no reward.
In addition, the most important priority was stated to be the overall costs of the products and services. The
existing services, however, only showed prices for single articles.

8.3

Sketches of the Service Ecosystem

After the introduction phase, participants created system concepts in pairs and presented them to each
other. The pairs considered the most important factors of the service together with another participant, who
was not acquainted. The following examples illustrate the ecosystems and shows how they were used as
sketches of thought. Figures 8 and 9 are constructions of the models participants created in Finnish, and
they present interpreted information of the models.
Figure 8 presents an example of a concept made by one of the pairs (pair 2: R3 + P1). The pair explained
that the ambiguous designer and the service tool were identical (as it is the designer who uses the tool). The
first task was to feed the background information and facts into the system, e.g. the floor plans. The sketch
contained a two-way arrow – at this point the information either exists or has to be created. The main
service providers in the cooperation were interior decorating stores (for wallpapers, floor and wall
materials) and furnishing companies. The existing furniture was equally important – “the past life, which
does not vanish when a new home comes along”.
Service providers were the second priority: the individual designers who offer their services, or could be
accessed through the service. A third priority was logistics; those who put all the pieces together and
provide complete light decoration services, for example. This was followed by accessories, e.g. lighting
providers and art suppliers. The sketch also described the chronology of events.
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Fig. 8. Service ecosystem made by pair 2: R3 + P1. Participants’ sketch is in the upper left corner (in Finnish) and
reconstruction presents the importance of the factors.

Pair 1 (raters: R1 + R2) explained that in this design-driven service, the customer and designer have twoway relationship, when they are creating interior design plans for multiple purposes (see Fig. 9; bottom,
left). They emphasized that the most critical design phase occurs after an apartment has been bought and
the service should be designed taking account the matter. Key service providers were the hardware stores,
do-it-yourself shops and interior decoration providers. Furthermore, the furniture providers may offer a
piece of furniture as well as ready-made collections through the service, and it was seen important that the
product providers updated accurate information about their supplies. It was highly important that the
overall supply of the products in service was satisfactory. This pair recited that most intriguing attraction
for designers, and especially for design amateurs, would be the design competitions, which would be
shared by social media.
Pair 3 (raters: R4 + R5) explained that the most important part of the service concept was the customer
who determines the target situation, the budget and the most important needs (see Fig. 9; bottom, right).
The needs of the service may vary from simple styling to more profound renovation. The first task was the
call for bids for suppliers, service providers and HPAC-planning (heating, plumbing, air-conditioning). In
an interior design process, the most important part was stated to be the mood and the impression – and
thereby the providers of wallpapers and interior textiles deserved a strategic role.
Pair 4 (raters: R6 + R7) explained, that in the service system, at first, the customer determines individual
needs and functions of the interior plan (see Fig. 9; top). First operation would include typing in the square
meters and the budget - a few criteria that the user (customer) of the service could determine by
her/himself. Most important suppliers would be the providers of the surface material, furniture and
lightning i.e. hardware stores and decoration shops. The overall supply of products must be wide-ranging
and there should be different alternatives for various price scales. Also the special/unique artifact suppliers
could easily offer their products through this service. Additionally, timetables of the service providers
should be accessible, i.e. private entrepreneurs could notify their availability. There should also be direct
contact information for boards of construction. Users of the service in turn could comment about the
services by e.g. granting stars for good service. In this case recycling meant that e.g. a customer could save
money by taking care of the demolition work.
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Fig. 2. Reconstructions of the ecosystem sketches made by pairs 1,3 and 4.

Table 4 presents the results of the service ecosystem sketches, and the conclusions of the co-sketching
session. Participants were encouraged to determine the importance of the factors using a tree-level scale.
For the most important factors, participants used numbering, different color, or stronger line, and
confirmed and explained the importance of the services after sketching the content. As the table shows,
participants thought that the new furniture and interior decoration providers were key factors in the service.
The participants perceived themselves in the co-design situation as designers, but while creating concepts
all mentioned the importance of the customer relationship. Also, all mentioned the other designers –
competitors or designers with different expertise. The participants highlighted some new providers to be
included in the service: kitchen-, window- and carpet providers, antique shops, flea markets, art suppliers,
gardening-, lighting- and 3D-model designers of existing furniture. From this viewpoint the service was
seen as a cluster for smaller providers.
As novel ideas, participants emphasized that the price of furniture, material and accessories would
constitute the essential feature of the concept. It was therefore considered important that the total cost of
the new furniture and design alterations should be clearly visible. One group remarked that the customer
could apply for a loan from a credit provider if it were possible to refer to an estimate provided by the
service.
Because the information was qualitative there was some overlapping with the service providers
presented in the table. Some participants, for example, mentioned hardware stores, but described them later
as interior decoration providers, and placed both of them in their ecosystem sketches. There were also
some conflicts relating to participants’ statements of preference during the conversations, and how they
were implemented in the ecosystem sketches. For example, all participants emphasized the importance of
old, existing furniture in the service, but the it nonetheless failed to receive the full amount of points in the
analysis.
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Table 4. Results of the service ecosystem sketches. If all pairs (1–4) thought a service was most important, the
service received 12 points.

¹ Contractors = e.g. HPAC-planning, electricity, masons

8.4

Sketches of the Hypothetical Service Interface

After sketching the service ecosystem, the focus group participants (R4-R7) concentrated on thinking about
the service concept further by sketching individually the service interface. Their assignment was to create
the entering page of the hypothetical service application, by employing the ecosystem descriptions. After
designers had finished drawing their sketches, they explained the content to other participants, one at a
time.
Participants’ sketches of the service interfaces are explained in this article thoughtfully. They provide
individual, very aesthetic, examples of the approaches for developing further the service interface that were
created from each interior designers’ point of view, and were based on their own experiences. In the
following are the verbal descriptions and sketched interface concepts of the participants.

Figure 10. User interface from participant R4 and R7.
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The participant R4 explained the interface she created (see Fig. 10; top, left) as follows:
“All the main elements should be available in the service by one glance, plus the name of the service and a
stylish picture. The first task is to operate with the 3D plan (at first select or load it). The floor plan is
always at the center of the layout. Further actions the user may select from any category: materials,
furniture… When the materials and furniture are being added to the plan, there is a price counter at the
corner, so that the user knows when the budget has been exceeded. When the plan is finished, user may
review it from a panoramic 360-degree view. For it is only that way possible to see if there are any
mistakes in the design. And then it should be possible to go back and re-design the plan.”
The participant R7 explained her interface concept (see Fig. 10; bottom, right):
“Selecting the floor plan is the first operation in this service too. It should be very simple to import one’s
own plans to the service. The following step is to select the paints, coating, wallpaper and immovable
furniture. After that, there are rest of the furniture, textiles, carpets and lightning. After the user has
selected paints or coating, there is a selection of colors and styles. All the time, it should be easy to toggle
between 2D and 3D plans. In the service, the contact information of the service providers should be clearly
attainable, the location and availability of the providers and the possibility to submit invitation for
tenders.”

Figure 11. User interface from participants R5 (left) and R6 (right).

The participant R5 explained her interface concept (see Fig. 10; top, right):
“There must be clear, large buttons for “grandmas” - I like them like that. At first, the user selects the 3D
plan, by either bringing it in to the service or selecting a suitable one. When processing the plan, user first
chooses the walls, or any other surfaces - there is a simple menu bar from witch to choose the materials.
After that comes the furniture. There should be only three steps for working with any kind of design. The
plan should be allowed to be saved in any phases, because the work might be interrupted (if a child wakes
up, for example). Then there should be two alternatives for publishing: one for the designer (more like a
storing place), and another, public place. But there should be restrictions with the latter one also: it could
be published to friends, customers or anyone.
In addition, there should be a film roll of pictures – so that the service is more attractive. In the film roll
there could be images of furniture, product- and service providers and design plans made by users. It is
possible to stop the roll at any time, and look more closely at the interesting pictures, and find all the
information relating to it. These kind of mood creating images are very important when communicating
with customers.”
The participant R6 explained her interface concept (see Fig. 10; bottom, left):
“There are seven main categories where to start, arranged by the products - except the last one, which lists
all service providers. When the user is proceeding with a choice of product, s/he first selects the style.
There are e.g. four default styles (country style, modern etc.) and one that the user has created, and the
selection guides all the browsing activities. User selects e.g. the furniture; and it is possible to select also
the immovable furniture, or the white goods, as they are usually integrated with the immovable furniture.
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Interior decoration shops are in their own category, because they usually provide different kind of
products. Service providers are e.g. renovation firms, assemblers, upholsterers, sewers and real estate
agents. The traditional building trade is one category too.”

8.5

Ideas for Augmented Reality in Interior Design System

After sketching the service ecosystem concepts, the focus group participants thought more thoroughly
about the AR features of the interior design service. Three topics were highlighted above others in the
discussions:
x Realistic lighting,
x Number and variety of furniture models available (including 3D reconstruction of existing furniture),
and
x Search functionalities.
Based on their experience, participants emphasized how the lighting conditions affected the overall
feeling and atmosphere of a space – and how difficult it was to explain for the customers. By using the AR
technology, they saw an opportunity to visualize lighting effects: e.g. an ideal system would show the
space in realistic lighting in the evening, morning, winter or summer, or according to the position of the
windows. This would show the virtual apartment in a more realistic light: “All dark corners during winter
days, and harsh light during spring”. Besides the ambient lighting, participants pointed out that it would
also be useful to be able to model and visualize the lighting effects of different light sources e.g. to
demonstrate the accurate size of selected spotlights.
Designers explained further that they constantly experienced situations in which they had no tools to
communicate with the customers e.g. about the colors of the walls. One designer described such a situation:
“The effect of black walls are unimaginable for most customers, as white walls are still so common, but the
atmosphere could really be altered by simply changing one wall to black.” This situation could be
demonstrated quickly with on-site AR or VR technology.
The participants created use cases that could employ the AR technology, presenting a case in which a
person was interested in a particular apartment. With this type of use the person could take pictures of the
physical apartment and furnish it later virtually, at home, using the AR service.
The participants raised the issue of the visual quality of the design, which is highly important in interior
design planning processes. The participants stressed the importance of the rendering quality of virtual
objects: the application should be able to produce realistic materials and lighting effects on virtual objects.
Participants stated that they would not engage AR features in the service unless the quality correlated
sufficiently with the real environment.
Another important issue was that the availability of virtual models should not restrict the inspiration of a
design. If the designer has e.g. an antique furniture model in mind, it should be possible to add it to the
interior design plan or at least to represent it using an almost equivalent model. The same need applies to
existing furniture; the user should be able to add virtual counterparts of the furniture easily into the design.
This means that the 3D-object library should be large, and should contain generic objects whose color, size
and materials could easily be changed. Alternatively, designers should easily be able to create their own
models e.g. based on images of an item of furniture. The service should also contain smaller objects, such
as curtains, plants and flowers, paintings, posters and photo frames. Participants hoped for a sophisticated
database search that enables search by color, style and size. Typical situations were described as e.g. “I
need a chair of this size…” or “I want a reddish couch…”
The use cases that the participants ideated brought out both desktop and mobile use of the service. On
one hand, they described situations were the service was used on site to visualize something. On the other
hand they described use scenarios where the service was used on desktop manner, e.g. the pictures taken on
site were later augmented by using the service. There were no preferred devices, or preferences concerning
mobile vs. desktop use.

9

Reflection: Technological Feasibility Concerning AR

Concerning the remarks on the AR functionalities, it was said that virtual lights and shadows affect not
only the visual quality perceived by the user, but also the realism of the augmentation. In other words,
virtual objects seem to hang in the air if they are not attached to the floor with virtual shadows. Virtual
lighting, similar to real lighting, embeds the virtual furniture as part of the environment. It is also possible
to adjust virtual lights easily, according to real light sources, with user interaction in interior design
application [24].
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Photorealistic rendering, i.e. the production of photo-like 3D graphics, is computationally demanding,
similarly in applications where live video feed is augmented. However, still images are well suited to
interior design applications [23], and computation time is therefore not an issue. It is possible to measure
the real lighting conditions of the environment, adapt the virtual object to it, and produce adaptive
photorealistic AR [25].
Participants did not have any specific discussion concerning the technological devices. However, some
requirements came up indirectly; the visual effects and graphics needed to be good quality, and the display
needed to be large enough to present the interor design visualizations. The performance, the graphics driver
and the display, are easily dealt with in PC environment. However, in the design of a mobile service, the
end-device and its capacity, needs to be considered. The service might do more processing on the server
side and actually the only requirement for the end-device would be adequate data connection and suitable
display, common attributes of modern tablet-PCs, for example.
The participants expressed a need for a large object library that supports creativity, together with
sophisticated search functionalities. The challenge of a model library lies in economics: how to create a
business model that supports the creation and sharing of 3D models. We may assume that if an interior
design service has a sufficient number of users, the creation of a large number of 3D models would be
viable.
Altogether, Augmented realty (i.e. features using images of a real apartment), were considered
beneficial for interior design and small renovations. For massive renovations and new construction, totally
virtual 3D design service might be more beneficial.
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Framework for Co-designing Complex Systems

Focus group evaluations and co-design sessions provided adequately new information for further design
and development of interactive interior design services that utilize 3D and AR technology. The presented
research case study provided information for a genuine purpose, to tasks that were initially set by the
research program and partaking companies. The process proved to be successful, if it is measured by the
quantity of ideas and quality of the new ideas. Since the participants’ interior design expertise was
extremely high, they were able to create several new, aesthetic ideas for the interior design system
concepts. Encouraged by the results of the study, we propose the following framework for utilizing several
innovation methods when co-designing multifaceted concepts with users for e.g. system-, interaction- and
service design purposes:
Pre-co-design phase
x
x
x
x
x
x

Defining the concept - with all the relevant stakeholders involved
Collation of information about a specific context (e.g. by benchmarking applications)
Specifying the information meaningfully and as a result, constructing stories or scenarios
Defining the end-users and critical users
Gathering quantitative information e.g. by organizing a preliminary online survey for both/all groups
Redefining the concept

Co-design phase with critical users
x Presenting the information, in this case:
ņ The concept definition
ņ Pre-made scenarios
ņ Benchmarked applications
ņ Results of a survey, presenting wider sampling
x Co-sketching the conceptual models of the system/service
x Collating and sharing the new information and interpreting results
x Sketching with more specific objective (a specific product/system/service)
Post-co-design phase
x Defining the criteria and providing interpretation of the co-design material
x Redefinition of the concept, including all stakeholders
Co-designing the concept in the initial phase of the design process, with the contribution of all participants,
assist in creating an experience-based structure for a forthcoming future service or system. We believe that
this design-led (design-related) study provided somewhat optimal conditions for trying out the proposed
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framework, but the framework itself is suitable for multiple purposes, especially for multifaceted design
processes.

11

Discussion

This article illustrates a user-driven innovation process for designing new concepts, interfaces and outlines
for augmented reality in the field of interior design. The outcomes of he process are described in detail,
because the information gained by conducting the two focus group evaluations may benefit many
audiences: several stakeholders operating in the interior design field, software manufacturers of various
fields and any parties interested in employing augmented reality features in many environments.
Table 4, the results of the service ecosystem sketches, presents the conclusions of the co-sketching
phase in which all the participants took part of. The sketched ecosystems held all the important elements of
the novel interior design service, and as the table shows, participants thought that the new furniture and
interior decoration providers were the key factors of the service. It was significant, that all participants
emphasized the importance of old, existing furniture in the service. However, some participants speculated
that there might not be any party interested in providing such a service. This article tries to raise issues of
this kind in front and present the unobvious demands of the interior design field.
The participants perceived themselves in the co-design situation as ambiguous designers, but they all
mentioned the importance of the customer relationship. The service was created in this study from the
viewpoint of the designers, but it was considered that different kind of design, constructing and renovating
designs require different kind of approaches. In that sense, it is highly important who are considered to be
the users of the service – the fact influences how the service and the interface should be designed. Also, all
of the participants mentioned the other designers, competitors or designers with different expertise, and call
for bids to have influence in a usable service. The participants highlighted some new providers to be
concluded in the service: e.g. kitchen-, window- and carpet providers, antique shops, flee markets, art
suppliers, gardening-, lightning- and 3D-model designers of existing furniture. In this viewpoint, the
service could act as a cluster for smaller providers.

12

Conclusion

After studying the most important requirements of the critical users for the AR technology, it can be said
that most ideas could easily be implemented in an interior design service system. When it comes to
participants’ needs for modeling existing furniture, however, it may take some time before practical
solutions are available; current solutions for 3D reconstruction (i.e. construction of a three-dimensional
model of an object from several two-dimensional views) require too much involvement and knowledge
from the user. Research is nevertheless moving towards rapid 3D reconstruction on mobile devices [26]. In
future interior design services, the user is expected to scan the interior environment effortlessly with a
mobile device, and even obtain modeling of an existing item of furniture.
As novel ideas, participants emphasized that the price of furniture, material and accessories were one of the
most essential features of the concept. Therefore, it was seen to be important that it was clearly visible how
much all the new furniture and design alterations would cost all together. Also one group remarked, that in
addition, the customer could apply for loan from a credit provider by making reference to the estimation of
the service. Focus group participants, whom we anticipated to be the critical users of the service, in turn
described the users of the service as: interior designers, interior architects, various decorators, model
creators, lighting consultants, electrical consultants, small or large furniture companies (or individuals),
decoration- and renovation providers.
The sketching approach for empowering a co-design process proved to be a flexible and productive method
of involving users in the innovation conception phase, and for perceiving a user model of an interactive
design system. The results of the service ecosystem sketches presents certain evidence that it is also
conceivable to analyze users’ models. Moreover, because of the ecosystem descriptions, the highlighted
issues were discussed more thoroughly in the focus groups. In exploiting sketching as a means of involving
users in the interaction design processes, the key finding was that during the co-design session the sketches
remained in the custody of the participants: even if the conversation and new information led opinions and
ideas along different courses, participants expressed their judgment’s by referring to their sketches. For
pursuing user-driven innovation concepts through sketching, according to this study it is justifiable to say
that critical users together with facilitators and developers can contribute to the development process by a
sketching method, if they have sufficient and properly formed information. Moreover, the sketching
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method has enrichment value when pursuing the human-driven part in design processes. Justification for
using the framework of co-designing complex concepts we presented in this article is, that:
x
x
x
x
x

User role broadens from research subject that comments ideas to an active co-designer
Users design ideas provide complementary material in the initial design phase for developers
The general acceptance of the idea can be evaluated and alternative designs can be compared to
each other
Design decisions become more explicit and easier to comment on
Users’ goals and needs can be defined in terms of current and envisioned new practices

Already in former studies, sketching approach was learned to be an efficient, flexible way to quickly
generate, develop and communicate design ideas. In our study, user’s sketches were used as tools that may
be used for further conception. The further use will illustrate whither sketching, as a method, will provide
usable approach to perceive the users’ conceptual model of more complex design processes, such a service
design process.
Focus group user evaluations and co-design sessions provided adequately new information for further
design and development of interactive interior design services that utilize AR technology. Since the focus
group participants’ interior design expertise was high, they were able to create several new, aesthetic ideas
for the interior design system concepts. AR technology was mostly speculated upon by offering examples
of existing AR features, yet the participants were able to provide valuable feedback: AR use cases, and the
fact that the evaluations of the feasibilities were based on the experience of interior designers.
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ABSTRACT
Print media is in a crisis; it is losing its share of advertising — its main source of income — to
digital media. Our aim was to determine how augmented reality (AR) and other hybrid media
solutions change print media’s value chain and what kind of opportunities they offer. We
studied both human and technical aspects and the critical challenges. We interviewed 20
actors of Finnish advertising and media business; they are very enthusiastic towards AR
enriched interactive hybrid media. The user behavior measurability was found important. We
present a sketch of the hybrid media value chain with the actors. We describe and discuss also
selected AR applications. The AR technology is mature enough for mass market; the technical
performance of smartphones is high enough for AR applications and also the penetration of
smartphones is increasing rapidly. Our main conclusion is that hybrid media is essential in the
future of print media.

INTRODUCTION
Major source of income in print media — newspapers and magazines — is advertising. The
financial investment on advertising correlates strongly with the global economic situation; the
value of media advertising dropped remarkably after year 2008 along with the global
economy and it still has not recovered to the former level. Besides, the value of advertising in
the print media is currently growing slower than the economic situation or investment in
advertising in general would indicate. At the same time, the advertising in Internet is growing
rapidly being already the third biggest advertising medium after newspaper and TV.
(Antikainen & Kuusisto, 2012) Thus, the actors in print media are highly interested in finding
ways how digital media could be used in print media to make it more desirable from
advertisers’ viewpoint.
Hybrid media can be seen as one solution to enrich the printed publication to allure
advertisers. It is defined as the solution to link the printed product with the digital content. In
its simplest form it means adding a tag or marker to a printed publication to be interpreted
using a digital device such as a smartphone or tablet to access additional digital content or
service. (Lindqvist et al., 2011)
Augmented reality (AR) technology enhances the real world by overlaying digital content and
objects on top of user’s view of the environment in real-time (Azuma, 1997). The AR services
are currently used by means of camera-equipped devices: smartphones, tablets or PCs with
webcam. The arrival of head-up-displays such as Google Goggles will open up new
possibilities to AR service developers as the AR information can be presented proactively
without user initiative. The AR applications rely on data provided by different sensors of the
user device. Most often the solutions are based on computer vision technologies. The AR
application detects the environment and tracks the movements of the device based on camera
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input. Mobile AR applications can also utilize several other sensors (GPS, digital compass,
inertial sensors etc.) to deduce the location and orientation of the user. (Schmalstieg et al.,
2011) The AR application knows the relative orientation of the user compared to real world
and it can augment the user view inserting virtual objects with natural placement.
A rational approach in hybrid media is to combine AR with print media using specified
objects or markers in the printed publication; the AR application detects pages of a magazine
or special 2D barcodes, which are used to activate the digital augmentation objects. The
printed markers also reveal to the user the existence of additional digital content to be
provided using the AR application. In practice, the user scans a magazine with a smartphone
that shows augmentation on display on top of the camera image. Alternatively, the user can
show printed material to a web cam on PC environment and the augmentation is done on top
of the web camera’s image on the display or laptop’s screen. The AR applications either
update and download the content from a networked service or are stand-alone applications
with fixed content.
The usage of AR applications with PCs equipped with web cameras is cumbersome.
Fortunately the current development of mobile devices – smartphones and tablets - supports
easier access to AR content and applications. The processing capacity of smartphones has
increased, they support graphics features, and they have enough memory and bandwidth to
support functionalities of AR applications. Moreover, tablets have large displays that support
visual applications such as AR visualizations.
Mobile AR applications can be divided in two main categories: stand-alone applications and
AR browsers such as Junaio, Wikitude and Layar. Mobile AR browsers use two main
approaches; they augment geotagged information based on user’s location or they use vision
based system to detect objects and augment object-related data. Typically, the data is divided
into information environments. (In Junaio, the environments are called “channels”, in
Wikitude “worlds” and in Layar “layers”). An environment is restricted to certain type of
data, or a certain set of objects. The user can upload new environments and decide which
information to see; in a location based service, e.g. tourist information or restaurants nearby,
in a vision based system e.g. data related to pages of a magazine, or information about
paintings in a museum.
Global smartphone markets
The total volume of smartphone sales globally continues to grow strongly. Figure 1 shows a
forecast of global smartphone sales 2010-2015 (Frost & Sullivan, 2012). The global unit
shipments are estimated to rise from 300 million to exceed 800 million by 2015. A trend in
Finland (Gartner, 2011) shows, that from the four device categories: low-cost, basic, premium
communication (smartphone) maximum price $300 and premium communication priced over
$300, the cheaper smartphones interest the consumers most. It should be noted that operators
in Finland enhance people to buy smartphones by combining the sale of a phone and a data
connection. This trend observed in Finland appears to be quite typical as similar trends can be
found in other countries as well.
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Figure 1. Forecast of global smartphone sales (2010-2015) (Frost & Sullivan, 2012).

Also the user behavior is changing. For example, mobile barcode activity is rapidly
increasing, as shown in Figure 2 (3G Vision). Based on situation in the third quarter of 2010,
the usage increased almost 500 per cents during one year. Interactivity gives an important
additional value to advertisements. Besides advertisements 2D codes can be used also in
editorial content.

(basis: Q4/09 = 100)

Figure 2. Global growth in mobile barcode usage Q4/2009 - Q3/2011 (3G Vision).

User acceptance
Together with the technology development, the usage of mobile applications has reached the
majority in the technology acceptance model. The characteristics of the technology and use
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situation influence the technology acceptance process: what advantages new technology
brings compared to other technologies, how complex or simple it is (Rogers, 2003; Compeau
& Higgins, 1995). In addition, the assumed benefit and attitude towards use affect how users
come to accept and use a technology, as well as voluntariness of use, experience, output
quality, demonstrable results, perceived ease of use and social acceptance (Davis, 1989;
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
The user acceptance of consumer level mobile nternet and location-aware information
services is built on three factors: perceived value of the service, perceived ease of use and
trust (Kaasinen, 2005). These three factors affect the intention to use a mobile service. Other
studies show similar results concerning the user acceptance of different mobile services, e.g.
the expected user experience of mobile AR services in a shopping center (Olsson et al., 2011).
Therefore mobile hybrid media and AR services can be assumed to follow the user acceptance
model of mobile services in general. With mobile services targeted at consumers, taking the
services into use has often been considered to be a major obstacle to the user (Kaasinen,
2005).
Today the development of mobile application market places, such as App Store and Play
Store, has made buying and installing mobile applications routine for many users. The overall
mobile ecosystem supports mass market mobile applications, including AR hybrid media
applications, and people have represented many individual AR and hybrid media applications.
In addition, the availability of AR applications pre-installed on mobile devices decreases
consumers’ threshold for taking them into use and thus supports the adoption of AR
technology in the mass market. The latest Nokia Lumia smartphones have the City Lens
application and Samsung Galaxy tablets the Layar AR browser installed on them, for
example.
Markets are ready for AR
Augmented reality solutions have been used to enrich print media since 2009. Magazines and
newspapers such as Esquire and The New York Times, for example have provided AR
content. AR has been used in brand campaigns by Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Benetton, Calvin Klein,
Ikea and others. Although the big brands have used augmented reality technology in their
marketing, the AR business is still in its infancy.

Figure 3 Global AR Market Projection 2010-2015 (Frost and Sullivan) (Jude, 2012).
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Stratecast (Frost&Sullivan, 2012) projects that finally, starting at the end of 2012, total global
revenues associated with AR technology and solutions will experience rapid growth. By 2015,
the global market could exceed $1.8 billion. Most of the revenue, $1 billion, is expected to
come from the devices and consumer electronics. The second largest share from AR Services
($400 million in 2015) and the remaining $400 million equally shared from AR related
advertising and computing required to implement AR applications and services. (Jude, 2012)
The development of AR into a mass market technology is believed to depend on the brand
owners. Juniper Research expects the industry and consumer adoption to lead in to mass retail
and brand adoption of AR in advertisements and applications by 2015. In this stage there will
be approximately 950 million AR capable handsets and more than 50 000 applications
available for the mainstream smartphone audience. (Juniper, 2011)
Research aim
In this research, we studied the future framework of AR advertising in print media, beyond
individual cases and demonstrations. Although this research concentrated on advertising it is
clear that AR can be used to enrich editorial content as well. We also investigated the
implementation specific issues of AR applications for advertising in print media and present
selected use case implementations.
The aim of this study was to clarify, how the current actors in print products’ value chain see
the applicability of hybrid media and particularly augmented reality solutions in the print
product of the future. Discussions about the future of the print media and how the augmented
reality could change it were conducted with several professionals in the print product’s value
chain.
We interviewed 20 representatives of advertising and media business: brand owners,
advertising agencies, media agency, publishing business and printing business (see Table 1).
The focus was on the practical implementation of augmented reality solutions. The
interviews were conducted at the end of 2010 and the data was analyzed 2011.

METHODOLOGY
Due to the objective of the study, i.e. understanding the current mindset towards AR in print
media value chain, the qualitative research approach was utilized. We studied the subject in
depth and across many organizations in order to find patterns in data. A qualitative research
method is applicable, when the area being researched is not well known beforehand or the
target is to reveal new and unexpected viewpoints from the area of interest (Gephart, 2004).
The selection of the interviewees was based on their assumed ability to give new viewpoints
on the subject. Companies in this study represent the different actors in different kinds of print
products’ value chains. The selected 12 organizations represent advertising, publishing and
printing sectors. Thus, the sample gives an overview on the future of print media business in
Finland. The interviewees are characterized in Table 1.
We used focused interview, which is a semi-structured method meaning that some of the
features of the interview, for example the focus and the themes of interest, are decided
beforehand by the interviewer. The method has features from the unstructured interviewing,
for example the objective is to understand respondents’ point of view more than make
generalizations of their actions. (Bryman & Bell, 2011, Fontana & Frey, 2005) Both
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individual and focus group interviews were conducted. Representatives of same company
were interviewed simultaneously.
Table 1. The interviewees.
Position in the

Expertise

Number of

Brand owner
Brand owner

Marketing
Product

3
3

Advertising
Advertising
Media agency
Publisher
Publisher
Publisher
Publisher
Printing
Printing
Printing

Digital content
Digital content
Media planner
On-line
Social media,
Production
Marketing
Sales and
Digital printing
Direct mail

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2

At the beginning of the interviews, a brief introduction to augmented reality and the latest
pilot applications in hybrid media field was given. The interviews were conducted as
discussions starting from following themes:
Roadmap of print media and the role of AR in it: What is the role of print media and print
advertising today and how it will change in next five years? What kind of opportunities and
challenges AR will give to print media?
Target groups for AR applications: In what kind of print products will AR applications suit
best? What target groups will be reached?
The new hybrid media value chain: How the print media value chain will change if AR
applications will be integral part of print advertising? Who will take the leading role in AR
production and who will make business out of it?

RESULTS
An interesting feature is that almost every interviewed party consider their own role and
opportunities in the value chain stronger than the others (i.e. Media houses consider
advertising agencies’ role less important than advertising agencies themselves.) However,
there is consensus of the components of the value chain, although the roles of the actors are
not fixed.
AR advertisement and framework
So far, AR applications for print media have been separate applications created in separate
projects, and often stand-alone applications that must be installed first. However, this is not
how things should be. Our study shows that there is a need for a higher level system, where
new content can be easily updated into the application, and where the authoring is
independent of the end user’s program. In this AR context, authoring means defining what is
augmented where and how. For example, defining which 3D models are augmented on which
pages, and defining also possible interactions, animation paths etc. for each augmented object.
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With a framework, we refer to a whole system that defines all necessary parts of the AR
advertising: how the content is authored and managed, how the augmented content is linked
to the printed publication, how the applications are distributed etc.
In the sketched framework, the augmented reality advertisement consists of five different
parts: printed advertisement, AR content, AR tool, AR viewer, and a terminal device (Figure
4). AR tool is an authoring tool, where the creator defines connection between digital content
and printed publication. The intended terminal device affects to the content and functionalities
of the AR. For example, tablets and smartphones have different graphics support.

Figure 4 Components of AR advertisement

In a hybrid media solution, a vision-based approach would probably be the best solution; the
application would detect pages of a magazine and show additional data linked to each page.
As the users shun starting to use new applications, a browser type application would be better
than a stand-alone. The information environments could be e.g. magazine wise, printing house
wise or brand wise content i.e. once the environment is selected the user can see all additional
content in a magazine, in all magazines of a printing house or all advertisements of a brand.
Similarly as with website editors, users can update and define content to a webpage without
any knowledge about HTML or coding. An AR tool should enable definition of content,
relations and interactions without any knowledge about detection technology, rendering or
coding. Also AR researchers consider user-friendly authoring tool as one of the key issues,
before AR will be used in massive scale (Schmalstig et al., 2011).
In further considerations, augmented reality was considered more like to be part of a broader
hybrid media framework. In figure 5, we present the value chain of hybrid media solution for
print media. In this framework, AR tool and AR viewer are substituted with hybrid media tool
and viewer.
Target users
Advertising agencies, brand owners and media houses had congruent opinion with each other
about early adopters of the technology. Teenagers and active young people who swap
between different media were considered as the first potential target users of this kind of
service. However, depending on the application area, all technology oriented people were
seen as potential users. The challenge in a small market like Finland is the low actual number
of users even when the penetration in the target group would be high. The other interviewees
did not have clear opinion on target users.
Roles in the hybrid media value chain
Different printing houses see their role very differently. Traditionally printing house is at the
end of value chain, they just print what customer wants. Digital printing house might take
more active role in advancing hybrid media solutions. They might even provide all-in-one
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solution for their customers: Including everything from content, framework to personalized
printing that enables personalized content and individualizing the users. Advertising agencies
see their role as innovator and early adapters who market new technology for their customers
i.e. brand owners.
Brand owners outsource campaign design and implementation for advertising agencies. They
consider that they could own the framework i.e. brand wise application, but they hope for a
bigger, standardized framework.

Figure 5. Value chain of hybrid media solution for printed publications.

Media houses’ opinions on who is the driver of the technology vary; it can be a big
international brand owner that has the possibilities to create a widely used system and thus
manage the framework, or advertising and media agencies could ideate and apply AR in
advertising for their customers. Some media houses see their own role as the framework
creator and manager. They consider themselves as one of the brand owners.
Possible use cases
Augmented reality suits well for advertising because of its interactive and visual nature. One
advertising agency considers campaign wise or event specific use as most interesting way to
exploit AR. The other advertising agency and digital media house are into a widely used
application. Media house would also prefer a widely used system or standard that they could
exploit in all campaigns.
A new actor could provide a nationwide or international system. Creator of the framework can
also be a software house who provides AR framework product. A new actor could also
provide AR framework service, and may also master the framework.
User data and measurability
Media agency, as well as advertising agency, brand owner and media house, sees the
possibility of measuring the user data especially important. It is of the utmost importance to
get as much data from the users as possible: who uses the application, from which
advertisement the user entered the Internet site, and how much time does he or she spend on
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the site. The data makes it possible to segment the users, and thus, target the message more
precisely. For the media house, in addition to the above-mentioned factors, the reliable user
data is one of their key assets.

AR APPLICATIONS -- IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND EXAMPLES
There are various new AR tools for easy and fast AR application development e.g. Layar
Creator1, Metaio Creator2 and Aurasma Studio 3 currently available. These all can be used
together with an AR browser (available for various platforms: iPhone, Android etc.) from the
same technology provider meaning only one software installation process needed for the user
to access all the AR applications created using a specific AR authoring tool and browser pair.
AR applications can also be developed utilizing various AR software libraries such as
ALVAR4. These libraries provide usually more features and thus enable more flexible and
customized application development compared to the AR tools mentioned above, but on the
other hand the applications are much more laborious to develop as there is more work to be
done manually and also necessitate more specialized developers with AR technology knowhow.
The AR applications require relatively high processing capacity of the target platform to
execute e.g. the video analysis algorithms. Processing power has always been the strength of
desktop computers as there is no need to make compromises between size of the device, the
used components or the battery consumption. Thus, it has been possible to create AR
applications that have only few limitations considering features such as the graphics quality
and the complexity of 3D content. However, a disadvantage of traditional desktop
applications is that they require separate installation procedure on every computer the user
wants to run them on. Additionally, every operating system requires a dedicated version of the
application to be developed and thus the portability of the application becomes difficult.
Adobe Flash technology enables developing portable cross-platform web-based AR
applications. Flash based web applications can be executed without modifications on
multiple operating systems and web browsers and they do not require each application to be
separately installed. Flash applications are inferior to desktop applications when considering
performance but with the latest generation of Adobe Flash (version 11) including the Stage3D
API (application programming interface)5. Flash applications can nowadays handle much
more complex 3D content than ever enabling also richer AR applications.
Downside in using Flash is that it is not properly supported by smartphone operating systems
and thus it cannot currently be used on mobile devices. Currently the only feasible option for
developing AR applications for smartphones is creating separate versions of the application
for each platform. This brings forward the same problem as in desktop applications that the
cross-platform support is much more laborious to achieve. A clear advantage in using a
smartphone is that the device itself is much easier to carry around and use in different
environments compared to desktop and laptop computers. While the processing power of
1

http://www.layar.com

2

http://www.metaio.com

3

http://www.aurasma.com

4

http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/proj2/multimedia/alvar/index.html

5

http://www.adobe.com/devnet/flashplayer/stage3d.html
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smartphones may never reach the level of ordinary computers their performance is constantly
increasing and, on the other hand, the development of high-speed networking technologies
together with cloud computing offer new possibilities, when the processing can be done in the
cloud network instead of the smartphone (Kovachev, 2011).
Fairly new approach for solving the portability problem is to use HTML5. Current version of
HTML56 contains a work in progress version of the MediaStream API. From the augmented
reality point of view an interesting feature in it is the support for accessing device's local
camera stream. Thus, HTML5 could be used for developing AR applications and as it is a
wide-spread standard and is supported by a wide range of devices and browsers, it could be
the future platform of hybrid-media augmented reality applications (Oberhofer et al., 2012).
Examples of AR applications for print media
As described earlier, AR applications can be stand-alone or they may download information
dynamically, and they can be mobile or PC applications. Thus, they fall in four different main
categories: web applications, stand-alone PC applications, stand-alone mobile applications
and mobile browsers (Figure 6). In the following, we present examples of real AR
applications used in Finnish print media. The example AR applications are all implemented
using the ALVAR library by VTT.

Figure 6. AR application types.

Dibidogs AR advertisement was launched in Katso magazine 13-14/2010 (Figure 7).
Dibidogs AR application was a stand-alone PC application that user was able to download
from a given webpage. It was implemented in collaboration with Futurecode and Aller Media.
In the application an augmented digital figure (the dog) appeared on the top of magazine
page. Also the Dibidogs children storybook contained AR markers to enrich the user
experience of the printed book with an accompanying stand-alone PC application.

6

http://www.w3.org/TR/html5
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Figure 7 Dibidogs AR advertisement and storybook.

The Sparkly mobile AR application was implemented in collaboration with Aller Media
and Sinebrychoff (the brand owner of advertised Sparkly product). In the application a
sparkling wine bottle appeared on top of magazine page, and the user was supposed to interact
with the application and keep the bottle in balance for certain time to win a discount ticket.
The mobile application for iPhone is available in App Store, and the printed add was in Elle
Magazine 11/2012.7 Readers valued the inspiration and connectedness that the use of the
application offered (Seisto et al., 2012).

Figure 8 A screenshot from mobile AR advertising application "Sparkly".

Vares AR Flash application was developed in a commercial project for Aller Media, a
leading entertainment and TV magazine publisher in Finland, and it was used for promoting
two Finnish films, “Veijarit” and “Vares – Pahan suudelma”, with markers printed on the
magazine Seiska (Figure 9). The purpose of the application was to combine conventional print
media and digital media by adding interactivity to the magazine and thus enrich the reading
experience (Valjus et al. 2012).

7

www.vtt.fi/multimedia
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Figure 9 A screenshot of application showing video and animation related to the movie "Veijarit" and a
spread of the magazine Seiska containing markers related to the movie "Vares - Pahan suudelma".

Fujitsu AR application (Figure 10) was developed for iPhone and iPad and was designed to
bring life to Fujitsu's annual review publication. The main feature of the application was to
show videos related to the annual review using augmented reality. The printed publication
contained two black-and-white markers and when the mobile device's camera was pointed
towards one of the two markers a video was played back on top of the marker in the camera
view.

Figure 10 The Fujitsu annual review publication containing an AR marker and a screenshot of the
application augmenting a video in the camera view.

Reflections on implementation issues

At the moment creation of AR applications is not cost-effective; the trouble of porting
application to different platforms and the cost of content creation is high. This prevents
applications targeted to small user groups — as often is the case in a small country such as
Finland.
The trouble of getting the application into mobile market places (e.g. App Store) makes
mobile AR browsers and web applications more desirable than stand-alone applications.
However, web applications have limited graphics and other functionalities and have
portability issues as discussed earlier. As for the browsers, the mobile application needs to be
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approved into mobile market place only once, and user need to install it only once, later the
application can download new information dynamically. Nevertheless, this requires data
connection, and slower connections do not support e.g. video streaming. The user experience
of real time AR is poor if data connection fails. In the Fujitsu AR application, the videos are
part of the stand-alone application, but then there is no way to update the video content.
On the other hand, stand-alone applications targeted on special device e.g. high-end tablets or
PCs can utilize special features: fancy graphics and interactions — the very features that make
AR appealing in the first place. For example, the Dibidogs AR book has good quality
graphics features and interactivity. Mobile browsers lack these and often present simple
augmentations.
At the moment authoring tools, the tools for creating AR applications in conceptual level, are
limited; they offer only basic set of features and limited functionalities. In order to utilize
strengths of AR such as interactivity, high-end visualizations and customized actions the
application developer must use some of the software libraries and create the whole
application, which is not cost effective. In addition, creation of interactive graphics requires a
lot of manual work and is expensive.
All in all, implementation of AR applications requires often too much resource to be
beneficial compared to other technologies. In order it to be widely used better and more
flexible authoring tools needs be available and the cost of content creation (3D graphics and
videos) needs to pressed down.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion of this study is that augmented reality should be part of a broader hybrid
media solution. Augmented reality as such is often not enough, but it enriches a hybrid media
solution. The same application could also provide other forms of digital information i.e.
videos, links to web pages etc. Based on the interviews, the ease of use is the most important
aspect. The system must be easy for the end-user, but also for the application provider. The
ease of use is highlighted also in the literature of technology acceptance (Davis, 1989;
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Kaasinen, 2005). In addition, most of the interviewees highlighted
the importance of a general widely used system, and the difficulty of downloadable software
and desire of ready installed software.
In PC environment, Flash-applications were considered the most important alternative as they
function on a browser, supposing commonly used Flash-player plug-in is installed. However,
HTML5 was not yet available at the time of the interviews and we believe it to offer even
better alternative to dedicated AR applications or Flash-based implementations. The most
important aspects are all factors that help surpassing the critical chasm of technology
adoption.
So far it seems that the main reason for using AR applications stems from their novelty,
instead of their practicality and relevance (Olsson & Salo, 2011). However, in the long run the
personal relevance has an important role in the acceptance of AR technology (Olsson et al.
2011). Although web based AR applications provide interesting functionalities for electronic
newspapers, print media would benefit more from mobile hybrid media solution. The user
could enrich the reading experience with a mobile application independent of reading
location.
The advancement of augmented reality technology and availability of simple AR tools for AR
application development opens up new business opportunities in AR content and service
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creation as the AR service implementation does not anymore necessitate in-depth
understanding of underlying technology. On the other hand, lack of standards slows down the
adoption. Today several incompatible systems exist and different software is used in separate
projects. On the other hand, as the AR and hybrid media domains are still changing, there is
an opportunity to create a de-facto-standard and integral system, but it requires a big player,
which is able to ensure enough critical mass. It might be Google with Google Glasses, or
some other new player from outside of traditional print media value chain.
The situation is the same as with mobile services in general: several resources are needed and
no single organization is able to possess all resources needed for typical mobile services
offering or AR hybrid media application. (de Reuver et al., 2009) Thus, a value network for
providing AR hybrid media services will be needed. However, some actors of the current
print product value chain may take new roles as service integrators and manage an AR hybrid
media framework. The task of the service integrator is to integrate basic products and services
in the value network to offer combinations that match the individual customers’ needs. In
successful value networks the focus of the service integrator is on relationship process.
(Heinrich et al., 2011) One of our interviewees sums up the scenario of the field as “Hybrid
media is part of the future print media”.
Importance of the user data
In the media market user information has a central role. First of all, the user data reveals who
uses the media or service. This information can be utilized in targeting the message. Secondly,
the user data might also give information about the media use habits and changes in them.
This information can be utilized in planning the communication strategies. Hybrid media
solutions bring a new dimension to collecting of user information. Today media houses
collect information of how many magazines are sold, and how many visitors a webpage has,
and from which webpage the visitor came. In case the user comes directly to the webpage
typing the URL, or using a search engine, there is no indication of how user got the idea in the
first place. Hybrid media solution can collect the information through which printed
publication the user came to a webpage. In addition, application may collect data about time
of the day and location where user reads something. Actors of print media believe that
measurability of user actions increases advertisers’ interest in print media – this is exactly
what print media needs. An immersive mobile application may increase the time user spends
with the application, plus collect this information. Naturally, privacy legislation sets limits for
data collection.
Augmented reality brings interactivity to the reading experience
Augmented reality definitely changes the reading experience: AR brings interactivity to
reading experience. Instead of an advertisement, the application can be an interesting service
for the user, “Interesting encounter with the product or brand”. For instance, with a mobile
device, a printed furniture ad transforms into a digital service where the user can furnish own
living room with virtual furniture using AR features of the application. What is more, the
application can link the user directly to the electronic market place. How often do people see
interesting URL in a print, but forgot it before next time sitting next to a computer, or are too
lazy to start typing it on the smartphone? Hybrid media solution, where user points a page
with a smartphone, and the link to the service is done automatically based on visual
recognition, pass this gap and have a lot of potential.
Together with other engaging technologies, AR can be the trigger that gets the reader to use
the service. AR and hybrid media is not limited to the advertisements; it can also enrich
editorial matter and be part of the magazine’s imago.
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Future work
In this research we described the framework for AR hybrid media application, and the
important roles in hybrid media value network. At this point we have not concentrated on the
earning logics of different actors of the value network, or made in-depth analysis of the
managerial issues concerning the value network. The next step would be constructing the
business model for the AR hybrid media service.
The mass market adoption of AR enriched hybrid media services relies on many issues from
device and communication technology to AR content production process development.
However, the user has the most important role in the success. In order to have mass adoption
of a hybrid media solution — or an AR application in particular — the users need to gain
benefit from using application and the user experience needs to be gratifying. Should the users
adopt it, then the interest of advertisers is guaranteed. As a next step, the value of AR usage
for the use in the hybrid media applications should be studied in detail compared to other
ways of combining print media with digital content.
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and the assembly work can be made more fluent and efficient.
The challenge is to create a system with a natural user
interface and use devices that do not interrupt the actual
assembly work, e.g., allow for hand-busy interaction.

Abstract—In this paper, a multimodal system for augmented
reality aided assembly work is designed and implemented. The
multimodal interface allows for speech and gestural input. The
system emulates a simplified assembly task in a factory. A 3D
puzzle is used to study how to implement the augmented
assembly system to a real setting in a factory. The system is used
as a demonstrator and as a test-bed to evaluate different input
modalities for augmented assembly setups. Preliminary system
evaluation results are presented, the user experience is discussed,
and some directions for future work are given.

The potential of wearable augmented reality has been
investigated at the early stages of this research [5,6,7,12], but
the wearable AR systems have often been too heavy and big
for industrial use. Wearable AR has been used more
successfully for fun application and games [11]. However, the
rapid development of mobile devices has lead to small devices
with enough processing capacity and long lasting batteries to
enable light-weight mobile AR systems. Recently PDAs,
camera phones [8, 9] and mini PCs [13] have been
successfully used in AR applications. At present, mobile
augmented reality was listed as one of the ten most potential
technologies in the annual MIT Technology Review [10].

Keywords—multimodality;augmented reality, speech control,
gesture control, visual feedback,assembly;
Topic area—Multimedia Communication

I
. I
NTRODUCTION
In industrial production, the growing number of product
variants, and the need for customized products, shorter lifecycles, smaller lot sizes and accelerated time to market have
increased demands on production equipment and concepts.
The production companies strive for increasing the
performance of production and innovative approaches and
technologies are required. One challenge is assembly work
that requires skilled manpower to perform work tasks in a
specified sequence with careful attention and particular skill.
The use of AR (Augmented Reality) has been proposed as a
solution to this challenge [5, 6, 7]. AR systems can combine
human flexibility, intelligence and skills with the computing
and memory capacity of a computer.

Multimodal interfaces allow the user to interact with a
computer using more than one input and/or output modes.
Multiple modalities offer additional flexibility and make
machines readily accessible to a population of naïve or
handicapped users. In addition, appropriately designed
multimodal interfaces that exploit synergies among modalities
can improve efficiency as well as naturalness of interaction
[14,15,16]. Most human-computer interfaces employ tactile
(keyboard and mouse) input and graphical output. Recently,
traditional graphical user interfaces have been augmented or
redesigned to include natural language, speech, haptic and
gestural input. Speech interfaces are natural and prove
especially valuable for mobile application where the devices
are too small to support efficient and convenient tactile
interaction. This is also true for eyes-busy and/or hands-busy
interaction where graphical user interfaces with tactile input
are disruptive to the user’s task.

One of the main challenges is to the generate concepts for
a human worker to operate in complex, short series or in a
customized production factory environment. Each individual
product may have a slightly different configuration: the order
of assembling parts may vary for different products and/or the
number of phases in the assembly line may be large. Often the
human memory capacity is unable to handle all the required
information. The traditional approach is to use assembly
drawings (blueprints) and instruction manuals to check
content of each work task. The disadvantage is that finding,
reading and verifying this assembly information takes time
and breaks the actual assembly work. An on site AR system
can give the information automatically via a suitable device
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In this work, we focus on augmented/virtual reality
interfaces and investigate the use of spoken language and
gestures as an alternative mode of input for an assembly task
[1]. This is a hand-busy, eye-busy interaction and the use of
tactile input, e.g., keyboard, to command and control the
application is both unnatural and inefficient. Our goal is to
investigate if the use of a multimodal spoken dialogue and
gestural interface to control an AR application enhances the
user experience in terms of efficiency and user satisfaction.
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modalities if required. In addition to augmented instruction,
the system provides user feedback in textual and visual format
on the display. No audio feedback was integrated in this
version.

I
I
. PROPOSED METHOD
In this evaluation phase we use a simplified assembly task
that simulates a real assembly work. The task is to put 3D
parts in a puzzle box (see Fig 1). The user follows instructions
and puts piece-by-piece desired parts according to augmented
instructions at the right place and in the right order. The parts
fit in only if assembled in the right way and order. For system
development, this task has various advantages compared to
real assembly task. First this set is cheap, portable and
adjustments and changes are easy to make. Yet the task is realenough and the actual devices are used (HDM, camera, etc).
With this simplified task we can test different input and output
modalities, the robustness of the augmented system and get
valuable feedback for designing the actual factory tasks. We
use a modified version of ARToolKit [17] with some
additional features and improvements for augmentation.

At startup the user selects the model to assemble (i.e. the
correct instruction xml-file). After that the commands that the
user can give to the system are to move forward to the next
phase, move backward to the previous phase or start color
calibration for the gesture recognition. The color calibration
for gesture recognition can be started using speech input.

Bin

Parts
Box
Web
Camera

Base

Markers

Figure 3: Augmented view: the right arrow indicates that “next phase” control
has been detected

Head
Mounted
Display

Gesture control
The system can be controlled using a head-up display
(HUD)-like virtual menu. It consists of icons that can be
selected by moving the hand over them. The menu has two
states: active and inactive. In the inactive mode, the menu has
an activation icon located at the center of the upper edge of the
view. The user is able to activate the virtual menu by holding
the hand on the activation area. As the menu is activated, two
arrows are augmented to the view. The first arrow is located at
the left upper corner, and by selecting it the user can move
backwards in work phases. Similarly, the second arrow is
located at the upper right corner, and it allows the user to jump
to the next work phase. After a selection, the virtual menu
disappears. If none of the icons is selected, the menu
disappears after a small period of time. In practice, people
tend to look at their hands while working on assembly task. As
the camera is attached in the middle of the safety glasses
pointing forwards, the hands appear most of the time in the
center of the image. Thus, it is safe to place the menu items at
the upper edge, and unintentional selections occur seldom

Figure 1: The overview of the demonstration system: the base, parts of
assembly in bins, the box containing the parts, web camera and the head
mounted display. The computing unit is not shown in this figure.

The assembly line worker often needs to wear safety
glasses. We selected a very light weight display that can be
attached to safety glasses to ensure minimum amount of
parts/devices to be carried by the user. We used MicroOptical
SV-3 PC Viewer as display that only weights less than 40
grams. The size of the display is 1cm x 2cm. A Logitech
QuickCam for Notebooks Pro was also used. The camera was
attached in the middle of the glasses so that the camera view
and the user’s view were consistent (Fig 2). In the real
assembly work the wearable system should be as light weight
as possible to enable real work. The interaction with the
system should be natural and easy.

The hand detection algorithm has to be calibrated before
usage. The procedure is carried out by asking the user to hold
his hand at the calibration area (similar to menu icons). Then,
the system acquires data for n frames. The hand detection is
based on histogram back-projection presented in [4]. At the
training phase, the hue histogram is constructed from the
pixels located at the calibration area. As all the training data is
obtained, the histogram is normalized. During usage, we use
the value of the histogram as the probability of the pixel
belonging to the object of interest. For each frame, we
calculate the probability image of the pixels located in the area
of menu elements. That is, we give every pixel a probability

Figure 2: The user assembling the 3D puzzle box

For the first round of user evaluation we selected two
potential input modalities: speech and gesture control. These
were selected due to the hands-busy, eye-busy nature of the
task and the limited additional hardware required (a small
microphone). The architecture of the system allows adding
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process. Screenshots of the controller’s GUI interface are
shown next.

value of belonging to the tracked object (hand). As the
probability image is constructed, we calculate the percentage
of the object area covering the menu item. The value is used to
make a decision whether the icon is activated or not. During
the user evaluations, the limit was set to 50% in more than 7
out of 10 consecutive frames to apply selection. With the
frame rate of 15 fps, this means that the user needs to hold his
hand over the item for 0.7 seconds. The application allows us
to change all the parameters, so the response time can be
adjusted to meet the user preferences. We used skin color in
user evaluations. Should the assembly worker use gloves, their
color could be used instead.

Figure 6: ASR controller GUI interface screenshots a) Recording speech
b) Recognition in progress c) Recognition result.

First the user is connected to the ASR server using the
controller GUI. In order to start the recognition process, the
record button must be pushed. Once recording is started, voice
activity detection is employed to determine user speech
interaction (Fig 6a). A waveform or a spectrogram (depend on
the user choice) is depicted along with a speech signal level
meter for user feedback. Upon speech detection, audio data
are sent to recognizer and the text “Recognizing” is shown in
the left side of controller’s GUI status bar (Fig 6b). Once
recognition is finished, the recognized text is shown in the
right side of the GUI status bar (Fig 6c). ASR controller acts
as a proxy to the application by informing it of the recognition
result and/or progress information which in turn can be shown
by the application for user visual feedback. Finally some
common configuration parameters can be easily adjusted
using the “Settings” menu at any time (not shown here).

Figure 4: The gesture regocnition in action.

Speech control
To incorporate speech input in the augmented reality
system external automatic speech recognition (ASR) software
is required. The speech recognition system operates in a
client-server architecture: the controller (ASR client) collects
audio data and sends them to the ASR server along with
configuration parameters. The server then performs
recognition and then passes on the results to the controller.
The controller then passes on the (parsed) results to the
application. Results and speech information can also be
displayed graphical via a GUI interfaces. The overall system
architecture is depicted in the next figure.
ASR result
progress information

ASR server

ASR result
progress information

ASR controller

Feedback from the system
The assembly instructions are displayed on the HMD, thus
one natural choice for feedback channel was to give visual and
textual feedback on the same display. The virtual menu items
are shown with red edges when hand is detected in the
selection area (Fig 4). An arrow is also shown if the speech
command is detected (Fig 3). A work phase count is shown at
the lower left corner (Fig 3 and 4).

Application

configure ASR
speech data

GUI interface

Figure 5: To decouple the application from the many details of handling
speech input, the “ASR controller” is used. The GUI interface of the “ASR
controller” allows to easily change various ASR parameters and fine tune the
recognition process

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system was evaluated by five novice users (two
female, three male). Their experience of multimodal user
interfaces varied from none to some and experience of virtual
or augmented reality and previous use of data glasses/seethrough displays varied. Two of them had no experience at all,
one had tried data glasses before, and two of them were
familiar with similar systems. The users tested the system in
three experimental setups: first only with gesture or speech
control, then only with the other control modality
(gesture/speech) and lastly in truly multimodal mode (all
modalities were allowed). In the third experiment, the users
also calibrated the gesture recognition. The duration of the

The Sonic speech recognizer [2, 3] in its client-server
mode, is used as “ASR server”. In order to identify some
simple commands (next, previous, next phase, previous phase
etc.) tri-phone acoustic modes trained from males speakers are
used and a simple grammar was written. Apart from the
speech recognition, ASR server also keeps the log files that
we used in the computation of the system word error rate (see
evaluation). The “ASR controller”, is used as the speech
controller who establishes the communication between the
system and the speech recognizer. It also allows to easily
change various ASR parameters and fine tune the recognition
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In an ongoing research project, we will focus on industrial
case: assembly of a tractor accessory’s power unit. In this
case, the assembly worker is guided by virtual objects and
visual assembly instructions. In the development of the
industrial case, we will take into the consideration the results
from this evaluation. We will concentrate on the robustness of
input modes and improve on the multimodal output of the
system, including the placement of the virtual menu.

task did not depend on the modality used or on the order in
which they used the different modalities. We used an acoustic
model trained on male speakers (see speech control) that
performed poorly with the non-native English speaking
females, to investigate if speech recognition performance
affected their choice of input modality. Both actual usage
mode statistics were collected and the preferred modality was
elicited via a questionnaire at the end of the experiments. As
expected the recognized output was poor for female users and
they preferred to use the gesture control over speech. The
opposite was true for male users who had good speech
recognition performance and preferred the speech control. In
general, in the third phase, users preferred the modality that
performed the best in the first two test phases. In the third
phase gesture control was used successfully 9 times and
speech control 13 times.

Currently it is the user’s responsibility to notice if he/she
has performed the task correctly by browsing back- and
forward in the instructions. In the future, we will use computer
vision to recognize whether the user has put the right part in
the right place and use the system also for worker training.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
This work was supported by the EU-IST Muscle NoE.

Some other users tried to solve the same task with printed
instructions (on one page). For this simple task people who
used the printed instructions were able to perform quicker than
those using the augmented system. However some users were
confused by the printed instructions, especially with the
orientation and identity of one puzzle piece. This was not an
issue for the augmented system where users were able to turn
the base box and reveal the structure of the parts.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a system for Augmented Reality
interior design based on digital images. The system can be
used with an ordinary PC and a digital camera: no special
equipment is required. Once placed in the image, virtual
objects may be scaled, moved and rotated freely. In
addition, the layout can be stored in file for later
adjustment. We describe various user interface details and
implementation issues, including a useful marker erasure
method for general AR applications..
Keywords: User Interfaces, Augmented Reality, Virtual
Furniture, Consumer Applications.
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Introduction

We all know how difficult it is to choose the right sofa at
the store, let alone taking it out and trying it at home.
Thus, Augmented Reality (AR) technology has been
proposed for interior design applications by several
authors, see for example Koller et al. (1997). The related
devices typically include data glasses hooked to a
portable PC. A more light weight solution is to use a
PDA, e.g. as proposed by Pasman and Woodward (2003).
However, these devices are not commonly available for
ordinary consumers.
In this paper, we present a solution for augmented interior
design using just very basic home equipment, i.e. PC,
digital camera and printer. A marker is placed on the
floor to define the scale and coordinate system of the
room. Subsequently the software system allows for a
choice of virtual furniture to be placed into a room and
viewed in a sequence of still images, taken from different
view angles.
While a similar system has earlier been presented by the
company, Augmented Solutions (2005), here we have
added more functionality to the user interface and
improved implementation issues, e.g. managing objects
and projects, and adding lighting and shadows. Also, we
present a simple method for removing the marker from
the final images. This method has potential for being
useful to many other AR applications too. Other issues
covered include notes on Internet portal implementation
of the system.

Copyright © 2006, Australian Computer Society, Inc. This
paper appeared at the Seventh Australasian User Interface
Conference (AUIC2006), Hobart, Australia. Conferences in
Research and Practice in Information Technology (CRPIT),
Vol. 50. Wayne Piekarski, Ed. Reproduction for academic, notfor profit purposes permitted provided this text is included.

Figure 1: Images are taken, transferred to the
computer and augmented with virtual furniture.
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Operation and user interface

The operation of the system is described in following
paragraphs (see Figure 1). First, the user prints out a
marker that comes with the system. The style and size of
the marker can be defined from the user interface in order
to adapt it to the environment (viewing distance and size
of the room). The marker is then placed on the floor of
the room to be decorated.
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The user walks along in the room and, on the way, takes a
series of snapshot images with the digital camera. The
images are uploaded to the PC using well established
methods. Next, the furniture augmenting system is
started.
Figure 2 shows the current user interface of the system. It
includes functions for handling images, moving wrmlmodels and lights, defining marker properties and
threshold values and for manipulating objects and lights.
There are actually more options that would be in the real
consumer application. Which of the options should be
available depends on the eventual application.
The user may select different pieces of (virtual) furniture
from the object list at left, then add, delete, change and
hide them as required. Each piece of furniture first
appears on the marker. The user may then move it to the
desired position by dragging it with the mouse, or using
the arrow/spin keys with adjustable step sizes. The arrow
keys move the objects in the image always to the natural
direction, e.g. the left arrow always moves the object to
the left in the image. Many AR applications use fixed
directions in marker coordinates. Accordingly, when
looking from opposite direction, the object would move
to unnatural direction. Our approach is more natural for
the user, as he/she does not need to know anything about
the marker coordinates.

images. Also, we intend to enable looking at the virtual
part of the scene from any view point, for example from
the ceiling.
Our system is able to handle images of any (practical)
size. While the image’s size may be changed on screen as
pleased, actual augmenting is performed on the original
size images in order to obtain full resolution and
antialiasing on the virtual model textures.
All the images and virtual models are loaded to the
system dynamically. Furthermore, the state of the virtual
furnishing application can be saved in a project file which
can be loaded later as the user desires to continue with
furnishing. Also, several project files can be combined
together.
The marker detection may sometimes require adjusting
the threshold value by which the markers are recognised.
When required, the threshold value can be defined for
each image separately. The system also keeps the
threshold values in store between sessions. Traffic lights
in the user interface indicate how well markers are
identified. Green value means that the correct marker was
found, orange that some marker was found but the marker
ID is unsure, and red means that no marker was detected.
This guided our test users to understand when the marker
was poorly detectable in the images, or when the marker
defined from the user interface was different from the one
shown in the images. In future versions, we will add an
auto threshold function to find an adequate threshold
value automatically, but manual threshold adjusting may
still be required in case the automatic method fails.
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Implementation issues

We use the ARToolKit software (version 4.0) as the
engine for marker detection and 3D rendering. Some
modifications to the basic ARToolKit code were required
to make it work more flexibly with still images instead of
video, and to enable the marker definitions (pattern file
name, physical size of the marker, etc.) through the user
interface. Application programming involved first of all
the transformation operations to release the virtual objects
from the markers.
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Erasing the marker from images

The appearance of the relatively large size marker can be
somewhat disturbing in the augmented images. Therefore,
we implemented a method for automatically erasing the
marker from the images that are presented to the user; see
Figure 3.
Figure 2: User interface of the system.
Once the virtual furniture has been arranged the user may
scan through the digital images one by one from the top
left pull-down menu, or by using the next/prev buttons. In
each image, the virtual furniture stays in the relative
position where it was placed before. The user may also
save the augmented views in several image formats and
print them out. In the near future, we intend to create a
“pseudo video” function where the view point
automatically moves through the set of augmented

The method assumes the marker is placed on a relatively
uniform colour background, such as room floors typically
are. Thus, after we retrieve the marker corner points from
ARToolKit, we expand them to cover also the marker’s
white surroundings, and fill in the interior pixels by bilinear interpolation of pixels next to the white boundary
of the marker.
The method has general value for many other AR
applications too, as markers are most typically placed on
uniform colour walls, tables, etc. The method is fast
enough even for real-time implementation, it produces
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very good results in most cases, and in our application it
is practically always better than showing the marker.

objects that are seen in many other AR applications (see
figure 4).

Figure 3: (Top) virtual object placed over the marker,
(Middle) object moved and rotated to desired position
(Bottom) marker erased and shadows added.

Figure 4: Without shadows, virtual objects seem to
hang in the air, and if virtual lights are fixed, the
brightness of objects is often unnatural (top). We
augment virtual soft shadows underneath virtual
objects and enable adjusting the virtual lights to the
real room lighting (middle and bottom).
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Lights and shadows

Light points can be inserted to the scene just like any
other virtual object and, thereafter, manipulated with the
object list. In the current implementation, we use a simple
soft shadow algorithm where the shadows on the floor
plane are presented using a semi-transparent alpha
texture. The alpha texture is created by cumulating hard
shadows based on a few jittered light points and
smoothing the half-shadow (penumbra) area with an
average filter. In the future, we might use a more
sophisticated algorithm, like the one presented by Gibson
et al. (2003).
Lights can be moved using the arrow keys just like the
other objects. A red line from the marker centre to the
light direction is shown for positioning aid (when the
light is no more active in object list this line is not
drawn). The user may change the intensity of the light
source as well as the ambient lighting with the slider bars
in the user interface. In this way, the brightness and
shadows of the virtual objects can be adjusted to be near
natural, in comparison to the eye-catchingly bright virtual
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Increasing the accuracy

When using a single marker, the marker detection
accuracy in the depth (z) component is much worse than
in the image plane (x and y) components. This may cause
the virtual objects to change their position when viewed
from different directions. In a single image the object’s
position may look right while it is actually placed e.g. 5
cm above the floor. A second image from the side would
then reveal the error and present the object in a drifted
position.
Our near-future plan to improve on the depth accuracy (in
single marker case) is to have an option indicating the
camera’s height relative to the floor/marker to the system.
This would then enable numerically adjusting the
detected marker position to match its known real world
height. Typically, just a single height value would suffice
for each user, assuming he/she stands straight when
shooting the pictures.
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Our system is able to use several markers, mainly for the
purpose of covering large room areas but this can also be
exploited to improve accuracy. Assuming the relative
position of two or more markers in the real world is
known (i.e. they are placed in measured positions), the
detection accuracy can be improved using probability
estimation of the detection error. Our method finds the
most probable position and pose of the camera, based on
the notions that (a) the detection error is biggest in the
direction perpendicular to the camera, c.f. Pyökkimies
(2002), (b) the orientation of the far away markers is
more unsure than that of relatively near ones, and (c) the
markers are actually all located in the same plane. This
approach presents an improvement to the marker board
idea used in ARToolkit which only relies on confidence
values of each marker. The model matrix used in
positioning of virtual objects is in a way a weighted
average of those matrices calculated using separate
markers.
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Future work

Our implementation is still in its prototype stage, and we
have various improvements in mind for the near future.
Increasing the marker pose detection accuracy with single
markers was already mentioned in the previous section.
Adaptive marker thresholding, e.g. based on the method
presented by Pintaric (2003), would be better than using
fixed threshold value in whole image area, especially
when several markers are to be detected from one image.
Further, the marker erasure method could be improved by
taking into account wider texture areas near the marker
boundaries. Note that in our application where the marker
is erased just once per image, even quite sophisticated
image processing methods could be applied for this.
Currently, the walls of the room are ignored, and users
may move objects unintentionally out of the room. A way
to determine the wall coordinates would be having the
user draw lines on the boundary between the walls and
floor. Another possible solution is to find the floor by
using region growing techniques based on the texture and
colour of the floor. The marker is situated on the floor,
thus we know from where to begin. Besides assuring the
objects to be inside the room, finding the walls would
also enable casting shadows on them.
The current implementation of the system is intended to
serve as a desktop PC solution which the furniture
manufacturer could deliver to customers by Internet
download or on a product CD. However, the virtual
model file sizes could be a problem with Internet
download. Hence, another direction for future work is to
develop the system into an Internet portal solution. It
would operate on uploading images from the user’s home
to the web service, and downloading augmented images
back, with all the 3D computation, tracking and virtual
models residing on the server. Note that only overlay
images of the virtual objects need to be downloaded
(smaller than full images). Also, real-time interaction for
positioning the furniture could be done locally using
perspective approximations before refreshing the image.
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Conclusions

We have presented an Augmented Reality interior design
system that is operated with digital camera images. The
system presents various improvements on user interface
and presentation quality compared to earlier solutions.
Most importantly, the system is easy to use. In particular,
it can be operated using just ordinary PC and digital
camera equipment. Also, the Internet portal
implementation of our system is intended to be as
straightforward as possible, and we hope to see our
solutions applied in commercial use soon.
Numerous previously presented AR applications operate
with real-time video. However, from user’s point of view,
it may be questioned how important real-time video
actually is for interior design applications. Consumers are
not ready to invest in e.g. data glasses, but many of them
already have digital cameras available. The way people
evaluate real furniture is looking from a few positions,
and pausing for a moment to contemplate on what they
see, in a way of still images. This is what we believe is
best also for viewing of augmented interiors.
Nevertheless, our system could easily be modified to
process video clips too. Using e.g. the first video frame as
the reference image to place the furniture, the rest follows
from the discussion above.
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Augmented reality (AR) technology merges digital information into the real world. It is
an effective visualization method; AR enhances user's spatial perception skills and
helps to understand spatial dimensions and relationships. It is beneﬁcial for many
professional application areas such as assembly, maintenance and repair. AR
visualization helps to concretize building and construction projects and interior
design plans – also for non-technically oriented people, who might otherwise have
difﬁculties in understanding what the plans actually mean in the real context. Due to
its interactive and immersive nature AR is applied for games and advertising as well.
Although AR is proven to be a valuable visualization method it is not yet commonly
used in beneﬁcial consumer level applications. This work ﬁrst ﬁnds out reasons for
this and then focuses on developing AR towards wider use. The work is threefold: it
considers human factors affecting adoption of the technology, economic factors
affecting the viability of AR technology, and development of applications and
technical solutions that support these factors.
In this thesis user centric and participatory methods are used to ﬁnd out reasons
that hinder the use of AR, especially in interior design. The outcomes of the studies
are manifold: desired features for AR services, bottlenecks preventing the use, user
experience (UX) issues and business viability factors. A successful AR solution needs
to have a viable business ecosystem besides a reliable technical framework.
The presented application development in assembly guidance and interior design
visualization considers UX factors and demonstrates the use of AR in the ﬁeld of
question.
A serious bottleneck for using AR in interior design arises from a typical use
situation; a consumer wants to redesign a room. The space where the interior design
plan is made is not empty and augmentation does not look realistic when the new
furniture is rendered on top of the existing furniture. This problem can be solved by
using diminished reality, which means that the old furniture is removed digitally from
the view.
This work presents a diminished realty solution for AR interior design. A complete
pipeline implementing diminished reality functionality is described. Algorithms and
methods are developed to achieve real time high quality diminished reality
functionality. The presented practical solution has a great effect for the whole AR
interior design ﬁeld, and enhances it towards real use.
The possibilities of using AR are huge. In order to make beneﬁcial AR solutions,
researchers should be able to reveal the users' needs – both existing and emerging
ones – and develop technology to fulﬁlthose needs. This thesis demonstrates that
this can be achieved by developing augmented reality solutions through user
involvement.
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Tiivistelmä

Lisätty todellisuus (engl. Augmented Reality, AR) liittää digitaalista informaatiota
todelliseen ympäristöön. Lisätty todellisuus on vaikuttava visualisointimenetelmä: se auttaa
käyttäjää hahmottamaan tilaa ja ympäristön mittasuhteita ja esineiden välisiä yhteyksiä. Se
on hyödyllinen monilla sovellusalueilla, esimerkiksi kokoonpano-, huolto- ja
korjausopastuksessa. Lisätyllä todellisuudella tuotettu visualisointi auttaa konkretisoimaan
rakennusprojekteja ja sisustussuunnitelmia – myös ihmisille, jotka eivät ole teknologisesti
suuntautuneita ja joilla muutoin saattaisi olla ongelmia ymmärtää suunnitelmia ja niiden
merkitystä käytännössä. Interaktiivisen ja mukaansatempaavan luonteensa vuoksi lisättyä
todellisuutta hyödynnetään myös peleissä ja mainonnassa.
Vaikka AR on osoittautunut toimivaksi ja hyödylliseksi visualisointimenetelmäksi, sitä ei
vielä laajalti käytetä hyödyllisissä kuluttajasovelluksissa. Tässä työssä tutkitaan syitä
vähäiseen hyödyntämiseen ja kehitetään lisättyä todellisuutta käyttäjän tarpeet
huomioiden, jotta se saataisiin yleiseen käyttöön. Työssä on kolme osuutta: siinä tutkitaan
inhimillisiä tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttavat teknologian omaksumiseen, ja
liiketoimintaekosysteemiin liittyviä tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttavat teknologian elinkelpoisuuteen.
Lisäksi kehitetään sovelluksia ja teknisiä ratkaisuja, jotka tukevat edellä löydettyjä tekijöitä.
Tässä opinnäytteessä selvitetään käyttäjälähtöisten ja käyttäjiä osallistavien
menetelmien avulla seikkoja, jotka hidastavat lisätyn todellisuuden hyödyntämistä
erityisesti sisustussuunnittelussa. Tulokset ovat monitahoisia: lisättyä todellisuutta
hyödyntävän palvelun toivottuja ominaisuuksia, hyödyntämistä estäviä pullonkauloja,
käyttäjäkokemukseen liittyviä asioita sekä liiketoimintaekosysteemiin liittyviä asioita.
Menestyvä AR-ratkaisu tarvitsee elinkelpoisen liiketoimintaekosysteemin luotettavan
teknisen kehyksen lisäksi.
Työssä esitetty kokoonpano-opastuksen ja sisustussuunnittelun visualisoinnin
sovelluskehitys ottaa huomioon käyttäjäkokemukseen liittyviä tekijöitä sekä demonstroi
lisätyn todellisuuden käyttöä näihin tarkoituksiin.
Sisustussuunnittelun tyypillisessä käyttötilanteessa törmätään usein vakavaan
pullonkaulaan. Kun kuluttaja haluaa uusia sisustuksen, on tilassa, johon suunnitelma
tehdään, usein ennestään huonekaluja. Jos virtuaaliset huonekalut lisätään olemassa
olevien huonekalujen päälle, lopputulos ei näytä realistiselta. Tämä ongelma voidaan
ratkaista käyttämällä häivytettyä todellisuutta, mikä tarkoittaa sitä, että vanhat huonekalut
poistetaan näkymästä digitaalisesti.
Tässä työssä esitetään häivytetyn todellisuuden ratkaisu, joka tukee lisätyn
todellisuuden käyttöä sisustussuunnittelussa. Työssä käydään läpi kaikki vaiheet
häivytetyn todellisuuden toteuttamiseksi. Kehitettyjen algoritmien ja metodeiden avulla
saavutetaan korkealaatuinen ja reaaliaikainen häivytetyn todellisuuden toiminnallisuus.
Tässä esitetyllä käytännöllisellä ratkaisulla on suuri vaikutus lisätyn todellisuuden käyttöön
sisustussuunnittelussa. Kehitetty ratkaisu on iso askel kohti laaja-alaista lisätyn
todellisuuden käyttöä kuluttajasovelluksissa.
Lisätyllä todellisuudella on paljon hyödyntämismahdollisuuksia. Jotta voidaan kehittää
hyödyllisiä lisätyn todellisuuden sovelluksia, tutkijoiden on saatava selville käyttäjien
tarpeet – sekä nykyiset että tulevat – ja kehitettävä teknologiaa, joka täyttää käyttäjien
tarpeet. Tässä työssä osoitetaan, että tämä on mahdollista ottamalla käyttäjät mukaan
lisätyn todellisuuden kehitystyöhön.
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Developing augmented reality solutions through user...

Have you ever been in a furniture shop and wondered whether a
couch ﬁts in the space you have for it? Have you bought some
interior decoration item – and realized at home that it doesn't ﬁt the
atmosphere? Or have you been frustrated when trying to
understand the instructional pictures in an assembly manual for
some gadget?
Augmented reality (AR) is a visualization technology that can
help in the situations described above. It merges virtual
objects into the user's view, and enhances spatial perception skills.
Why isn't this technology widely utilized in everyday situations
then? Are there still some technical bottlenecks that need to be
solved before wide consumer-level use? Are there some business
ecosystem factors that hinder AR applications from entering the
consumer market? This work seeks answers to these questions.
We involve users in the development process and show that
ordinary, non-technically oriented users can provide useful insight
regarding emerging technologies such as AR. Different usercentred and participatory design methods are used to ﬁnd out the
factors hindering the widespread use of AR and user expectations
regarding AR enhanced interior design services.
This work also describes application development to support
wider use of AR and algorithm development to solve some critical
bottlenecks, such as not having a way to remove existing furniture
virtually. This thesis presents a solution for this kind of virtual
removing functionality, aka diminished reality, which is an enabler
for many AR applications.
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